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ABSTRACT

The development of a 'large-signal power transistor model applicable at
radio frequencies is described. This model which has its basis in the classical
large-signal models is valid for cut-off and active region operation but does

not include saturation operation. The model is intended primarily fep use jn
broadband linear radio frequency amplifier apolications and is useful up to
frequencies of the order of l/.|5 ft.

The model is described by two first order nonlinear differential equations
and a number of algebraic equations. Equation coefficients are determined
from measurements made on the devices under study. Two methods are described
for the solution of the model equations. The first and principal nethod is an

iterative one requiring computer assistance whilst the seconcl is analytical
and depends upon piecewise linearisation of the device transfer characteristic.
This analytical method whilst in some respects inaclequate, €.9. distortion
level predictions, is easy to implement and desp.ite its limitations affords
useful ins'ight into output power capability and frequency limitations of
speci fi c devi ces.

The model contains all transistor nonlinearities and parasitic elements
of significance and an important feature is the inclusion of device temperature
as a model variable, resulting in good accuracy over a wide range of operating
conditions. A simplified input impedance representation is evolved and it is
demonstrated that input impedance npasurements provide a useful window on modei
structure and aid in the evaluation of parameter values.
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N0TE: synbols listed ane those which largety aro no,t defJned in the body
of the text' Insofa,r as possible the symbols adopted are those
cons'idered to be in most cormon usage in semicond,ucton device
modelllng. In eertain instances it has been considered appropriate
to retain s,ymbol definitisns used ln particular source referencgs
even when this results in multiple usdg6 of a particular symbol.
In these ea$es specific definitions have been inelluded at the
approprfate points in the text.



CHAPTER 'I

A GENERAL INTRODUCTION

In this thesis the development and yerification of a large-signal
bipolar junction transistor mode'l valid in the medium frequency range are
described' The model is intended particularly for use in broadband linear
RF power amplifier applications but should also find apptication in the
analysis and design of lightly saturatfng Class B and Class C oscillators
and tuned power amplifiers

The rapid expansion oi medium frequency land and marine mobile radio
telephone services witnessed over the past decade has led to a number of
significant technical deve'lopments and innovations in associated equipment.
In the main these developntents and innovations have stemmed from the
progressive change from thermionic valve to solid state -equipment and,
following the implementation by national licensing authorities of the lg67
Geneva world Administrative Radio conference recommendations, the staged
transition from conventional amplitude modu'lation (AM) to single sideband
modulation (sse). The change from AM to ssB entairs the use of rinear
amplifiers in the power stages of the transmitting equipment; it also imposes
higher standards on the frequency stability of both transmitting and
receiving equipment and on the levels of spurious emissions. Initially most
SSB equipment was hybrid in form using valves in the transmitter po;er stage
anh solid state devices elsewhere. There are obvious advantages in
comp'lete'ly solid state mobile equipment and increasing availability of
transistors rated for'rinear RF power amprifier service, together with the
development of the broadband transmission 'line transformer ampiifier
configuration (1,2) soon led to the realisation of such equipment. The
transmission line transformer RF amplifier configuration is ideally suited
to the 1ow impedance levels characteristic of transistor power amplifiers and,
being inherently broadband, has the advantage that it requires no tuning
adjustment rvith change in operating frequency. The device model to be
described has been developed with the specific objectives of estimating
output power capability, input impedance and distortion performance of



devices used in this configuration and of establishing satisfactory design
procedures.

The use of SSB in communication links is neither a practice of recent
origin nor a preserve of the mobile radio telephone services. Valve type
linear power amplifiers have been in use for many years and examples of
design procedures for these amplifiers may be found in the literature (3).
valve characteristics are in generar werl defined and are, to a good
approximation, independent of frequency and device temperature. A relatively
simple valve model, enabling amplifier performance predictions (using for
example the chaffee technique (4)) in good agreement vrith measurement, can
readi'ly be constructed. Hovrever, in v.iew of internar charge storage
mechanisms and temperature dependence of device characteristics, the modelling
situation with respect to transistors is considerably more complex. For
large-signal operation the transistor is mode'lled most effectively by a set
of non'linear time dependent mathematicai equations and much of the work in
the present study has been directed to the evolution of a device model of
this form

In comparison with the valve the transistor has low thermal capacity
and thus its ability to dissipate heat is of importance not only in relation
to amplifier thermal design considerations, e.g. heatsink area and observation
of safe operating area ratings, but through the dependence of device
characteristics on iunction temperature. An associated problem is that of
thermal instability. Therrnal instability can be countered by adding a 'low

valueresistor in the emitter lead but the presence of this component and its
associated self inductance may modify appreciably the signal characteristics
of the transistor. Features of the proposed model are the inclusion of
junction temperature and emitter lead impedances as model pararneters.

An important aspect of any modelling exercise is model verification and
it is usually considered desirable that a model be verified over as wide a
frequency range and diverse a range of input signal levels and load
conditions as possible. In the present study measurements have been made on
amplifier test modules over the frequency range of Z to 6 MHz. Although this
choice of frequencies was to some extent influenced by limitations of
available instruments the main consideration in selecting this particu1ar
range for detailed measurements was that it corresponded with the frequency
band allocated to mobile radio telephone services by New Zealand post 0ffice
Specifications (5' 6). Most power transistors with SSB ratings presengy



available have transition frequencies (f1) in excess of several hundreds of
megahertz and measurements made on such transistors in the selected frequency
range would not provide a severe test of a device model. To counter this,
studies have been made using two transistor types, one the ZN564Z device with
an ft of about 450 MHz and tvlo, the 2N5038 device for which f1 is about 60
MHz- The latter device exhibits marked frequency dependence in the range of
interest and provides a severe test of the proposed model. Test amplificrs
constructed using either device type have peak output power capabilities in
excess of 20 watts, a level which satisfies the minimum requirements of the
New Zealand Specifications and is .also convenient for measurement purposes.
The 2N5642 transistor is an NPN silicon RF power device designed prinrarily
for wideband large-signal operation in the frequency range of lZ5 to 175 MHz.
It has a power dissipation rating of 30 watts at a case temperature of 25oC.
Fabrication wise this device is very similar to present generation SSB

rateddevices with lovr inductance leads, high frequency capability and a
multiple emitter over'lay structure. The principal reason for the selection of
this particular device was its availability at the time the study was
initiated. The 2N5038 transistor is a high cqrrent (20 A) silicon l,lpN

device primarily intended for power switching applications. It has a power
dissipation rating of 140 watts at a case temperature of 25ac. Although
fabricated with a multiple emitter structure the geometry of this device is
quitedissimilar to that of the 2N5642 and it exhibits for example a much
larger value of base spreading resistance. The characteristics of the 2N503g
including its relatively low frequency capabifity make it an interesting choice
for model studies in the Z to 6 MHz frequency range.

In linear amplifier service, since distortion is observed to increase
rapidly with the onset of saturation, device operation is restricted to the
cutoff and active regions. Thus the requirement for a large-signal device
model valid for cutoff and active region operation only can be postulated.
The device model proposed in Chapter 4 satisfies this requirement. This
model is described by a first order nonlinear differential equation and takes
into account the dominant transistor nonlinearities as well as parasitic
elements of significance. t^lhile in general the model equation must be solved
using numerical methods an analytical solution based on piecewise linearisation
of the device transfer characteristic is also proposed. This analytical
solution whilst unsatisfactory, for example, for distortion predictions affords



a rapid and effective assessment of device frequency capability and shows

that device performance is critically dependent even at frequencies as low
as 2 MHz on the effective inductance of the emitter lead. Further discussion
of this analytical solution is given in Appendices I and 2.

The material presented in Chapters 2 and 3 is intended to serve as a
general background to the topic of large-signal modelling. In a review of
the three classical large-signal transistor mode'ls (Chapter 2) attention
has been directed to model forms which are valid for cutoff and active region
operation. In Chapter 3 foun specific large-signal models are discussed with
the objective of establishing a background against which the characteristics
and complexity of the model developed in Chapter 4 can be viewed. These
specific models range in complexity from the relatively simple Haryison
model to Gumnel's high'ly cornplex general purpose model. The Harrison model
is an examp'le of a device model capable of analytical solution yet affording
insight into an aspect of considerable importance in the nresent study, viz
distortion performanqe. The Gummel model on the other hand is a sophisticated
device model capab'le of a high order of accuracy but requiring the use of a

transient ana'lysis computer program for its implementation. It has not been

intended that the material in Chapters 2 and 3 should serve as an ab initio
introduction to the topic of device modelling and in these and subsequent

'chapters 
background knowledge equivalent to the content of the SEEC texts

(7, B, 9) or of Lindmayer and Wrig'ley's text "Fundamentals of Serniconductor
Devices" (10) has largely been assumed. The specific mode]s discussed in
Chapter 3 serve also to i'llustrate the extent to r.lhich device modelling
presently depends upon computer assisted numerical techniques. In the present
study it was the intention that model investigations and solutions should be
performed using the'level of computer aid which could be assumed wou]d be

readily accessible to circuit designers, i.g. minicomputers and programmable
calculators. In the event, the flexibility and accessibility provided by this
level of aid proved a good choice for mode'l development and verification. For
modei implementation the use of a iarge computer is ciesirable.

In Chapter 5 details of the test modules and experimental results for
both 2N5642 and 2N5038 devices are presented. Also included in this chapter
are the analysis of the broadband transmission line transformer and a discussion
of the technique which was deve'loped forthe;neasurement of the input impedances
of the test modules. This technique which is a modification of the 3 voltrneter



method allows test module input impedance to be measurecl over a range of
signal levels.

Dependence of model parameters and amplifier characteristics upon

device temperature is discussed in Chapter 6. I'lhilstthemain objective in
this chapter has been the extension of the model developed in Chapter 4 to
include device temperature as a model yariable consideration is also given to
various related aspects, e.g. thermal stability, measurement of thermal
parameters and module thermal design procedures. In addition the theoretical
basis of the temperature dependence of device parameters, i.e. current gain
and junction reverse saturation current,is explored and, by matching measured
values to theoretical re'lationships, the actual dependence of these
parameters is established for the zNs64z and 2N5038 devices.

In Chapter 7 transistor distortion mechanisms are discussed and a review
given of existing distortion models. It is shown that the presence of an
emitter lead resistor appreciably modifies distortion performance tending
to linearise the device transfer characteristic but resulting under certain
combinations of operating conditions in the appearance of nu]ls in particular
distortion terms. t'lhile this'latter phenomenon at present is of little
practical significance from the point of view of amplifier design procedures
it serves as an additional window on device distortion mechanisms. The

conc'lusi ons are drawn,

l- that most existing distortjon models are applicable only in the
small-signal or "nearly-linear" sense, and

2. that in large-signal operation, whilst some insight can be gained
from study of the piecewise linear device model, there is as yet
no viable a'lternative to the Fourier analysis of collector current
waveforms in determining distortion levels.

Also inc'luded in Chapter 7 is a discussion of numerical techniques employed
in the solution of the model equations.

In Chapters B and 9 verification of the 2N5642 and 2N5038 device models
is described. It is shown that the fundamental frequency impedance rnodel
introduced in these chapters is a useful tool in confirming the structure of
the device mode'l and aids in the evaluation of parameter values. Fo1'lowing
cornparison of the predicted and measured performances of the test moduJesn
recommendations have been made as to the model structure best suited to



each device type in the frequency range of interest, Finally, in Chapter
10, a brief assessment of the study is made and recomrnendations on

implementation and further model deye'lopment are listed.
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CHAPTER 2

A REVIEl^l OF THE CLASSICAL LARGE-SIGNAL MODELS

5 2.0 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the topic of large-signal device modeJling is reviewed.
The theoretical basis of the three classical large-signal junction transistor
models is examined and their characteristics and limitations are discussed
with particular reference to linear radio-frequency power amptifier
appl i cati ons

Modelling is essentially a procedure whereby physical processes are
simulated or represented in more convenient forms. A device model fs a
representation which has the same or approximate'ly the same terminal
characteristics as the rea'l device. The form a device model takes depends
upon the function it is to serve and its complexity upon the degree of
accuracy desired. Transistor models are used for two distinct but related
purposes. They may be used either to gain a better understanding of device
mechanisms and thus to Jead to improved device designs, or as aids in circuit
analysis and circuit design.

Most transistor mode'ls* originate from a basic set of mathematical
equations,the transport equations, the continrrity equations, the poisson
equati0r, dhd the Boltzmann equations (1, Z), which describe the physics of
charge transport and carrier generation and recombination in semiconductor
materia'|, and the behaviour of pn junctions.

In the first category, the device design model, these equations serve
directly as model equations which are solved under the boundary conditions
imposeo by device geometry and doping profi]e. In this way the terminal
characteristics of the device are re'lated directly to basic physical

*This 
exc'ludes a sma'l'r c'rass of device models in which mode.l

formed !v ttre fitting bf suitable mathematical expressionsterminal characteristics. (3)

equations are
to observed



processes and device structure. In the sense that there is no physical
equivalent circuit nepresentation the device design model may be said to be

a mathematical model. Model accuracy is limited largely by the degree of
realism of the boundary conditions and the accuracy of the mathematical
solutions, which in most present day instances rely upon computer methods.
The device design model may be used to study the characteristics of a

comp'lete device as in Schilling's regional model (4) or to identify and study
specific transistor ntechanisms as in the base-coJlector junction study of
Pals and de Graaff (5).

0n the other hattd, in the circuit model, a direct relationship between
device physics and terminal characteristics is not maintained. Instead,
an intermediate step is inserted by deriving from the basic mathematical
equations an analogue or equivalent-circuit representation from which model
equations may be formed. These analogue representations are usually
approximate since they are most often lumped representations in which the
spatial dependence of the device physics and structure has been suppressed.
For simplicity and ease qf application in circuit ana'lysis the circuit model
usually consists of a network of conventional lumped electrical circuit
elements but, in the case of the Linvil'l model (O), which is almost a direct
representation of the continuity and transport equations, new circuit
elements of combinance, storance, and diffusance are used. In consequence
the Linvill model is difficult to use directly in circuit applications but
lends itse'lf readily as a basis from which higher order circuit models of
other forms can be developed.

The author's objective was to produce a circuit model for use in the
situation where transistors would be operated with large variations in
collector current and voltage extending from cutoff to the onset of
saturation. Thus a large-signal mode'l was indicated with the exception that
model validity in the saturation reg'ion was not a requirement. The model
shou'ld be accurate over the full range of signal levels and for the consequent
wide variation in iunction temperatures. It shou'ld lend itself to calculations
of distortion levels, power gain, and input impedance.

g 2.1 CLASSICAL LARGE.SIGNAL MODELS

Practica'lly a1l present day large-signal transistor circuit models are
based on concepts embodied in three classical models, the Ebers-Moll model



(7' B), the charge-control model of Beaufoy and Sparkes (9), and the Linvill
lumped element model (6). In turn, each of these classical models has a basis
in the Shockley one-dimensiona'l junction transistor model (.|0). In the
Shockley model,transistor operation is described in terms of carriers
"emitted" across the emitter-base junction into the base region, ',transported,,
across the base regionr drd collected across the base-col.lector junction. In
thisand in all other first order models only the base region and the two
junctions are included.

5 2.1.1 The First 0rder Junction.Model

The behaviour of pn junctions for both 'low level and high level injection
conditions has been discussed extensively in the literature (ll, lz, l3, 14).
Generally, the iunction may be considered to impose a charge density boundary
condition on the base region edge minority carrier level according to
junction laws

p(o) = PnoexP 
t+] (2.1)

n(o) = npoexp 
t+] (2.2)

(2.3)

for 'n' and 'p' type materials respectively.

Associated with each junction is a voltage dependent capacitance which
mode'ls the junction space charge according to the equation

cj(vj) =

c.i (o)

fl - v./rrr-)D'J. YU'

where the value of
profile across the

the exponent 'n' depends on the nature of the
junction.

dopi ng

,l
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g 2.1.2 The Base Req'ion

eurrent flow across the base region results largely from the transport
of, minority canriet's. Thus the base region can he nrodelled using only the
finorlty carrl'er eomponents of the trransport and con:tinulty. equagons. For
an 'n' type bas:e region these equations mqy be wri'tten ln general form: as

,lp = QuppE-qDpvp

r e 3+ b y.r,F -tE#
. .,. (2.4)

and

and

... (2.5)

En'd in the partlcu"lan Gds€'of, a one-dimensional diffuslon transistor (shown
diagralrtnatfcally in Fl'gure Z.t) as

Jp* = 'qDp 8t

-q lP' = 
a=JE 

+=at0x q P-Po
'tp

... (2.S1

... (2.7)

emitter-base
j,unction base ne,Eion

col lec,tor-base
junction

Fi:gurg?.! Diagranrnatic, reprresentatf,on of junct'irons and ne,utnal base-

region in a one-dimensional dfffrrion transistorn.

_*

--+f
-*
->-*

rp" = -o% $l
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In both cases the base region is represented mathematically by two
coupled partia'l differential equations in which the dependent variables are
current density and minority carrier charge derrsity. This representation of
the base region is spatially as weJl as time dependent, i.e. it reflects the
distributed nature of the base neutral region.

At this point it is convenient to draw attention to the analogy which may
be drawn between the base region model as depicted in Figure 2.1 and the
distributed transmission line. From equations (2.6) and (2.7) the base region
of the diffusion transistor is recognised as a direct ana'logy of the uniform
RGC line. The analogue to the more general drift transistor is a uniform
GC non-uniform R'line (15). The base region variables of current density and
charge density correspond to the transmission line variables of voltage and
current.

The electrical transmission'line may be analysed as a distributed system
in whidrcase the so'lution is said to be exact, or an approximate solution to
the line equations may be found by representing the line as a lumped system.
The transistor base regi6n equations may be solved using similar approaches.
An exact solution of equations (2.4) and (2.5) or (2.6) and (2.7) leads to
the device design model forms and a lumped appr.oximation approach to one or
other of the classical circuit models of 5 2.1. The effect of approximating
a distributed base region by a lumped equivalent is that the spatial
dependenceis removed from the base region equations, i.e. partial differential
equationsare replaced with ordinary differentia'l equations. The three
classical models differ in the manner in which the spatial dependence in the
base region equations is removed, in other words in the modelling approach.

g 2,2 THE STEADY STATE EBERS-MOLL I.4ODEL

The modelling approach adopted in the Ebers-Moll model is to combine the
iunction laws with a steady-state, two-port lumped network representation of
the transistor base region. The steady-state minority carnier continuity
equation may be obtained from equation (2.7) bV letting 0/0t = Q. Then

,,g
dx

+t? =Q
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Since [2.8) is a linear differenfial equatfon, excess mino;^ity carrier
chapge density (P-Po) and current density ,Jn, throughqut the base r.egion are
l'inearly r.elated. Thnsr:regqp{jry the wholb of the base regfon as a:linear
two po,rt r,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,tetumrkr re'lationships between th,e- ninorlty canrielr currents aRd
the excoss minor,ity carrier chargg densities at the Junction edges rnay be
rnitten as follows:

rE E a' Foto) + ur, fiotu)

xc = a,, Fr{o) t u* Fo{w)

Ttre junction voltages are related to the base
mlnority carrler levels by the Boltzmann equqtlons

Foro) = Pbo [*r{+4 - r1

Forw)=Pbo [.-0 1ryi -rt[ 't kTJ )

(2.91

(2.t01

region edge

aaa

excess

,.t (2l.ll)

.. r (2.12'l

Elimination of the exces,s mfnority carrrier variables from equations
(2.91 t'hrpugh (2,12) leads to the follodng equafions

T.'E. "l I Fbo 
F-'{P} -'J +a,zn,o[.on{ffi-']

Ic=azrPbo ['.'{P} -tJ *uzzPbo["-, fq V^^)

t- j-
(2,13)

'l

rl
J

(2.t4)
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Equatrlons (2.13) and

They are commonly written
(2.14) qre the basic Ebers-l,toll model eguations.
in the form:

I

B

(
Ics 

[t*n

Ic = -oF IEs 
[-' {P} -'} -,,, [.*o {+} -,]... (4.16}

As shown in Figurne 2.2 the Eberrs-Moll model can be considened as
resulting from the sup€Fposition of an "ridealn forward a,n.d and uideal,,
reverse transistor.

Irr
E .-->-Df

Irs

rEF =rEs 
[*, ttF] -'] {p} 'l

IcR =

' 
Figure 2,2 Showing the composition of the Ebers-l&ll model as the

supet position of ideal "forward" and rrrevergert

transistors. :

An ideal transis,tsr is specified by its junctio:n reverse saturation
cunrent, Irr, and a crurrent gain factor ox. The model in FiEure 2.2
requires.four parameters fo'r complete specificatton. It has been shorrrn (7)
that these parameters are not lndepondent but are tinked by the relationship

OF IEF

oF lrs t oR Ics .., (2.171
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The steady-state Ebers-MolJ model requires only three independent
parameters and is valid in all regions of device operation. In saturation,
since both iunctions are forward biassed, the complete model is required
but for forward active region operation, provided the col'lector base junction
is reverse biassed by more than a few times the thermal voltage kT/q, the
model equations can be sinrplified to

IE=rES 
[.-'{*} 

-'] **Rrcs

fq vrsl

l" i

(2. l8)

Ic = -oF IEs
l

'J[."
Ics (2. l e)

(2.20)

(2.21)

the model equations

application there is

For modern silicon transistors the reverse saturation currents
are extneme'ly smal 1 and to a good approximation when saturation region
operation is precludeda device can be modelied using the ideal ,'forward"

transistor only. Equation (2.19) suggests that in active forward region
operation the collector cument should be independent of the magnitude of
the collector vo'ltage Vrr. Thus the Ebers-Moll model must be modified
if the observed dependence of collector current on collector vo'ltage
is to be represented. This and other limitations of the basic model are
discussed in 5 2.5.

5 2.2. L common Emi tter conf i gurqtion 'of the Ebers-tulol 1 t,iodel

Tradi tional 1y, transi stor mode'l 'l ing has been approached from the
consideration of the device in common base configuration but most
often trahSistors are used in common emitter configuratfon. The
common base model in Figure 2.2 can be readi'ly reshaped into a common

emitter form using the relationships

Ig+Ic+Ir=Q

vcr = vcB

in conjunction with equations (2.15) and (2..l6), but
obtained in this way are cumbersome. In the present
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little loss either in generaJity or. i.n accuracy in
model on the forr^{ard ideal transistor alone. The

equations are then given by

basing the common emitter
conttton emr'tter model

rc=-oFrES 
[.-'{#} -'] (z.zzl

(?.23)
[.,0

and Ig = -(1 -ap) I'rS

and the common emitter forward current gain by

Ilbl -ltt I

BF=+= oF

FCIF . .. (2.24)

It is usefu'l at this point to consider in some detail the composition
of the base terminal current Ir. This current resu'lts entire'ly from the
flow of maiority carriers. Figure 2.3 illustrates the major components in
It under steady state conditions for a PNP transistor in active forward
region operation. At high frequencies and under transient conditions
additional base current components become significant, i.e. charging currents
associated with changes in the stored base charge QgT and the junction
transi tion capacitances.

Just as the emitter region majority carriers are injected across the
forward biassed emitter-base iunction (constituting the current component
Ip) there is also an injection of base region majority carriers. back into the
emitter region. This current In, which constitutes the dominant steady-state
component in the base current, was not included in the earlier analysis of
the base region. Typically In is less than l% of ro. .,since In is, like Io,
linearly dependent upon the factor [.*n (.r VtB/kT) 

u 
rl** tts lrfect may be

inc'tuded in the Ebers-Moll model wilrrout arteiing the f.nerut structure of

QB=

See Reference 1J,

Aq0(x)dx

123-128

f
pp.**

See 5 2.3.1
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Figure 2.3 composition of steady-state components in the base
current

the model. corrected values for collector and base
multiplying the current gain factor ap in equations
an emitter injection efficiency factor

currents are found by
(2.22) and (2.23)'by

Y= (2.?s)

A second steady-state component in the base current arises from
recombination of a small fraction of the minority carriers traversing the
base region. This component is seen to be equal to (l - or) Io where a1,
defined as the base region transport factor (16 , 17), denotes t|e proportion
of minority carriers crossing the base region without recombining. The
common base curent gain factor used in equations (2.22) and (?.23) is equal
to ot. For modern transistors because of narrow base widths and iow base
region transit times this recombination current component is negligib'ly
small in comparison with the component In and transistor current gain is
effectivelycontrolled by the emitter injection efficiency factor y. t,lith
this interpretation of current gain the ideal cfevice equations (2.2?) and
(2.23) can be considered to be valid for a wide range of bias conditions.
In real transistors, at very low values of collector cument, base but not
collector current is observed to depart from the ideal dependency on the

(l - or)Io
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bias voltage VU, and to exhibi.t a dependency of the form (lB)

(2.26)

where the junctfon emission facton,mrtypical'ly has yalues in the range
1.5 to 2.

This departure from the ideal characteristic is due to recombinaticn
effects arising from surface and lattice imperfections ('19) and is masked
at higher values of collector current. LikewiSe, under high level injection
conditions, the emitter injection efficiency decreases and the collector
current exhibits a non-ideal dependence on bias vo]tage of the form

IB 0 ['^'{*J -'J

Icq,,o{*} (2.27)

As the consequence of these effects the current gain in a real
transistor can be expected to increase initia'lly with increase in collector
current up to a maximum value fixed by the value of the emitter injection
efficiency under low level injection conditions, and then to decrease with
the onset of high level iniection (20). Figure 2.4 shows the dependence of
the common emitter current gajn, BF, on collector current for the ZN503B
trans i s tor.

FF

100

vrt=5v
T, = 25oc

0.01

rc(A)

Figure 2.4 Dependence of comnron emitter current gain on co'l'rector
current for the ZN503B transistor.

1.00.1 l0
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.g 2.?,2 Frequ.enc.v DependenCe in. lhe Ebqrsil,l.o_ll JUpde:l

' The analogy between the base region and the fistflbuted RGC transmtssion
line waS po'inted out in $ 2,1.2. Figure Z.E show5 a d'istrlbuted transmlssion
line representation of the base regio-n of a tran,sistor bias,sed for fonrard
active region operation and including the emitter efftc{ency fastor. Thls
nodel gan be exteniled to correr saturation reg:ion operation by the
superpos'ition ,o,f a s.imil,ar: F€v6F$€ tra,nsistoF.

Iclt )
I

1<-[

Figure .?.5 High trequency transnission line repr.esentation of the
transistor base region,

Frpm Figure 2,5

Ir(s) = yor(sl rsG)

er(s) = vo1(s)

. , . (2,29t,

. o,. (2 .29 }

. i . (2.30)

fIe!')
lr(s)

lr(s)

c(x)

(,x)

and gF(s ) E
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For these equations the definition of the base transport factor, now

ot(s), fiust be suitably modified. Mo'll (B) suggested that the frequency
dependence of the transistor be approximated by assuming that the corrnon
base current gains be single pole functions of the form

0Fo

... (2.31)op(s ) = TEE

0nn
o*(s) = r-ft (2.32)

Mol'l's approximations follow from the concept that the behaviour of a

distributed network can be.approximated by a low order function consisting of
the dominant network zeroes and poles. Pritchard (2.|) has shown that the
base transport factor of a diffusion transistor is given by the expression

crr(s) = 
[.osnf 'rt-'.rj- (2.33)

By using the Weierstrass Factor theorem, equation (2.33) can be recast into
the infin'ite product form

%(s)=;[ t Irtl,@l
[ (2n - r)' Lp' n' 

)

( 2. 34)

Therefore o1(s) has an infinite number of poles spaced along the negative
real axis in the complex frequency plane. For frequencies 'lower than the
-3 dB frequency ofar(s) the frequency dependence in equation (2.34) may
be closely approximated (zz) bv the simprified expression*

*Equation (2.35) lgt.lqgn widely discussed in the literatur€o for example
by Thomas and l'1ol I ( 23 ) .
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o1ffo) = , .. (2.35)

r,. t2,39)

... (2:gg)

.,, (2.40)

. q. (2.41)

wh'ere uslZn i;s:the actual -3 dB f,requency of *f and rn$ is an exeess phase
factor ehosen, to correct the phase angle emor at trl = rrr,r.

If equattsn (2"35) is rewritten as

t'

"T(.J 
- dT' *, ['-#,J

(n - 4t2,,,[+]"]

r !, (2.99)

0l=
n . r ! (2,371t ['-then

'dlld

and.

or

S'ince typically (LOIU)* r" 10,

6c !: .dl s: ry,tp

&r: o. 1'lt7 DP

0, 
l,Iz

01" <( @a ( t$1 ( ..,

[+J',

The res'ullt in equation (2.41) compares with Pritchardr's resu,Its of
2'.43 DOTWP for 5 = l, ord 2.60 DplW' for qT' = 0.9t.

', = h ['.' 
u.* [+i1

ws = 
h['+Pr.?tt+]'J

. 
u3 = h ['+ 

6r.- t+]1
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The excess phase factor is evaluated by summing dt ur =
angles of each term in the infinite product function, i.e.

uro the phase

.. . (2.4?)

simi I arly
the

@(

m = f, ltan-tn=l L

ru)0l 1ro'j r
Moll omitted the excess phase correction factor from his model and
it has been omitted in most models since for frequencies well below
a-cutoff frequency the phase correction is very smal'1.

Strictly speaking the equations for the overall current gains o'(s)
and Bt(s) app'ly only to incremental or small signal variations in termina't
currents. There is no linritation in this sense on the transport factor cu,
provided the linear partial differential equation from which it is derived,
the continuity equation, remains valid but the overall current gains must
reflect the noh-linear dependence of the steady-state current gains o.,
and B, on operating point.* For equations (2.3.|) and (2.32) to be
meaningful device operation must be limited so that the parameters crr. and
o*O remain sensibly constant.

s 2.2.3 F endence of the Incremental Common Emitter Current
Gai n

The approximate frequency
current gain can be deterririned
For o sufficiently less than uro

dependence of the common emitter incremental
using equations (2.30) and (2.35) (21, 23).

0For.il4
Bp( jo) =

*Dependence of the current
further in 5 2.5.

0Fo
- r-rl4

(2.43)

gains cr, and BO on operating point are discussed
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l e.

where

Bp(jur)=[+]
U + i 1r+*il,",J

= FFo tt#@]
oFo'o

(2.44)

,B = (l - aro)oo = (2.45)
Bro

The common emitter current gain is seen, from equation (2.a4) to
exhibit the same sing]e-poie frequency characteristic as the common base
current gain. Equation (2.45) shows the curyent gain - 3 dB bandwidth
product to be the same for both configurations.

5 2.3 THE BEAUFOY AND SPARKES CHARGE CONTROL MODEL

An important limitation of the Ebers-Moll model is its inability to
model charge storage effects in the base neutral region. This arises since
the direct re]ationships expressed in that model between terminal currents
and iunction voltages imp'ly that these voltages and currents should change
polarity together, whereas in the real transistor the junction voltage does
not reverse its sign with a reversa'l in junction current until the excess
charge density at the junction edge has been reduced to zero.

This limitation is avoided in the Beaufoy and Spankes charge control
mode'l by relating the terminal currents to the total stored minority ca*ier
charge in the base neutral region. Total stored minority carrier charge
is determined by integrating the excess minority carrier charge density over
the base region. The spatial dependence of the charge densiry is rost in
the'process and the charge control mode'l is, like the Ebers-Moll model, an
integral or lumped representation.

52.3.1 The First Charge Control Equation

The first model equation is obtained by integrating the minorily carrier
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continuity equation across

transi stor*
the base legion. For a one-dimensional

ip(0) - ip(l,J) =

iB

*rQB++

. i, (2.46)

regi on

(2.471

(2.48)

(Both A and t^ have been assumed constant.)p

Equation (2.47) indicates a linear relationship between stored base
charge Qg (= /l oo 0 ar) and the difference between the minority carrier
current at the"emitter and co]lector edges of the base region, that is, the
base current- Therefore, if other than base neutrar region effects are
neglected, the first charge control equation may be written as

- dQs

dt
+QB

tp

Total base current is seen to consist of a transient and a steady-state
component. Equation (2.+e) strict'ry app'ries oniy when the steady-state
base current is dominated by caffier recombination within the bulk of the
base neutral region. In modern transistors, bulk recombination is usual'ly
negligible and the steady-state base current dominated by the emitter
inefficiency current and to a lesser extent at low values of collector
current by surface and other recombfnation components (see s 2.2.1). In
practice the form of equation (2.48) is retained but the hole lifetfme
parameter to is replaced by a parameter r, which depends on the mechanisms
producing the base cument components.

*In view of the linearity of the base region equations there is no lossof generality in treating the one-dimeniionai'iur..

- 
[,',ro 

dx = 
I, 

q#,-.l],+ dx

When each term in
c ross-sectional area A

equation (2.46) is mu1tiplied by the base
the foliowing result is obtained



Equatton t2.48). is rralid in all reg,to-ns of deyi.ce operqti.on, As ln: the
Ebers-lloll representatlon, because of the linearity of the continqity
equat-ion' the rnodel may be consfdet'ed as the superposition of ideal for,rvard
and reverse'transfstors and separate cha,rge control equations wr,itteR, folr
ea,th:

tsr Fr# -#

a - dQBR,tsR=?: +

r -Qnr'cF .,

tr(x) = Ic = nqi(x) v(x)

h
TBR

and the base region transit time is giyen by

'h=fl*

- may be w!'itten, The ,Bararneten tp l'epresents the base region transit tiine
i;n fonrard active, negion operatSon. Thi,s ,may be shown as follo-ws:

Pr"ovided there is negligible lecomhination in the base, the minority
camier lonEitudinal steady-state current'f,lota is :sensibly constant and equal
to Ir.

24

Thus

. q. (?.50)

g 2,3.2 The Second Charge Gontrol Equatjon

The second equat'ion relates collector cument to the stoned base eharge.
It is clear that under steady-state condftions a relatlonship of the form

.. i (2,+01

, .. (a.sl;

,., (2,521

... (2.53)
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Conbining eQuati.ons l-t hal
Lb . s(r'z

j.. (2.54)

If'the appr"oxlma'ttsn ts made that the form of the excess mlnority
saffier distribrltion 0(x) under dynarnic condritions is the sarp as under
steady-s:tate conditions (see Reference ll) equations (z.st) may be extFa-
,polated to include dynarnic condttion.s. The second charge control equation
ls therefone g'iven by

) and

b
Ic

Tb=

.QBn
-F

(2"52

r*
Jo

ic;

IB=#Ic

... (2,51a)

g 2.3.3 Alternative Form of the Cfiar-qe Controi

The base charge varfable Qg *y be eliminated hetween the two charge
(2.51) to obtain a direct relationship between
For forward active region openation

control eguatlons (2.a8) and

base and collector currents.

UndEr

tB = # ic *'F + ... (z.ss)

steady-str6te eonditions equation: (2,s5) redu:ces to the form

where

Thus equatlon [2.85) mEy be

Ter 
=tF

I'"

tr'=sF

wrfltten as

| .. (?.56)

. ir. dicie = F 
*tF Tt* . r ! [2.57)
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5 2.3.4 The Active Region Equivalent Circuit

Beaufoy and Sparltes (9) proposed the charge control equivalent circuit
shown in Figure 2.6 to represent a transistor operated in its forurard
active region. The circuit of Figure 2.6 can readiJy be extended to cover
operation in all regions by the superposition of'a reverse transistor.

Figure 2.6 The Charge Control Model for a PNP transistor operated
in the active region

The circuit element'S' in the Beaufoy and Sparkes charge control model
is called a "storance" element. It may be regarded as an infinite capacitor
storing the excess base minority carrier charge Qg without developing a

' voltage across itself. The voltage applied between base and emitter terminals
appears in the model across the ideal pn junction in the emitter lead.

The charge control model is useful in illustrating the basic concepts
but for circuit analysis the retention of charge as a dependent parameter
is often inconvenient. Moreover a link between the terminal voltages and
the mode'l variables which is lacking in the basic charge control mode'l is a

necessity in most circuit applications. The Boltzmann equations provide a
'link between junction voltages and the base edge minority carrier levels, but
not directly with the stored base charge Qg. The conclusion that the stored
base charge is directly proportional to the base eclge excess minority carrier
levels may be implied from the linearity of the base region equations.
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Therefore for forward active qegion operation and for Qg and vru both tirne
dependent

qB0 
[.-,{+qi -,]

and vrs - q ln [t*.Or]

, ., (2.59)

... (2.59)

Since Qg varies linearly with co'll'ector current for both steady-state and
dynamic conditions equations(2.59) can be rewrjtten in the form

t,-kTr)Ves = =Ot tn [l + C, icj (2.60)

The constant C' may be evaluated by comparison of equations (2.60) and (2 .ZZ).

Summarising, for active region operation the charge control equations
can be written in a form suited to circuit analysis applications by the
equati ons*

il" d i"
i- = -i + r -'U (2.57)
'B - B. r''F -d-E-'r

( 2.61 )

. g 2.4 THE LINVILL LUMPED ELEMENT MODEL

0f the classical models, the Linvill model maintaines the closest link
with device physics. Linvill models the transistor base region by an

iterative lumped structure (similar in form to a lumped element RGC

' transmission line) of unconventional circuit elements representing the

*These equations provide the basis for the author's model.

uEB = q rn 
['-4]
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physica] pfocesses of diffusion, fecornbination and charge storage (6,24,
25' 26)- This iterative lumped structure approximates the dfstributed base
region of the transistor, the number of'lumped sectjons depending upon the
accuracy desired. The generai effect is to remove the spatial dependence from
the base region partial differential equations by replacing them with a set
of time dependent difference equations (zz). The Linvill model is
difficult to apply direcily in circuit applications because of the
unconventional nature of.its circuit elements. Koehler (26) has shown that,
by replacing each lump in the Linvill model with a charge control equivalent
cirquit, Linvi'll's model can be converted into a form wh'ich is both suited
for use in circuit analysis and yet retains a close relationship with device
physics. In the simplest case of a one lump representation, Koehlerrs
charge control equivalent c.ircuit reduces to the charge control model of
Beaufoy and Sparkes.

The general equivalence of the classical mode'l forms has also been
discussed by Hamilton et al. (24). They conclude that the Ebers-Moll
model, the Beaufoy-sparkes rnodel, and the one-lump Linvill model are
essentially equivalent representations involving the same degree of approxim-
ation and leading to similar results in large signal problems.

5 2.5 ADDITIONAL MECHANISIqS

So far in this chapter emphasis has been placed upon the basic or
domlnant transistor mechanisms. A number of second order effects exist which
cause the characteristics of real transistors to depart from the
characteristics of the classical transistor mode'ls. These effects can be
included in transistor models by modifying the c'lassical models in two ways,
by taking into account the dependence of existing parameters upon operating
conditions, and by the irrtroduction of further parameters.

The principal second order effects which have been inc'luded in the
specific device models, to be discussed in Chapter 3, arise from the transverse
flow of maiority carriens in the transistor base regiono from the dependence
of cuffent gain and collector current dpon co1'lector voltage, from bulk
region resistivity, and from the junction transition capacitances. In order
to provide some basis for comparison between specific device models, these
effects are now briefly discussed within the context of forward region
operation.
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5 2.5.1 The Enritter Crowding Effect

The flow of maiority curt"ent camiers transversely in the transistor
base region causes a transverse voltage drop which reduces the emitter-base
junction forward bias in areas remote from the base terrninal and emitter
periphery, thus giving rise to the phenomenon of emitter crorrrding (27), an
undesired concentration of current at the emitter periphery. The effect is
minimised in modern transistors by the use of interdigitated and multiple
emitter structures in which the ratio of the perimeter to surface area is
large. The enritter crolding effect is comrnonly modelled by placing a fixed
"base spreading" resfstance in series with the base lead (28,29). 1^1hilst
reasonably accurate for 1ow frequency small signal applications, at high
frequencies and high collector currents this rnodelling procedure is open to
question on various grounds: the distributed nature of the base region
(gO':'t), modulation of base region conductivity (20) and the increase in
emitter crowding at the higher levels of collector current (31).

It can be seen that in a rea'l transistor excess minority carrier
density distribution within the base exhibits both longitudinal and transverse
dependence, and under sorne conditions that portion of the base adjacent to
the emitter periphery may be subjected to high level fnjection condi.tions
vrhereas more remote portions are subiected to low level injection. Although
the situation therefore calls for a two dimensional base region theory of
vrhich a nurnber have been developed, for example the Calzolari ancl Graffi
Study of the Diffusion Transistor for any injection level (32), such theories
are complex and in most cases unrea'listic. In practice the most common

approach has been to model separately the transverse and longitudinal effects
in the base.

g 2.5.2 Dependence of Current Gain qryt Collector Current upon Collector
Vol tage

The Ebers-ltlolI model equations suggest that provided the reverse voitage
across the collector base iunction is sufficient'ly large the collector current
should be independent of its magnitude. In the real transistor there is a
small dependence arising from basewidth modulation, i.e. the Ear.ly Effect
(3r) wntch accounts for the finite slope of the cornmon emitter characteristics,
and at higher voltages a more pronounced dependence through avalanche
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multiplication and breakdown (ll). The common emitter current gain shovls a
similar dependence on collector voltage.

Both current gain and collector. current are sensitive functions of
iunction temperature and, under operating conditions, the variations in
these factors resulting fronr thermal changes may mask any variations from the
Early effect and from avalanche multiplication.

g 2.5.3 Parasitic Resistance

The resistances of the collec.tor and emitter neutral regions and of
the inactive portion of the base region (see Figure 4.6) are most commonly
modelled by p'lacing fixed resistors in the model leads. The resistances of
the ohnric contacts and device leads, and ernitter ballast resistors (Sq) may

be similarly mode'lled. These resistances are usua'lly very small for power
transistors but may exert neverthe'less a significant influence on device
behavi our

g 2.5.4 Junction Transition Capacitances

Charging cuments associated with the junction transition capacitances
become significant components of the device terminal curyents at high
frequencies and under transient conditions. These junction capacitances are
usually mode'lled as 'lumped non-linear capacitors with a dependence on

iunction voltage of the form

ci(vi) =-ffi e.6z)

' (where 'n' is a parameter denoting the grading of the junction doping profile)
but in some very high frequency models (35) the distributed nature of the
junction capacitances has been taken into account.
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CHAPTER 3

SPECIFIC DEVICE MODELS

5 3.0 INTRODUCTION

Following the review in Chapter 2 of the ctassical large-signal models
the characteristics and Jimitations of four specific large_signal transistor
models are now described. These models illustrate varfous approaches to
device modelling, emphasize different deyice aspects, and use different levels
of approximation. Each model has a specific purpose. Three of the models
selected for discussion have been developed especially for use in radio-
frequency power ampliffer applications while the fourth, the Gummel model (l),
is a general purpose mode'l. Again with one exception, these models are
extensions of the classica] large signa'l mode'ls. The exception, the Hilbersl
model (2) results fronr an extrapolation of the hybrid n sma'll-signa'l model.

As a starting point it is useful to consider briefly the operation of
transistors in radio-frequency power amplifiers so as to establish a basis
for comparison amongst these models. Transistor RF power ampiifiers are
generally classified either as class c or as linear.

The Class C amplifier always operates into a tuned load, thus forcing
the collector voltage to vary sinusoidal]y. lljith the usual operating conditions,
i'e. sinusoidal voltage drive and zero or reverse bias across the base emitter
iunction, the collector current waveform is pulse like in nature.and the
device is driven into saturation during cument peaks. A device model for

'Class C operation should therefore be valid in all regions of operation,
cutoff , active, and saturation. trlith the 'lightly doped epitaxial co1'lector
regions characteristic of modern transistors the combination of high peak
collector current and saturation region operation introduces a number of
complex effects including base stretching and degradation of current gain and
response times (l' 3,4). For class c operation, very few deyice models are
entirely satisfactory. 0f the four models to be discussed only one, the
Gummel model ' appears to satisfy most requirements, but the mode:l complexity
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reflects the complexity of the modelling situation. The Gummel model uses
a total of 21 parameters and can be implemented only with the aid of a
network hnalysis computer program.

Linear amplifiers are operated with either tuned or untuned (broadband)
loads. Since a tuned load is ineffective in discriminating against
intermodulation distortion products adjacent to the signal frequencies, the
nature of the load is immaterial for this class of amplifier. The transistor
or transistors should be operated under conditions which minimise odd order
distortion products in the collector current waveform (s). Even order
distortion products occur only at frequencies well removed from the signal
frequencies and can be suppressed by subsequent filtering or minimised by
partial cancellation in the case of the push-pull amplifier configuration.
In practice, therefore, the.peak value of the collector current excursion
is limited and operation in the saturation region is precluded. For linear
amplifier applications model requirements are somewhat relaxed in comparison
with Class C requirements since validity in the saturation region is not
required' Also high level injection effects are unlike'ly to be significant.
But the model should have the capabiiity of predicting with good accuracy
distortion levels for all levels of input signal voltage. This is a dernanding
requirement in that distortion Ievels are observed to vary markedly with
changes in iunction temperature which in consequence must be accepted as a
model variabJe.

5 3.1 THE HARRISON MODEL

First to be discussed is Harrison's model (6) whicrr is derived direcgy
from the large-signal Ebers-Moll equations. Harrison showed that the power
gain and collector circuit efficiency of non-saturating Class C amplifiers
and frequency multipliers could, subject to certain constrainls, be
expressedas closed functions of the input signal level. The key point in
Hamison's model theory is his use of the sonine Expansion (T)

exp {z coso} - Io(z) + z -r.. tn(z) cos n0- n=l
(s. t 1
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v-ilhere tr(2)' denotes the modified Bessel function* of order rn! and argumen:ttZt.

Harrison deriyed theoretical r.esults for an NpN transfsto,r' ln cormon
base conf-iguration as tllustrated irn Fiqure 3.1. tfls results are sub5ect
to the constrairnts that the transistor is an ideal device represented by
the Ebers-l'loll equations andthatthe c,ir.cuit eJerents ane ideal.

vcos,r,t

tigure g.l Gircuit r€p'€s€fltati,on of tuned c:lass c amplifier or
fnequenqyr multf;plier. N = l, Z,3,..i

I
C No,=-

'/tT

*Tabulated values.gf !:he no-difled Bessel functions sf integral orderfound tn the Flandboorc of Mathematicii-idilil;;ligi.'iiiElfiiti.u.t,
may. be caleulated frum the generating fuirciioii-fii" "! w"''I4el

may be
they

ar
Fl

el
So0 r'

Iu(x)
: 1 1*1n+2s
TFj'ilT lzj
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Fsr non saturati.ng operati.on

lc I oF IEs

and fnom Fi'g1t,ps 3.t

YB,E = Vff + llcostrrt

Using equatton (3,3), equaHon (g,'A) may be expanded in

from the Ebers-Moll equattons

[*oEb] )

[^'l *t J 
- tj Ics

e, i (3.S1

.. i (3.5)

r q r (3.2)

r.. (3,6)

.. i (3,7)

the f

r_l
BoJ

and then' by expanding t,he term exp tq Vcos urtlkTl using the Sonlne expanslon

-'l s given by

,o [t#] .hlIc = nF Ies

and the po$re.r delivered to the

Po = 2,R,. [-u,rr.-rffirr[**J]

Us,ing a similar analysis, if the emitter cun^€:ht

corres'pondr'ng to equation (3,2)n the input powe,r from

is exp:ressed irn a form

the. generator" may be

ic = *F rrs.-o{$} 
[,. t-g * zrl tt+j costut

The dc cpmponent in the collector

[,-u

I oad

{Fl
by
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From equations [9.0), (3.7) and (3.S) power gain and co]lector circuit
efficiency can be expressed as closed analytical functions of the generator
voltage V. Harrison presented his results in a series of graphs which show
clearly the dependence of power gain and efficiency upon input signal level
at various values of bias voltage vrg and for values of N from I to 6.

The use of Harrison's mode'l is not restricted to common base tuned
ampiifiers. By adjustment.of the bias voltage V* and the replacement of
the tuned load with a transformer coupled broadband, i.e. resistive, load
the circuit of Figure 3.J can be used to represent a common base linear
amplifier or, with further rearrangement, an amplifier in common emitter
confi gurati on .

The Harrison model can also be used to predict distortion levels.
From equation (3.5) the distortion components in the collector current,
assuming a sinusoidal input signal, are related to the fundamental current
component by the expression

(r.g)

In linear amplifiers the input signa'l is in practice usua'lly complex,
giving rise to both harmonic and intermodulation distortion terms in the
collector current. For an input signal of the form

shown to be equql to

Pin=vlEs.-nffirr

VS(t) = Vl cos olt + V2 cos trr2t + ... V, cos ur,nt

IiC = oF IES 
l.*O iO VrU) exp {b Vl cos oitt} exp {b V, cos
t

fsr]
IKTJ

(3.8)

(3.10)

DN

IJ
qJ

ort)

(3.il)
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By applying the Sonine expansion equatrion

i^ =t oF Irs vEr]

ic = oF IES 
[.*o ,o vr,r] - l] * Ics

vB,E = VEE + VS(t) - iCR

{'*o 'o

- .,.r]

{,^[, ["'o

(3.1.|) may be

@

v.)+2 r' N=l

rewri tten as

r*{ovr)

+hl (3. 12 )

(r. t g)

(3.14)

The manipulation of equation (3.12) into more convenient forms has been
considered by a number of authors*. For examp'le, Gretsch (.;0) developed a

method for generating the intermodulation spectrum based upon conyolution
of the input signal spectrum. But the value of these approaches is"limited
in practice by the departure of transistor characteristics from the ideal
device characteristics assumed by Harrison.

In the present instance the principal limitation in Harrison's model
arises from the constraints imposed by neglecting parasitic and base
spreading resistances and by assuming an ideal, i.e. zero impedance, signal
source. If these constraints are removed the model equations assume the
fol'lowing forms:

where R is a composite parameter modelling the effect upon circuit
performance of the resistances described above.

The peak value of the collector current is reduced below that predicted
from the eariier equations and the Sonine expansion formula is now difficult
to apply. Distortion levels are appreciably lower than those predicted
from equations (:.s1 and (3,12), which may therefore be considered to
establish upper limits upon distortion.

*See Lotsch (9) for an extensive bibliography.
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The Harrison modeJ, so far considered, is a low frequency nodel. It
can be extended to high frequency operation by replacing the Ebers-Moll
device representation by a classical model representation which is valid at
high frequencies. Harrison developed a high frequency version of his model,
based upon Koehler's charge controJ equivalent circuit model, which included
the iunction transition capacitances and the base spreading resistance. To

achieve tractable results he sinrplified the form of Koehler,s model

appreciably by placing a constraint on the peak value of the stored base
charge, in effect limiting device operation to low values of collector
current. This constraint on the peak stored base charge is equivalent to the
requirement (see Figure 3.2)

i cte

Figure 3.2 High frequency yersion of the Harrison model.

The high frequency mociei equaiions are therefore given by

+ i-Jic = oF IES 
["ro 

,o vsrs] (3.15)
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Vcos crrt
(3.16)

where

/ I + (q,/rop

(Rs + RG) cTE

Equations (3.15) and (3.16) are identica'l in form with equations (3.2)
and (3.3) and if C1E is assumed to be constant closed form expressions for
the high frequency power gain and collector circuit efficiency may be
readily deternrined. However the neglect of the base stored charge is an
unrea'listic limitation resulting in extreme model inaccuracy. For this
reason no further discussicjn is given.

E 3.2 THE BAILEY MODEL

The Bailey model ('|1) which has been selected as a second specific
examp'le is, like the Harrison model, based upon the Ebers-Mo'll circuit model.
These two specific device models contrast strongly in mode'lling approach.
Whereas Harrison sought tractable solutions to his model equations and
sacrificed model accuracy to that end, Bailey made accuracy his main objective.
The Harrison model is a first order representation suited to manual
manipulation; the Bailey model, on the other hand, is a complex non-linear
representation which can be handled only by a computen.

Bailey's ntodel consists basically of the complete low frequency Ebers-
Moil model, i.e- both forvrard and reverse transistors, with the addition of
bulk resistances to model parasitic and base spreading resistancen leakage
resistances to model base width modulation (the Early effect), and junction
and diffusion capacitances to model high frequency effects. The model uses
a total of 3l parameters of which 20 are associated with device dc
characteri sti cs.

Model pararneters are evaluated by fitting the measured device
characteristics to the model equations oyer.a wide range of operating
conditions psing either mariual or computer-aided methods. Bailey,s mode'l

was developed for use with the NET-I network transient ana.lysis program (.l2).

VB,E = VEE +

l=
,o
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Thus the parameter values can be optirnised for a particu]ar application
(for whi'ch the model is suited) by comparing device performance in an actual
test circuit with the performance predicted from the NET-I analysis program.
The end result is a set of moclel parametersn Which when used in the NET-I
computer program, will predict accurately the performance of the test
transistor in any specified appliction.

Although possessing the capability to model device performance with
extreme accuracy in specific applications albeit at the cost of model
complexity' the Bailey model has from some points of view certain disadvantages,
A number of effects such as base widening (base push-out) are not separately
identified in the model although taken into account by adjustments to the
values of appropriate existing model parameters. The Bailey model is thus
unsuited for use in situations where a correspondence between these effects
and device performance is sought but finds its principal applications
in investigations of large-signal high-speed device operation and in circuit
optimisation. Bailey has shown that even when a device is driven deeply into
saturation his model will predict accurately the observed waveforms both in
high speed switching and in Class C operation and can thus be used to
optimise a circuit design. As further appiications, he has proposed
investigations into modes of device failure and broadband amplifier circuit
design.

5 3.3 THE GUMMEL I'IODEL

The third model for discussion is the general purpose mathematical
circuit model developed by Gummel and Poon ('l ) for use in network analysis
computer programs. One of the programs in which this mode'l has been
incorporated is the Berkeley program, SPICE (13,'14). The model is valid in
all regions of device operation and at all levels of injection. A close
correspondence is maintained between physical mechanisms and device parameters
and one of the features of the model is the inclusion of effects arising at
high current densities in the l ighily doped epitaxial co.llector region. At
low va'lues of forward bias it can be shown to reduce to the conventional
Ebers-Mo] I model .

The nrodel is based on a new charge control relation (,l5) which links the
total base charge with collector current and junction voltages. Although
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usually regarded as a charge control model, it differs appreciably from the
classical charge control model. The slarting point in its deriyation lies
in the separation of the terminal currents in the Ebers-Moll model into the
three current components:

Icc = -Is {F} -exP{#}]
[."

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3. l e)and

The terminal curents are given

rsc = 
':[.''{+Fi 

- 
'J

'J

Ig=-IBE-Igc

Ir=-Icc+Igr

Equation (3.17) which defines the dominant
current is va]id only under low level injection
model equation (3.17) is replaced by the charge

Separation in'this fashion is desirable in that it allows the comect
voltage dependence to be given to indjvidua'l components of current. At low
values of forward bias, for example, the base current exhibits.a non-ideal
dependence of the form exp {C Vrr/m kT} where 'm' the junction emission factor
has a value typically between 1.5 and 2. At higher values of collector current
this non-ideal component, which is attributed to recombination at surfaces and
in the iunction space charge regions, is dominated by the ideal component
of base current with a dependence on Vrg of the form exp {e vur/kr}.

Ic=Icc+Igr (3.20)

(3.21 )

(3.22)

component ICC in the collector
conditions. In Gummel 's
control relationship (15)

l
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Icc = -Is Qso (3.23)

which is valid, through the bias dependence of Qg the tota'l base charge,
at any iniection level. QeO is the zero bias yalue of Qa.

Qt represents the charge of all carriers that enter through the base
termina'|. Qg 'is therefore an integral parameter which combines the effects
of junction capacitances, base region charge storage, the Ear'ly effect,
base widening and high level injection. An exact analysis of Qg is impractical.
Gummel and Poon approximated the complex dependence of Qg in an algebraic
representation of a form which assured reasonable accuracy and was convenient
for computer implernentation. A feature of this representation was the use of
a modified iunction capacitance mode'l (.|6) which avoided the usual singularity
problem at the point when the iunction voltage equalled the junction potential
barrier voltage.

The Gummel model requires the use of 2l parameters for complete model

specification. It should be noted that the model does not include either
parasitic resistances or a base spreading resistance rvhich can be added as
part of the external circuit. In situations where some decrease in model

accuracy is acceptable, only l<ey parameters need be specified since default
values for unspecified parameters may be automatically inserted into the
computer programs

The Gumme'l model exhibits many features of real transistors that more

conventional models do not contain 0r can include only by elaborate curve
fitting procedures requiring the use of many parameters. As in any model

some measure of tenrperature dependence may be incorporated by allowing for
the temperature dependence of the junction reverse saturation current I,
(see 5 6.3). The Gummel model ma-y be regarded as one of the most accurate
circuit models with very few disadvantages other than complexity. Aaronson
and Schilling (17) have shown that over a wide range of operating conditions it
is fully equiva'lent to schilling's regional nodel (lB) suggesting the
possibility that the Gummel parameters can ultimately be re]ated directly to
device doping leyels and geometry.
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$ 3.4 THE HILBERS MODEL

The fourth and'Jast device mode'l to be discussed in this chapter is a

circuit model developed by Hilbers (2,19) specifically for examining the
behavtour of high frequency power transistons in linear (C1ass AB) and tuned
(class B and Class C) arnpiifier operation in the common emitter configuration.
The Hilbers model is an extension of Giacolettors small-signal hybrid-n
model (20) to large-signal operation*. It suffers the limitations that the
re'lationships between the fundamental frequency components only of the device
voltages and currents are expressed, that it is invalid for saturation region
operation and that high level injection and base widening effects are
included only indirectly by using "averaged" values of forward current gain
Bp and transition frequency f1.

Although the model has been shown to predict with reasonable accuracy
transistor behaviour at the fundamental frequency of operation the extension
of a smal'l-signal Class A device mode'l to Class AB, Class B and Class C

operation is in other respects difficult to justify at least in the frequency
range of interest to the author. There is some justification at frequencies
somewhat higher since the collector current conduction ang'le increases with
frequency (see 5 4.1.2), in the 'limit approximating to C'lass A operation.

Rg

ctr RB'E'

El

Figure 3.3 The Hi 1 bers Model.

*A similar mode'l has also been proposed by El Said (Zl).
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Hilbers expanded the hybri'd-n model yery cons'iderably by including a

number of effects which arise from changes in device design and \

manufacturing procedures, His conipiete circuit model is shown in Figure
3.3. These additional effects, the more significant of which have been
included in the author's modelr dF€ now briefly considered.

Lead Inductances and ExtrinSic Capacitances

The envelope of a transistor unavoidably introduces additional capacitance
and lead inductance (both self- and mutual-) shorvn in Figure 3.3 as CgE, Lg,
L, and Lt. The most significant of these in common emitter configuration is
the emitter lead inductance L, through its effect on input impedance (see
Chapter^ B)and frequency response.

The component R, in Figure 3.3 is a composite resistance representing
the resistance of the transistor base region betleen the ohmic contact and
the edge of the active base region, and the base spreading resistance, as
illustrated in Figure 3.4. The collector-base junction transition capacitance
likewise represents a voltage dependent capacitance which is effectively
distributed across Rr. This distributed situation is most often approximated
by a two-'lump model in which the tota'l collector-base junction capacitance is
split into two parts, an internal capacitance Cr, and an external or overlap
capacitance Co which is connected between the collector and the external base
conta ct.

Ir Ig

F metal

S
ox't oe

ase I ateral
regr 0n

oxi d

base ac
regi on

"?

rve

emi tter

collector epitaxial region

collector substrate

Figure 3.4 Diagrammatic representation of planar transistor structure.
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W.hile the total collector-base junction capacitance may be readily
determined as a function of junction voltage, the division into internal and
overlap components is less easy to effect. A procedure based upon device
frequency response at different yalues of collector load is described in
Appendix 3, or alternativelyo if the device geometry is known the ratio C../C^
may be estimated from the ratio of the effectiye emitter area to the totaf 

.,

area of the collector-base junction (,l9).

Emitter Resistance

One of the problems in power transistor design is to ensure effective
uti'lisation of available emitter area. l4ost modern RF power transistors
employ a multiple emitter structure in which individual emitter sites are
interconnected by means of'a metal'lised overlay. To ensure uniform current
distribution across the emitter structure "current-sharing,,or',ballast,,
resistors are diffused in position between the metallised overlay and the
individual emitter sites. This form of construction results in generally
improved device performance, particular'ly with respect to second-breakdown
characteristics, and thermal stabi'lity, effects which are discussed in greater
detail in Chapter 6.

The pnesence of the emitter resistance (n, in Figure 3.3) affects
device performance in a number of ways. There is a progressive shift in
effective base-emitter iunction bias voltage with increasing collector current,
an improvement in linearity, and a decrease in transconductance. In addition
the overlay construction. introduces a parasitic "metallising" capacitance
(C,u, in Figure 3.3) between emitter and co1lector.

g 3.4.1 Summary

The Hilbers model is basically a fundamental frequency representation but
too comp'lex for manual manipulation. For a given circu'it the model is solved
by a computer routine which uses the voltage v6 across the current generator
i, as the starting point. Since the model is invalid for saturation region
operation care must be taken to limit the value of v, so that saturation is
precluded. A disadvantage of the Hilbers niodel is that it yields no

i nformati on on di storti on 'leveJ s.
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CHAPTER 4

DERIVATION AND ANALYSIS OF A MODIFIEq CHARGE CONTROL I4ODEL

5 4.0 INTRODUCTION

The requirement for an accurate but not unduly complex deyice mode'l
to assess the behaviour of switching and VHF power transistors in broad band
linear RF power amplifier service was estab'lished in Chapter 1. Background
was provided by the discussion, in Chapter 2, of the classical large-signal
mode'ls and by the survey, fn chapter 3, of selected models of greater
complexity. It is apparent that any realistic power transistor model must to
some extent depend upon computen-assisted numerical techniques for its
implementation since tractab'le analytical solutions are usually not possible.
0f the models surveyed in Chapter 3 the Hilbers model appears to offer the
best compromise between complexity and realism. It matches the requirements
of the present application without introducing unwarranted complexity in that
it is valid only in the operating regions of interest and flrat parameter
values can be established either directly from manufacturer,s data or from
relatively simple measurements. However the Hilbers model has the disadvantage
that, since it is a fundamental frequency model, it can provide no information
on distortion levels or on collector circuit efficiency. The Gummel model
meets these particular requirements but requires large computing facilities
and a transient circuft analysis program for its implementation.

5 4. I A NEW MODEL

The model to be developed in this chapter uses many of the features of
the Hilbers modeJ. The principal difference is that, whereas the Hilbers
model has its basis in the small-signal hybrid-ir model, the new model has a
basis in the charge control equqtions (2.57) and (z.ot). t^Iith this approach
the principal transistor non-Iinearity, the'dependence of collector current
upon the base-emitter junction yoltage, is retained in the model.
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An rlni.tial form of the proposed model is shown in Figure 4.1. The
different model basis apart, this equivalent circuit representation differs
from the Hrllbers model (Figure 3.3) in that a number of circuit parameters
have been omitted' cM, LB and Lg have been omitted since they have litile
effect in the frequency range of interest,2 to 6 MHz. The base-collector
junction tnansition capacitance, Cr* has been omitted in the present model
since under voltage drive conditions it exercises litile direct influence
upon the collector current. However the current which flows throush C*
although negiigible in comparison with the collector current may be comparable
in magnitude with other base current components. Thus the effect of C* upon
input impedance may not be neglected. In the mode'l analysis in S 4.1.1
the collector parasitic resistance is considered as part of the load R, and
the device parameters* BP Is,rT and R, are all assumed to be constant.
The dependence of these device parameters on tenperature and operating
conditions is examined in later sections of the thesis and modifications where
necessary are made in the model.

Vsi ntrlt

Fjgure 4.1 Equivalent Circuit of the proposed Model

uBtE'

*Is = oF IEs. Advantages of the I, notation are discussed in g 6.3.
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5 4.1.'I Afralysis of the Basic Model

using equations (2.55) and (2.s9) as a basis, the model equatiohs for
the equivalent circuit of Figure 4.1 may be written as;

i-ic.ldt'c'B-tr75

f [qvo,",l ]ic=Is l'-tl-fr} -t,1

..q (4.1)

. . . (4.2)

In the model of Figure 4.1 the effect of charge storage in the base-emitter

[',.ui+L+] =Q

n, + (0, -q ,,' 
[,-

+ l) R.
E.

rl
VgB * Vsin urt = iC

BF

iunction capacitance C1E is assumed to be included in the charge store S.
Thus the base current component 1/rrr1 diC/dt represents the sum of individual
current components r, djc/dt and d/dt (hf ug,E,). Representation of
Ctt in this manner is an approximation which is strictly valid only in small-
signal operation but is adopted in the present model as a matter of
convenjence. It Jeads to a model which proves sufficient'ly accurate for the
2N5642 device but, for the ZN503B transistor a revised model, in which C*
is included as a separate parameter, becomes necessary.

From Figure 4.1

vBB*vsinr,rt-$ rn[r-t] -icRr- #

+ h + (Rs*RE) -LE #"

Equation (4.3) may be rearranged in the form

.l
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,..rr (+r+)

If the last term in equation (4.4) is of second order significance
(typieally r,re Lgl to1 *u 0,01) and Bp 22. 1, eguation (4,*1 can be arranged ln
the standard form sf the state equaiion

din

Tf = f(i', t) -, (4.S1

where f(ic, !) =

At low frequencies di'/dt + 0 and
non-l I n,ea'r al g.e,braic equation*

f(ic, t) = 0

iC muy be detenained by solving the

. a { (4.7)

5 4.1 .2 An Approxi.rnate Analyti cal Sol uti on

Equation (4.5) is a non-linear first order differential equation. It
is solved in specific instances in Ohapter 7 using colnputer-aided numerical
teclrniques but an approxina e analytical soiution is pos,s.ible lf the term

nJhil equation may be solved using the Newton-Raphson numerical iterailon
technique.

. tr;-rR;-
_tLr

tdTE

[,, 
+ vsinurt - ic b# - ,;,,[,-;f]l ... (+.0)
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ls approrinated by pi:ecewise li.nearr'sation ['1, 2) as shown in F-igure 4.?,
Ptecewi,se lineartsqtr'on may be justified in Iarge-sjgnal operation r*here
the proportlon of the time spent in.the region where the erro-r is nost,
sfgnificant, is' q:site smalJ.

Figqre 4,8 Fiecewise linearisation of lC - vBE characteristics,

From Figtrre 4.2

forv > V^
,U

,.. (4,9)

ic=o

na3r'therefore be

for v

dpFroximated by, the

(

lVaa 
* Vsin r,rT - iC

t

... (4.9)

Equation (4.5)

I

'i|

lo,nuat

+.

eq

I"

dir rv-l

dt R^fR-uEfrf *ru

*EF

. . r (4.1,0)
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ln lineqr operat{on VgB " Vpl. Thus equation [4.10) mqy be written as

'di"
ldg+ticF

where
'o 

tr

and vo=

Equation (4.1'l) has the solutio-n

ic=

where

v; sin(rrrt -0) + Ce-$t
y'wz+anz

. -l= T,an

Vo sintot ,icr ,t4.lT)

.. , (4.121

i.. (4.tr1

. . . (4.14)

qr.

*o

C is an arbitrary constant of integratJon.

Fron the boundary conditiorr l, = 0 at t = 0,

V^ sin0l\-u
l, --

---y'rrlP + rr6e

and

h * Rr * 15 Lr

o1 v

. *The rtr:Fe, Eeneral case for vae I v, r's discussed in Appendix L
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wfiere

icn .. t \

- s) + e-0oE sinel
.I

r ir (4.15)

::jr. (4.te;

't
lsln[rot.1,

v'o
;r !! Fp

if the inequality r ** (RE * $/tsp) is ,satisfied.

Although the asymptotlc solution gliven by equation (4.1S) ls not
particularly accupate at low levels of, eollector curuent it ls usefuT in that
it illustrates the effects of the various device parameters upon circuit
performanee. Above a critical or eut-off I'requency fu the amplitude respoflse,
decreases approxi'mately at the rate of 6 dB per octave. If the condttJon
FF Re " RB is satisfied both amplltude p€sponi$€ and crltical frequency are
alnnst independent of the value o:f the current gain pp. This would indicate
that for eoll:ector waveform pred,t'ctisns extneme. care in the modelting of
Bp is unnecessary.

The cnitical f,requency fu ls g{ven by

,^*h*rble
... (a.lea)

which, when L, and r are both very small and F, Rf >> R* r'educes to the form

T-',

.'-lRE:'o-E- E;Fq.-'T

Also, for Rg = 0, provided Lg and r renain yery small,

1=h

rI'T'o-zo F

l. r (4.12b)

sfB r a:r (4, tzc;
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Not unexpectedly, the effect of emitter resistance on power amplifier
performance is simi'lar to the effect of an un-bypassecl ernitter resistor in
a smal'l-signal amp'lifier. An increase in the value of RU leads to an
i'ncrease in the critical frequency, i.e. in circuit bandwidth and to a
decrease in amplitude response. In practice the value of RE is most often
set by neither consideration but to a vajue rvhich protects the device against
thermal runal{ay (see chapter 6). The effects of device transition frequency
and emitter lead inductance upon circuit bandwidth can also be assessed from
equation (4.12a). If uniform frequency response over a wide frequency range
is a requirement a device with a high value of f1 should be selected and a
circuit configuration with low emitter'lead inductance chosen.

4. I .3 Hodel Calcul ations

In this section the results obtained using the asymptotic analytical
solution to the model equations are compared with results obtained from a
numeri ca'l sol uti on to equation (4. s 1 . Fi gure 4. 3 shows co1 J ector current
waveforms calculated from equation (+.ls) for a fictitious transistor with
parameters

IS = {..|2 x 10-12 A.

Tj = 323K

RE = 0.50

BF=79

RS = .l2.5 
n

LE=Q

fT = l0 MFlz

This fictitious transistor has dc characteristics similar to the
2N5642 device but unrea'listic values of R, and f, have been used to accentuate
the frequency response fall-off.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the effect upon collector current waveform of
increasing frequency, i.e. decreasing amplitude response, an increasing phase
delay and increasing angle of conduction.

The cJose agreement between the analytical and numerica'l solutions of
the collector current waveform as shown in Figure 4.4 suggests that reasonably
accurate values for the dc and fundamental frequency conrponents of the collector
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Figure 4.3 ColJector current waveforms calculated for fictitious
transfstor for a constant input voltage V = I volt peak.

current can be determined using either method of so'lution. However the

analytical solution, equation (4.15), predicts exactly the same collector
current waveform for all 1eyels of input signal, in other words a distortion
level which is independent of signal level. For this reason the analytica'l

solution is unacceptable in the present application at least with respect

to distortion prediction.

To obtain the analytical solution given by equation (4.15) it was

necessary to assume that the device parameters remained constant over the

operating cycle. This assumption is tested in the discussion of model

parameter characteristics and measurement techniques given in the following
sections of this chapter.

f=4MHz
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Figure 4.4 Comparison between analytical and numerica'l solutions for
collector current waveform of fictitious transistor at
2 t4Hz.

S 4.2 BASE RESISTANCE

The base resistance parameter R, models the effects of the voltage drops
arising from the flow of base current. Rg is dominated by the base spreading
resistance Rgr previously discussed in g 2.5.'l but includes a much smaller
component Ru,' which accounts for the bulk resistance of the lateral base
region, that is that portion of the transistor base region (see Figure 4.5)
between the active region and the base terninal.

The lateral region resistance can be accurately modelled by a lumped
fixed value resistor but the base spreading component Rurcan be modelled
only approximately since it varies in value with both collector current and
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Oxide 
a

Base

Figure _4.5 Cross-section of a planar transistor
and actiye base regions.

frequency. At low Jevels of collector current RBr is
by device geometry and base region resistivity. For a
circular geometry (3)

RB' !
Bnq

RB'decreases at high leve'ls of collector current owing to the effects of
base region conductivity modulation (4) anci emitter crowding (g Z.S.l)r dpd
at high frequencies, where the current crowciing effect is intensified (5),

Several theoretical studies of the base spreading resistance effect have
been described in the literature, for exaniple, by ilauser (6) in the case of
rectangular device geometry, and by Rey et al. (7) for devices of circular
geometry. These studies are based on a representation of the transistor

uf'n o*
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-/ 
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emi.tter-bEse junction and the base active ! egion by a transyerse distributed
rnodel oi the form shor,rn in Figure 4.6. The distributecl representation is
replaced by an equivalent lumped circuit rnodel (Figure 4.7) consisting of a
base spreading resistance Rgr in series with an ideal diode. The values of
Rgr Predicted by such studtles are accurate only at low frequencies and under
low level iniection conditions. Values of Rgr Valid at higher frequencies
may be determined, for example, by analysing a modified model in which the
fdeal diodes in Figure 4.6 are replaced by charge control equr'valents (g),
but the resulting model equations are in general analytica'lly intractable,
even for relatively simple device,geometries.

Figure 4.6 Distributed transverse model

the base-emitter junction.
of the base active region and

Figure 4.7 One Jump model of
emitter junction.

the base active region and the base-
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Values of RUi can seldom in practice be established from a theoretical
approach si.nce, apant from the very considerable mathematical complexity,
details of deyice geometry and base region doping profiJe are usually not
known to the device user. The use of interdigitated and multip'tier emitter
structures in rnodern power transistors ensures a more uniform distribution of
emitter cuffent and to this extent the common practice of modeJling the base
spreading resistance by a single lumped resistor of fixed value is justified.

S 4.2.1 l4easurement of Base Resistance

Base resistance fu is difficult to measure with accuracy since only one
terminal is directly accessib'le and, in the case of power transistors, the
measurement is made more difficutt by the extremely small value of this
parameter. For small-signa'l transistors a range of measurement techniques.
(3' 9), based upon noisefigure measurements, input irnpedance measurements at
either low or high frequencies, and the departure of device dc characteristics
from the idea'l Ic-vgr re'lationsh'ip, is avairable. In these small-signal
techniques Rg is usually evaluated as a smalJ difference between two large
terms. Thus these techniques are largely ineffectua'l when applied to power
transistors. For example, the departure of the dc charactenistics from the
ideal exponential re'lationship is dominated by the voltage drop across the
emitter parasitic resistance and masked by thermal changes (10). A measurement
technique described by Hilbers (1.l) was adopted in the present instance.

In Hilbers'technique the impedance between base and emitter terminals is
measured under zero bias conditions at a suitably high frequency. The real
part of the measured impedance is equal to Rg + RB. To prevent the collector_
base iunction capacitance from affecting the measured results the collector
shou'ld be maintained at its normal operating potential. The measurement circuit
is shown in Figure 4.8.

vcc

Current 1 imiting resistance

To RX meter \ By-pass capacitor

Figure 4.8 Measurement circuit for Rp + RB.
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Limitations in the range of the measuring instrument may pfeyent difect
rpasurement of the base-emitter impedance of some devices. In this eyent it
is necessary to add a small inductor or resistor in series with the transistor
base lead to bring the total impedqnce within instrument range. The quantity
RE + Rg is then determined by subtracting from the real part of the measured
impedance the series resistance of the added component. For both 2N5642 and
2N5038 devices the base-emitter impedances were too low for direct measurement
with a Boonton RX meter but were brought within instrument range by connecting
a 10 ohm resistor in series with the base lead.

To complete the measurement of Rg the value of the emitter parasitic
resistance RE, itself a model parameter, must be determined. Rg can be

determined by using a technique which has been described both by Hilbers (ll)
and by Giacojetto (.I2). This measurement technique is based on an ideal
transistor characteristic, viz that in common emitter configuration with
fon,rard bias and a f'loating collector the voltage VgE = Q. In a real
transistor, with emitter resistance RE, VcE = IB RE under the same conditions.
In Hilbers'method the voltage v6 is measured with a high impedance
millivoltmeter at two leve1s of base cument I' and Irr.

Then D - vcrz - vcrt
"E rBZ - Igt (4.18)

Giacoletto suggested that the same measurement could be made using a

transistor curve tracer by connecting the collector sweep voltage to the
transistor base lead, the curve tracer base terminal to the collector lead,
and commoning the emitter connections. The results obtajned with the 2N503g
device, using Giacoletto's method are shown in Figure 4.9. Using either method
the value of the collector parasitic resistance can be determined by
interchanging the transistor collector and emitter leads.

5 4.3 FREqUENCY DEPENDENT l'lODEL PARAMETERS

As stated in the introduction to this chapter not all of the frequency
dependent parameters used in the Hilbers modeJ are significant in the 2 to 6

MHz frequency range. 0n1y the emitter lead self inductance Lr, the charge
storage parameter rt and the iunction transition capacitances need be
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l+-{
2.5 nV

.Flgure 4.9 Measurement of Rg using Giacoletto's curv.e tracer method,

eonsidered*. The details of ttlese parameters in,eluding, in the case of
the co]lector transition, cdpdcitance, its ef,fect on model stru,cture, are
now dJscussed.

E "4.3..| Emitter Lead Inductance

LE is a eomposite pararneter w.fric,h represents the total inductance of the
enitter lead cit cult, To minimise Lg the additional resistance placed in tlre
entitter path to ensu're ther:mal stability is usually made up of a numben of
resistors in parallel. Lg affects devr'ce operat'ion in two ways. It increases
device response time, an effect s-hown by equation (4.12a) and, as shswn in
Chapt-er E' it is a dominant f,actor in deyice input impedance. As with Rgr

direet meqsurenant of Lg is'difficult. trR the present case it is rnost easily

*Th:is statement is substantiated in Ghapter 8.
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evaluated by mqtclting predicted values of amplifier input impedance to the
measured values. This technique has the advantage that the effect of any base
lead inductance is included indirecily in the deyice model.

5 4.3.2 Junction Transition Capacitdnces

In a real transistor the iunction transition capacitances are distributed
across the entire base region, As demonstrated by the accuracy of frequency
response predictions from the snrall-signal hybrid-n model, their representation
by lumped capacitors is a useful approximation for frequencies up to 1/J fT.
The junction capacitances exhibit a non-linear dependence upon junction
vol tage of the form

. 
cj (o)

cj(vj) = 
tr-vrl,to)n

(4. 1e)

where the parameters cj(0), V0, and n are adjusted for a best fit to the
measured capacitance values. Because of the singularity contained in
equation (4.19) its use is restricted to reverse biassed junctions. Gummel

and Poon (.|3) have proposed a more complex junction capacitance model, free
of singularities and valid for reversed junction voltages and for forward
iunction voltages up to the barrier potential voltage rpo. These two models
are equivalent for reverse junction vo'ltages.

5 4.3.3 Base-Emitter Junction Capacitance C*

In the model analysis of 5 4.1.? the charge associated with the junction
capacitance C1 was assumed integra'l with the base region stored charge, an
approximation which resulted in a simplified mode'l structune and permitted a

tractable analytica'l soJution. In practice the approximation is justified
only when the operating frequency is much lower than the device transition
frequency ft. The approximation can be expected to lead to accurate results
in the case of the 2t'15642 where f1 is of the order of 400 l4Hz but to be

unsatisfactory in the case of the zN503B tr"ansistor where f1 is of the order
of B0 MHz.

Since the vo'ltage across C* is the same as the voltage drop across the
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base-em,{tter juns g11i9q, i,, €.

(ln ll
t H

tt(T
q

he- *n be eonsidered to remain s.ensibly constant in value during devtce
cond,uc,tion, the tinre lnterval to which the model analysis relates.. The valuett_ltt *{ 

!? determlned from manufacturer^s gain-bandwidtf,r data by plotfing
to'-- v. IC-'. The methsd is based on the rnelationship ('|4)

h!rF-tr(cr,e+crc)
and ls illustr^aited usi.ng gain-bandwidth data for the ?ll5038 transr:stor (lg),

A p-Iot usinE this data ls shown in Figure 4.1g. Frnom the extrapolated
lntercept on the o1-l axis tF = 1.77 ns and from the gr.adient of the graph

crr + C'C ,= 8690 pF

At vcr = ls v,cTc s l7o pF

Ctf .g E500 pF

t'he abo've teqhn:ique is that hr ir evalr.rated under bias
closely approxirnate the device operating csndittsns in

.,! ! (4.a0)

rc 0.2 0.rl 0.6 0.8 1,0 2,4 A

ti 55 6,9 73 78 80 86 MHz

The advantage of
cond'itions whfch

linear service.
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NS

3

*f- t

2
t, = 1.7

2N5038

Vrr=15V
T, = 25oC

,r- t
3

- A-t

Figure 4.10 Deternination of c* and r, from gain-bandvridth data.

5 4.3.4 Col'lector-Base Junction Capacitance C*

The dependence of C* on iunction reverse yoltage is readily established
from capacitance measurements using a Q-meter or an admittance bridge. As

discussed in 5 3.4 a better approximation to device performance results when

a two lump model of the collector transition capacitance is used. The
division of C1 into internal (Cu) anO overlap (Co) components may be based
either on calculations from the device geonretry (16) or on matching model
frequency response predictions to the measured performance (see Appendix 3).
Hilbers (16) sfrowed that on the basis of device geometry the ratio of overlap
to interna] capacitances was approximately Z/l for the 2N3632 device, a

silicon planar epitaxial RF power transistor. The results of measurements of
overlap and internal capacitances for a BCl0B transistor determined using the
method described in Appendix 3 are shovrn in Figure 4.11. These results suggest
that in planar transistors the overlap capacitance is significantly larger
than the internal collector-base junction capacitance and that at frequencies
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aomparqti.vely low wtth respect to f1 litile Inaccuracy would be introduced
by the qssurption that the whole of CC appears between the coltector ani
the external base terminqls, '-

BC'I08

Vr, = 5U

i--
It

L-- ---f---..-E --, ---*.
*

23
Colle;ctor current in mA

Flgu,n 4,Il 
|;ffi.il:;:;;l,:".rion 

capaEitance componenrs for rhe

The cu'rrent th,rough hC i,s a component.in both base and collectsr
euffen,ts. To a first order it may be ignored in comparis,on with other
componants of the collector current but it constitutes a signiflcant proportion
of the iotal base eurrent. ,tr,r linear. anrplifiers collector and base vo'1ta,ge
warvef,olms closely approximate sinusoids, Thus the voltoge appearlng acFoss

hC is to a good approximatrlon also E sinusoid. Assumi,ng arn fnput signal
V sin ot, Go'llector sspply voltage Vg", and a peak collEctor yroltagd swin,g
of V- volts,

v

gt
o,(rbs
ct+tE4
.U
o.
tg(r3
Eo
Ez
E
=-t
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T

. YC1C F VCC * VU sfn(o$

where vglp denotes the magnitude of the
b'ase Junction. Si'nce V << Vp and Vgg

vcTC sr VCc - V, (sin r,rt

Frcm eguation [4.1g) for vCTC oo So

crr(r) = 
ci (o] uon 

=
v"

aj = lrv-ndv

* $) - Vsin ut -Vgg

FBVet"sB voltage across
n* lfCC

q r. (4.21)

the csllector-

-0) = v r ? r ..(4,22,1

t i q (4,231B v-n

and

= t Bvl-n +

Substituting v = VCC - 'VO sin(tot _ S) from

qo

equation (l.ZZ7

... (4.24)

.. ? (4"251aj=Qo + *T rh'[t 
hsin(rrrt

6Qi
= __sa_.

dr

Jt-n
-*,.l

and icrc

= -'vpcos(ot-0) .#tt -hsin(urt- *,1 
-'

(4.26)

But B/Vrrn = Cr* the
equation (4.20; can be

qufesce-nt value of, the
re-written as

junction capacitdnce, and
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icTc = -(r) Vp ,rQ cos(urt - +l [t h sin(rrrt : *,.li r ! , y|,27)

By expanding the bracketed tern in equation (4.27) in a power series and

collecting like tenns it can be shown that (4.27) can be re-arranged in the
form

iCtC = -0r VO cos (u:t - 0) Cl -r Vp sin2(ot - O) Ce

* , Vp cos3(r,rt - 0) C3 * ...

cr = cTQ 
[, 

- rr.rrr 
[h]'

n(n+l) (n+e) (n+g)
192

f,
ca = cro ln(n 

* t)
- 'x I B

n(n + t) (n * e) (n * t,
192

It is seen from equation (4.28) that under dynamic conditions Crg is
- increased above its quiescent va]ue by the factor CrlCrO and that the ratio

bet'seen the rth harmonic and fundarrental current compone'nts of iCTC is equal
to C,"/C1' In balanced push-pul'l linear amplifiers the even order harmonic
current components cancel out and it is unnecessary to compute the yalues of
CZ, C4, CU etc,

The normalised ratio Ct/CfQ has been calculated for the case of the
linearly graded junction, i.e, n = l/3 and is shown plotted jn Figure 4.12 as
a function of signal voltage Jeyel. The ratio is used in device input
impedance calculations. For ratios of VO/Vg6 approaching unity the expression

where

and

... (4.28)

[F-j'

[h]'

IFJ-
'+ .] (+. ro;
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f,or Gt con[erges feFS
evaluate C.; fron input

slow:ly and ft,is sften npfe
. impedance measurements,

convenlent ln pr.actice to

vplvtc

Fig:ure 4.12 Effectiye value of col:lector_bdse junction capacftance
under dynamic condit,ion,s.

$ 4.3.5 Base Charge Storage parameter t,

' The paramete,r t, is usuallJ determined-frorn trans-istor gain-bandwidth
data.. TO a first approxi,mat'i.on rF = l/ 15 b,gt A more accurate Value ls
obtained if the proce'dure described in g' i.3.3 is followed,. rp is equal to
the base reg'ion tytansit time andr in terms of an NFN device

HBU

"Ft oDn r. i (+,st 
1

where 0 is a constant whic,h depe,nds upsn the base doping profile, wB is the
base width and Dn is the diff,usion conetant for electrons ln the base region.
rp eafi be expected ts be weakly dependent upon colle'ctor-base voltage grnough

lr
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the Early effect but, except at high level injection and
region operation, to be independent of collector current
weEk'ly dependent upon temperqture thro.ugh the iemperature
(17) shown by the Etnstein equation

for saturation
level. T 

, is
dependenc. of Dn

Dn(T) = un[T)
KT

q . q , (4.32)

For doping levels in excess of lote NTcms mobility is invariant with
temperature and the diffusion constant yaries direct'ly with temperature.
At the moderate doping levels characteristic of transistor base regions lattice
scattering dominates over impurity scattering and the mobility is temperature
dependent, decreasing in magnitude with increasing temperature. In consequence
the dependence of Dn and hence of r, upon temperature is reduced.

The measurement technique described in 5 4.3.3 for eyaluation of the
parameters tt and cru depends upon the varidity of equation (4.20), i.e. that
a linear relationship exists between l/o1 and l/Ir. Examination of actual
gain-bandwidth data shows a departure from linearity between these two terms
at high levels of collector current. Rey (lB) has proposed as an alternative
description the equation

h = tr (crr+crc) *., 
[r+ r(rc)]

which reduces at low levels of collector current to equation (4.20). In
practice the use of equation (4.20) leads to sufficiently accurate values oftt and Ctt' For most mode'lling applications the parameter t, is assumed
constant, an assumption that may in part be justified on the grounds that t,is only one of the parameters affecting device frequency response and in
consequence the effects of small variations in its value tend to be masked
under operati..ng conditions by the effects of other circuit parameters.
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CHAPTER 5

THE TEST MODULES

5 5.0 INTRODUCTION

The characteristics of the three class'ical large-signal models and of
other specific circuit modeJs were discussed in previous chapters. l,,lith this
background a circuit model suited to the prediction of device performance in
linear RF porver amplifier applications was proposed. To assess the accuracy
of the model it is desirable that the responses predicted by the model be
compared with the responses measured in an actual circuitover as wide a

range of operating situations as possible. In the present chapter the
circuitfeatures and physical construction of a broadband test module are
described and measured characteristics of the test modules presented for
2N5642 and 2N5038 devices.

5 5,1. TEST MODULE CIRCUT CHAMCTERTSTICS AND DESTGN

The main consideration in the selection of a test circut was that
a test environment should be established which wou'ld correspond as closely
aspossible to present day solid state linear poL{er amplifier practice.
The test module would be used not only to provide the performance data
required for model verification but could also provide circui.tdesign
criteria for passive circuite]ements as well. The test module
must be flexible informsince measurements of output power, collector
circut efficiency and distortion levels are required over a wide range of
operating conditions and frequencies. There should be provision for
varying supply and bias voltages and load impedance; heatsink size shouid
be adequate to ensure deyice protection without restricting unduly the
range over which deyice temperature cou'ld yary; test points should be

included to allow rapid measurement of deyice terminal currents and

voltages; finally, since much of the device model structure and the
values of the parameters L, and c* can be yerified from measurements
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of input impedance, pfoVision should be made in the test moduletofacilitate
this particular measurement.

Figure 5.1 shows the circuit finally adopted for the test module. A feature
of the circuit is the use of two power transistors in a balanced pushpull
configuration in which broadband toroidal transformers are used as baluns, for
impedance matching to source and load, and for phase splitting and rephasing,
thus e'liminating the need for circuit adjustments with change in operating
frequency. The physical construction of the testmodulediffers slightly with
device type; details of the construction of the 2N5642 and ZN503B test nodu'les
are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. As these figures illustrate
the module construction is open in form permitting easy access at any point
for voltage and current measurements and wayeform observations. Specia'l test
points have been provided near the load connector for the spectrum analyser
probe and near the input connector to facilitate the measurement of the test
modu'le input impedance

5 5.2 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Although examples exist of both narrow-band (tuned) and broadbanded
single-ended 'linear transistor power amplifier designs (l) the push-pu'll
configuration is in practice prefemed (2,3,4, S). push-pul1 operation offers
improved even-order harmonic suppression and better linearity of driving point
impedance. The extent of the improvement depends upon the degree to which the
two transistors can be matched but even in the worst cases the performance
of the push-pul1 amplifier is superior to that of the single-ended amplifier.

Selection of device type apart, the most important factors in'linear
power amplifier design relate to impedance matching and to dc bias. As shown
in 5 5.4 amplifier linearity is little affected by the input impedance matching
which can therefore be adjusted to obtain a power match between the driving
source and the very low impedances seen at the transistor base terminals.
Output matching' on the other hand, is much rttore critical since power output
varies in a complex manner with the yalue of the effective collector- to
collector load R1rr. power output is limited at the higher values of Rr6
by a rapid increase in distortion leyel with the onset of saturation, and, at
lower values of RLCC, either by the therma'l effects caused by increased
device dissipation or by the limitat'ions on peak collector current level

"l
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I, max imposed by device non-linearities and circuit current capability (6).

In the case of the push*pull anrplifier configuration output power

capability may be estimated using the equation

D = 
2vcc"

'o Rlcc

I8*u* Rtcc

(5.1)

output

val ues of
approxi -

(5.2)

Equati on

is limited by

Rr* belovl an

(5.1) applies over the range in R'CC in which the power

the distortion arising at the onset of saturation. For

optimum va'lue which in the case of Class B operation is

Po
_l-z

40
an
+t
.lJ
G'
3

+)
5
o-
Ezoo
!
(u
3oc

RLCC (a)

0utput power.caPabilitY of the

function of supply voltage and

mately equal to the value 2 VCC/IC'.*

The dependence of maximum output power (peak enve'lope power) upon the'load

resistanc. RLCC is illustrated in Figure 5.4 in which the actual power'outputs

of the 2N5038 test module have been plotted for various values of supply

voltage Vrr. Maximum pobrer output has been defined as the power output at
which third harmonic distortion level has increased to -25 dB. This distortion
level comesponds approximately to a third order intermodulation distortion
level under two-tone test conditions of -31 dB.

2N5038 Test Module

f = ?l4{z
= -25 dB

vcc

40

35

30

25

20

75 100

2N5038 test module as a

load resistance at 2 MHz.

Figure 5.4
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The transistors in linear power amplifiers are most usua'lly operated under

near Class B bias conditions with a small quiescent collector current thus

avoidingthe device "turn-on" non-linearity, CJass A operation which offers

high power gains and inrproved'linearity, advantages offset by low colJector

circuit efficiencies and high quiescent col'lector current, is seldom employed

except in circumstances where'low efficiency is of little account, €.9. in
low level power stages.

The value of forward bias in Class B operation is critical in that too

low a va]ue results in unacceptably high distortion levels whereas too large

a value may place in jeopardy the safety of the power transistors through the

operating po1nts moving at high device temperatures into regions susceptib'le

to secondary breakdown. Susceptibility to second breakdown is less in

transistors with "built-in" emitter balJast resistors (2). But the use of

external emitter resistors whi'lst effective in reducing forward bias at high

current1evels and thus minimising to a certain extent the risk of second

breakdown does not prevent current concentration and cannot improve device

safe operating area (S0AR) characteristics. The use of external emitter

resistance leads to improved amplifier linearity but to a decrease in

effective transconductance; too'large a value can result in degradation of

amplifier performance through an increase in effective saturation voltage and

increased power dissipation. Thus the selection of the value of emitter

resistance is a comprom'ise between the assurance of thermal stability (discussed

in detail in Chapter 6) and other aspects of amplifier performance.

A bias vo'ltage'sufficient to set the quiescent collector cuffent in each

individual device to about l5 mA at room temperature has resulted in satisfactory

distortion performance with the 2115642 and 2N5038 test modules.. Temperature

sensing diode D., (see Figure 5.1) which is mounted on the heatsink adiacent

to the power transistors provides an addit'ional precaution against device

thermal instability by reducing the forward bias voltage at high temperatures'

thus compensating part'ially for the decrease in device base-emitter iunction

voltage drop with 'increasing deVice temperature. Some recent transistors

designed specifically for linear power amplifier service (2) incorporate an

internal compensating diode and with these devices the quiescent collector

current may be stabilised oyer a wide range in deVice junction temperatures.
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5 5.3 BR.OADBAND TOROIDAL TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSFORMERS

The transformers used in the test modules are all of the transm'ission

line type (3r 7,8,9) which offers, in comparison with the conventional RF

transformer, the advantages of simple construction, low cost, wide frequency

response, and small insertion loss. The disadvantage of the transmission line
transformer is that impedance transformation ratios are limited basically to
discrete integer va'lues of the form l/n2, i.e. l/1, I /4, 1/9, etc. Much of the

transmission 'line transformer (TLT) 'literature relates to transformer operation

in the transmission line mode where, when line length, impedance, and uniformity

are matched to the situation in hand, a uniform response over more than two

decades in frequency can be attained (8).

For the transmission line transformers used in the test modules the'line
lengths in the specifjed 2 to 6 MHz frequency range are of the order of I/100.

Therefore the transformers can be considered to be operated in the conventional

"transformer" mode, a situation advantageous in the respect that the transformer

line impedances need not be governed by the load values but can be set to any

convenient value. Otherwise design and construction follow the procedures

used in transmission 'line mode transformers using bifilar and quadrifilar
windings on ferrite toroids. The choice of core'size and material is governed

by two inter-re'lated factors, core loss and winding inductance. For a given

toroid the number of turns in the windings should be sufficient

(i) to prevent core saturation under peak voltage conditions, and

(ii) to provide a sufficient'ly high value of winding inductance to ensure

negligible shunting of the load.

At the time the test modu'les were constructed a re'latively small range of cores

were availab]e and in practice the same core type, Neosid 4328R/2 Fl4A, was

used throughout a'lthough rather larger than.necessary for the input transformers.

As stated in $ 5.1 the broadband transmission line transformers serve a

Variety of purposes in the test nrodules, as baluns, for impedance transformation,

for phase splitting, and for rephasing. l,lhr'le there is no theoretical reason

why two or more functions cannot be combined in a single transformer provided

care is taken to ensure the same volts per turn ratio in the individual

windings, these functions have in general been separated in the test modules
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in the interests of simpler transfonner construction and improved circuit
board layout.

In order to establish a re'lationship betweendevice input impedance and

the impedance as measured at the test module input terminals an analysis is
now made of the module input transformer configuration. The principles
established in this analysis are later used to reJate the amplifier load

impedance to the effective collector to collector impedance. The assumption is
made that the transmission line transformers operate in the transformer mode.

5 5.3.1 Analysis of the Input Transformer Configuration

For the basic transmission line transformer shown in Figure 5.5

= I (R + ZJar(L-M))

and Zin R + 2 jo(L-M)

For unity coupling L = M and Zin = R.

If the transformer is regarded as a transmission line

v

I

.t
I

* * Zo tanh YL
7=7-'in - Lo 

{mTenFTf

and for yL + 0, Zin = R as before.

Actual Circuit Equiva lent ulrcurt

Figure 5.5 Basic transmission line transformer and its equivalent circuit.

Equivalent Circuit
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Transmission line transformers are raneJy used in the basic conf.iguration

of Figure 5.5 except in instances such as when a balanced antenna is fed
fr.om a coaxial (i.e. unbalanced) feeder. In amplifier applications a somevhat

different configuration is used (Figure 5.6) in which there is a direct
connection between a point on the load and the transformer input. This

situation is first analysed in the case of a tapped load as shown in Figure

5.7 .

Figure 5.6 More usual transformer configuration.

xR

(1 - x)R

Actual Circuit Equivalent Circuit

Figure 5.7 Transmission

and load.

;ILT2

line transformer with connection between input
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From F.igune 5.7 the following equation is obtained:

l;l

lirt + xR

= 
I -joM

- iuru I ll, I

jurl + (r - x) -l l,rl

and solving for ,J1:

1s.z)

Putting M = L in equation (5.6)

jol + (l-x)R
lr= jurlR+x(l-x)R'

Hence z.ln
jurlR+x(l-x) R2

jol+(1-x)R

A case of particular interest is obtained by ,.tting *
phase reversing transmission line transformer for whjch the

Zin is given by the expression

'r-
L.ln

I

V-f,
_!

(s.e)

= 0, i.e. the

input impedance

jurl Rp+jol

that is the input impedance is 'in this case equal to the load resistance in
parallel with the self inductance of the winding. Thus unless the winding

se'lf inductance is large the making of a direct connection between transformer
input and a point on the load may have a significant effect on input impedance.

At low frequencies where the distributed nature of the transmission line may

be neglected the value of the line impedance.is unimportant but the designer

must ensure that the shunting effect of the winding inductance is negligible
under worst case conditions, that is with the maximum yalue of the load

impedance at the lowest operating frequency. A practical criterion that is
sometimes cited is (9)

4 Rru*
L>

'mi n
.,. (5.10)
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A situation which msre closely approximates

of the test modules is shswn in Figure 5.8.

Actuatr Ctrcujt

Equivale,nt C.it'cuit

ttg -F.8 Test modul'e

the ;actuall i,nput aonfi,guration

V

R

T

3Lr

L

,
ir,

\

t

t

input circuit csnfiEunation.
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eircuit oftfith M1 = L,

F'tgure 5.8 may be

the, nefi,{ork equatlsns for theand M, = L,
written as

I
0

0

iur(Ll + L2) - Jtrl(11 -

ir[Lt - Lz) ,Jru(1.' r

-2jwL, -2jurl2

te) - z iofia

La) - a JtrLa

R+4$oLz

5

lz

Is

(5.1r )

i r o (5.12)

Sotving fon 1, frnorn equatisn (5,11j

Ir =V
Pt {

iuR(Lr+Lr),4i0,?hlZ

- 4Rul2 Ll Le

-4Rtu2 L.tL,

JoR(Lr + Lil - 4trrs hLa
and zio = ... (5.13)

(5"14)

of the load lrnpedance fn paraTlel

unl,oaded netwonk

(5.15)

That ls, the fnput impedance iu muA. up

with an inductance 4 L[2/(L] * L, and for an

Zin = itr4 #?
To verify t,his. result a set of impedance measuremen,ts were made wlth the

test module input tran,sformers set up fn the configuration shown in Figure
5.8, l,tith the outpnt unloaded the following rresults were obtalned.
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f 2 3 +
5 6 MHz

z 360'/89,.5
('

l0'19 /89,9+

..,o

1225 hqg.
- 19

643 /:85
:1.-

{?

g 0.024 0,053 0,017 orl93-. mS

B -2,78 -0.98 0 0.816 l.s5 ms

L"r. 28,.7' 54.1 oo -39,0 -17.1 rll

The'se results suggest that a parallel LC network (Figure 5.9) with

L = 4 LrLz{Ll * L)and c repre,senting the ove,rall effeet of the interuinding

capacitances would constltuto a more accurate model. For a parallel LC

network

B = uC - h .,, (5.161

Substitution of the reasured values of the susceptanc€ B into equation (5.16)

leads to the values L = 2I.5 uFl, G = 73.6 pF. From direet measu,l"etrshts

tl : 6.5 uFl , LZ = 27 uFl

and 4 q-+f; = eo.eo il'H

a value which is in elose: ag:reement with the value of" the shunting indtrctance

detenmined from the impedance measurements.

ii"
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R (or Z)

Figure _5.9 Actual equivalent circuit of Test ll|odule input transformers

The test module circuit differs in two respects from the analytical model

just considered. As shown in Figure 5.1 the load is in fact connected across

portion only of transformer T2 and dc b'locking capacitors are inserted between

the two transfonners to prevent a short circuit of the base bias voltage source

which is connected to the midpoint of f 2. These capacitot"s should be 'large

enough to be effective short circuits at the lowest operating frequency.

From its construction TLT2 may be considered as an ideat transformer and

thus the effect of connecting a load across portion of its winding is equivalent

to connecting a load n2 as large across the total winding, where n denotes the

ratio total turns/number of turns across which the'load is connected.

Therefore a genera'l expression for the amplifier input admittance may be

written as:

Yin = joC + Ijrt +YL
n2

(5. l7 )

where L and C have the values shown aboye.

Fi nal ly a second analysi s -of the test modu'le i nput c'i rcui t, taki ng i nto

account the coupling capacitorifleads to an expression for the input'impedance
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zi'n =

(_. . o[zti - zl.r-+ o)
. I'l+

t 4Lr(1,+o)

tl|here
'*" ec

z = .o'ZL

By comparring equations [5,14) and

eri'tenla mrrst be satisfied if the

be negligible;

r .. t (5 ,18)

(s.IE-) it ,can be seen that the follow'ing

effeets of the coupling capacitons are to

. .6(?Lr .+ d)
+ Jrrr

ZtL,' +

I

(r) d << LI

(ii) 6 << lzrl *

$5. 3. 2 lRput lppedange Measurelllen!

The input impedance of the linear power amplifier (see Chapter 8)

, exhlb,its a strsng dependence on both frneouency and 'load i:mpedance and a somewhat

weaker dependenee upon slgnal lerrel. It is therefore necessary to measure the

rlnput inped,ance i:n the test modules over a t:apge of input signal levels and

fon thi,s pUt'p,ess a specialized teelrnique Was d:erreleped (10). This technique,

whfch tis tllustrated tn Figure 5,10, is a mdification of, the 3-voltmeter

nethod. As shown in Figure 5.10 known i'mpedanGes dli€ connected in series with

theamplifter.input,thegeneratorleveladjustedto,settheanrplifierinput
voltage to the desirred leve:lr ind a readl,ng taken of the. generator voltage'

:



'Linear porr,rer amplifi

Fi$lrre S;tO Illustration of, a ,rnodified 3-voltmetel' impedance measuren€nt

technique.

The arnp'llfierr inpu,'t impedance Zrn can then be deteflnined for each value of

V*n fl"om the two voltage ratios VtlVt,n and VrlVi, (see Figur"e 5.11) nnd tfie

known impedan'ces.

FfrgU,re'. -5" ll

Zlt
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Notins that lvinlu = lV.'rlb 
and'letti,ng Zin = R + iX

then - trt
(n., +R)?+X'z

.R' + .X2

Rr*[X-Xt),
=frz'=

lvr l'
lu;l

..1' (5.19)

(5.20)lvr l'
t[;t .R2 + X'

Equations (5..|9) and (5.20) describe circles* in the R-X plane and therei'ore

values of R and X may be deternrined either graphical]y from points of

intersection of these two circles or analytically by the simultaneous solution

of equations (5.19) and (5.20). The ambiguity arising from the double solution

is removed either by a priori knowledge of the nature of the input impedance or

otherwise one of the solutions (or points of intersection) may be constrained

to lie in the left half of the R-X plane by appropriate choice of the va'lues of

the known impedances (10).

A practical point in making impedance measurements on the test modu'les

is that care should be taken to ensure that devjce temperatures are permitted

to stabilize after each adiustment to amplifier input signal level.

55.4 THE MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF THE TEST MODULES

An extensive range of measurements was made on the 2N5642 and 2N5038

test modules to assess modu'le performance at yarious supp'ly voltages and load

values in the frequency range 2 to 6 MHz. Figures 5.'12 through 5.17 illustrate
the module performances as functions of input signal level for various values

of resistive load for a collector supply voltage VCC = 30 V. Figure 5.lB

illustrates the effect on performance when the input signal level is increased

beyond the yalue at which the output povrer limits. FolJowinq each increase in

signa'l level the deVice temperatures wefe allowed to stabiJise before measure-

ments were taken. All measurements were made with a sinusoidal input signal

and the harmonic distortion leyels were measured with a Hewlett-Packard Type

*Known as the Ci rcl es of nppl I oni us ('l 1 ) .
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85538 Spectrun Anqlyser, Each load was constructed to maintain so far as

possible a constant resistive characteristr'c across the frequency band of

interest. Therefore the observed harmonic distortion levels can be expected

to relate with good accuracy to the intermodulation levels which would occur

under two tone test conditions.

The results shown in.Figures 5.'12 through 5.18 indicate that the performance

of the test modules is similar to that of the ideal Class B amplifier' i.e.
power output proportional to Vrp2, tsrd collector circuit efficiency and dc

collector current both d'irectly proportional to Vrn. In practice some deviation

from these ideal characteristics is expected since the device characteristics
are dependent upon device temperature which tends generally to increase with

signal level

Superposition of tfre cotlector current (IC) p'lots shows that to a good

approximation the co'llector current is independent of the value of the load

resistance, i.e. I, is primarily dependent upon the input signal level and

the frequency of operation and almost independent of the co'llector-emitter
voltage. This result suggests that a small error only would be introduced if,
in the device model, the dependence of the instantaneous value of the collector
cument ig upon collector voltage through the Early Effect were approximated

by assuming an avenage value for vrr. This point is discussed further in
Chapter 7.

The distortion characteristics are seen to exhibit a complex dependence

upon signal level, frequency, and load. 0bservations made on djstortion levels

during temperature stabilising periods indicate also a sensitive dependence on

device temperature, a point also discussed in nore detail in Chapter 7.

The test nrodule characteristics presented in Figure 5.'18 illustrate the

consequences of overdriving a linear power amplifier. The output voltage and

power limit with the onset.of saturation but the dc current continues to

increase linearly with furtherincreases in input signal level. The consequences

are decreased collector circuit efficiency, increased device dissipation and

increase in device temperature. There is invariab'ly a rapid increase in

harmonic distortion'leveJs vrith the onset of limiting but on occasion' if the

right combination of device temperature and"input signal leve'l exists, this

increase may be voided (as in Figure 5.18) and a null observed in the distortion

characteristi cs
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5 5-4. I Effect on.Agpl-if,ier_Lineqrity, of lnpu! lltatihing

A senies of measunaneRts were, fiade using the circuit configuration shown

ln Figrn'e 5.I9 to ascertain.whether, as suggested by Hejhal'l (l), anptifi6r
llnearity is in;depen'dent 0f the input circuit matchlng. The thlrd harmontc

distortion levels plotted in Ftgure 5.20 s.uggest that this is in f,act the

case.

R, = 65.6 fl
L

FlEqre 5.19 Test eonfigurati0n to a,ssess dependence of distortisn
levels upon input cireuit matching.
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CHAPTER 6

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF POblER TRANSISTORS

5 6.0 INTRODUCTION

The consideration of the thermal properties of transistors is important,

in device modelling because of the dependence of model parameters upon device
junction temperature, and in the specification of operating conditions to ensure

protection from failure through thermal runar,,ay or second breakdown. The single
most important device thermal parameter, thermal resistance, is themeasure of
the ability to dissipate heat. Device thermal resistance g5_. relates the

temperature difference between the device coJ'lector-base iunction and its case'

to the power dissipated, i.e.

oj-.=*

Tj = Tamb + (9.-a + o3:r) Pdi*

The case temperature T. is in turn a function of the thermal resistance 0.-u of
the associated heatsink:

T. = Tamb + 0.-u Pdir, ... (6.2)

Equations (6.1) and (6.2) may be used in two ways. If an upper limit is imposed

on device junction temperature then these equations specify the maximum level

of power dissipation. Alternatively, equations (6.1) and (6.2) may be conrbined

into a single equation enabling the device iunction temperature to be calcu'lated

from the heatsink size and the power dissipated.

q.. (6.3)
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Device failure may occur through second breakdown at levels of power dissipation
considerably below the limit imposed from therma'l resistance considerations.
An over-riding requirement is that device operation must be restricted to the
region specified by the deyice S0AR characteristics (l).

5 6.1 THERMAL STABILITY

Particularly in amplifiers using fixed voltage bias an unsatisfactory
design may lead to device destruction through thermal runaway, an effect in
which an increase in device dissipation initiates a rapid escalation in
collector curent and a comespondi.ng escalation in junction temperature
through increased power dissipation. This situation which is brought about by

the negative temperature coefficient of the vo]t drop across the base-emitter
iunction can be controlled by limiting either the collector current or the
effective base-emitter iunction bias yoltage. The effect can be studied by
observing the IC-Vef characteristics of the transistor (see Figure 6.1).
Collector current exhibits a thermal dependence which can be established from
the basic transistor equation (2).

Ic=In=

Under constant temperatune conditions the collector current Ig increases
approximately ten-fold with every 60 mV increase in Vrr. The temperature
dependence of I, is largely determined by the thermal dependence of the
intrinsic carrier density ni which is represented in the form (3)

A Q nr2 Dn

[.''{*-}-']

n.t2(t) q T 3exp

{

q Es(T)l

-kr-f (6.5)

semiconductor atwhere Eg(_T) denotes

temperature T. To a

the yal ue of the energy bandgap of the
good approximation

tr(].) cl T3 exp {r' Es(T) ))(vsE - q.. (6.6)



The ene-rgy bandgap rotT) whtch. exhrlbits a negative temperature coeffictent (4)

ls alwqys. greater thin Vrg. 0ver a limited tenperature range AT, Eg[T) can

be wri.tten as'

.Eg(rr) 
t BAT =.r'(rnl- +

be rewritten in the form

.-n[h 
{u,,= + ^11

rnlr) i

and equat'ion f6.6) can

tt(-T) ct

t06

.. ! [d.6a)

The base-emitter J,unction voltage temperature coeffieient is negative and

can be shown to be nearly constarnt, at rosm temperatures with a value of
* 2 mV/oC.

vcc

Bal I ast

Extefnal

resi:stance

resistance

Figgre 6,.|

From Fi-guye 6.1 if Ft ls lqrE. * Rrz

.ii, (6.7)vcg !! vge

assumed to be

[-, 
.+] rc

and R, = FEI
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When the value of Vgg. Slvgn by equation [6.7) ts substituted tnto equat{on
q6,6a)

rco

Wfth 'the assumptt

is given bJ

*,[l, 
{u,'',[*,. +] '+ 4] . (68)

on of quiescent dc operatlng conditions the power dissipated

Fdir, = u* i, ...' g6.9)

and equation [6.8) may be rewrltten in the for.m

kr h-r -,, , [- . RB] EVer

T ln I, = Vss - t, 
[*, 

* 
6.| 

- -dt oJ-u Vcc Ic + constant

.... [6.t0)

Differentiation of equation [6.10) leads to the result

)aIc
Eii- = " ' ' I ' ' !.,! (6.11)o'BB kr a ft . ^l EvgE ^ ,,q + 

tF 
* *tj -5i= oi-. vcc

Equatfon (6.1I) may be used as an accurate npans of predicttng thennal

stabr'lity (5, 6). At lolv yalues sf collecto,r current

. I'tnE: -mj1
oI.c

avBg
.,i (6'121

i.e. the collector cu'rrent incr€,qses at a uni.fsrm logarithrnic r"ate with
'i:ncreases i:n VUg, but at hlgher yalues of collector current'Ibend*back" in the I

nC-Vgg ch,anacteristie (Eee Ftgure 6,4) will occurr :if



I

l'
I08

l+l si-uvcs. ttr-[0,.+] . r, ! (6.13)

I

culmlnating in a runarlaythernnl condi'ti'on that will terrnlnate in deyr'ce

fatilure. Bendbacls,comnences at the poi.n't, when the'increase in Vtt is Just
balanced by the decrease in Vrg resulting from the fncrm:sed Junction tenpere-

ture, i.e. at the csllEctot cunrent value gfven b.y

-kT/q
t** , ! t (6.14}

... (6,15)

Flgure 6r?' Il,lustration of thermal

Bendbqck (and thermal i.nstabil ityl

bendbnck

ca,rn be p,revent€d hy ensut'ihE

'l+l ',-"Pdi,,HIlft+ [*, 
+

>+
f
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i.e. for a. given transistor, by increasing R* by decreasi.ng 0c-a, or by

operating at a reduced level of collector supply voltage.

$ 6.1.1 Determination of Thermal and Electrical Resistahces

Both the therma'l resistanc. oj_u and the e'lectrical resistance
(Rf * RB/BF) can be determined from equation (6.10). In Figure 6.3 VBB-IC

characteristics have been sketched for two values of V^,^.

loS I,

Figure 6.3

If the collector current is held constant then, from Figure 6.3,

vl + oj-u vccr rc = Yz + oj-u vccz Ic

and tj-u =

Avga
= 0ftZTE 

^Icc

(6.16)

(6.17)
vz-vt

rc + (vcce-vccr)

where the yalue of aVBEIET hqs been taken as 0.OOZ3 V/oC (6). If a number of
IC-VgE characteristics are plotted for various yalues of collector supply

voltage Vr' and an extpapolated curve obtqined for Vr6 = 0 (Figure 6.4)

then, from equations(?.61) and (6..|0)



Re.I

F-F,l

q
q r' 

[r 
-

(
=vBBr 

L*r+
Ic

il0

? . (6.18)

... (6.19)RE++=

log ,rea/ 
6o mv/decade

Avsg

Ic

Ic

Ic
Extrapol ated
vcc=o

characteri sti c

Figure 6.4 Illustration of method of-measurement of (R, + Ro/Bp).

E 6.1.2 Experimental Results for the 2N5642 Transistor

A comprehensive series of thermal and electrical measurements were made

on the 2N5642 transistor under dc conditions. It is necessary to ensure in

such measurements that the thermal conditions correspond c'losely to the

condrltions which apply in RF service since the thermal resistance of a given

heatsink vari.es with the 'location of the heat source. For this reason these

tests were made on the actual test modules (Chapter 5) and although individual

measurements were made of the collector and base currents and the case

temperatures, both transistors in the test module were subiected simultaneously

to the same dc test conditions. It was observed that these sets of measurements
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tracked almost perfectly indicating a good mqtch between the dc and therma'l

characteristics of the devices. All thermal measurementsn except for one set,
were made with the externa'l emitter resistanc. REz equal to 0.33 n. In the
exceptiona'l set nentioned R* was set to zero in order to demonstrate bendback
'in the IC-Vgg characteristics. These characteristics are shown in Figure 6.5.

0.1

.Aq
E.t'

+'g
c,L
!
=(J
LoP(,
(u

o(J

0.0.|

0.001
0.6

Figure 6.5 V'A-I, characteristjc of 2N5642 device. VCC = 30 V,
gj-u = 4.96oC/W' RE2 = 0.

In the 2N5642 test moduie the transistors are stud mounted directly onto a
3.2 mm thick vertical aluniinium p'late 345 cmz in area. This plate has a

measured thermal resistance of 1.83oC pep watt.

The 2N5642 IC-VBB characteristics have been plotted in Figure 6.6. The

particular fornr in which these characteristics haye been plotted was suggested

by the near linear relationship between V66 and VrU at constant collector

Vr, (volts)
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current shown in equation [6.'10). using the data from Figure 6.6 the values

of thefmal resistance 03-u shown in Table 6.1 were calculated for the observed

range in coJlector current.

Table 6. I

Ic 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 A

oj-u 5.07 5.',t4 4.59 4.75 5.01 5. 1B oclw

The average value for tj_u is 4.960c/W and thus the subtraction of the heatsink

thermal resistance leadi to the value of 3.10c/l,l for the thermal resistance

0,, ^ of the 2N5642 transistor.

Similarly, substitutibn of data from Figure 6.6 in equation (6.19) leads

to the value of 0'6 0 for the term (Rr * RB/BF)' since an external emitter

resistor of measured value 0.34 O was used in each emitter lead the value of

the ballast resistance is 0.26 O, a value which compares very favourably with

the value of 0.25 O established using Giacoletto's measurement technique

(s 4.2.1).

5 6.1.3 Experimental Resu'lts for the 2N5038 Transistor

Simi'lar sets of measurements to those described in the previous section

were made on the 2N503g test module. The following results were obtained:

o.-u = 'l' soc/w

e* ^ = 1.50c/t'l
J-q

RE + RB/BF = 0'38 n

REZ = 0.33 Q
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The measured fi.gure of loC/lf for the thermaJ resistance of the 2N5038

transistor compares fayourably with the manufacturer's rat'!ng g1_. ,ux = 'l.25oC/W,

The following values for R, and R' wene obtained using Giacoletto!s
method:

Rc = Q'oos o

REt = 0.05 a

Agairr the value of RU., compares favourably with the va'lue determined from the Ir-
Vgg characteristics. As expected from device current ratings the 2N5038

transistor has a ballast resistance much lower in value than does the 2N5642

transistor. The effect upon thermal stability of the 2N5038 transistor
resulting from such a low value of ba'l'last resistance is illustrated in
Figure 6.7 which shows that when this transistor is operated at a collector
supply voltage of 30 V there is a definite risk of thermal runaway. However

the transistor may be safely operated at this suppiy voltage with the value of
external emitter resistor used in the test module.

0.t

an
o.
E
.rt

+,cq,
L
L
=(J
Lo
+J(,
(u

o(J
0.01

0.001
0.5 0.6 0.7. 0.8 0.9

Base-emitter iunction bias Vr, (volts)

Fiqure 6.7 V^^-I,. characteristics of 2N5038 at'V^.. = 30 V.
6ELUV



s 6.2 THERFIA:L DEPENDENGE 0F CURRENT 0AIN

Translstor current gain t,s knorm to vq!"y wlth three deriic,e operating

varfabtres, collector cur-rent, collectgr VOlti,ger and Junction temperatune'

The temperature dependence of current galn has been sho:wn !s be rrelate to the

lmpurity doplng level in the emitter r.egion C7n 8, 9) n a hlgl,r doping level

eaus'ing s€yere lattiice stre,E$r which fn turn giyes rise to a namqwtng of the

energy bandgap.

For a NPN trens,istoF,, f 'om equatton (?.24) and Figure 2.3

, ,l'ls

. o. (6.21)

! r ! (6,?o)Ep='+

and from equat'i:oll (6.4)r writi.ng It = In

In= [-,H
level' in

[q vrel

1rI

,'l

the bas

'l

where nr., denote.s the intrihsic car'rier

$imilarlY'(2) [ =p

FF= i.. (6,43)

heEvily doped that energy bandgap

e reg:ion,

,.. (6,2121

Dp ni-E'

The bas,e region may be assutP-d

narruw-{.ng ensues and thus (31

Ht*o*

npt to be so

{,: i+}

A. q'nr,u'

'B NA d*

A.j nir" Do 
[.*

,|*t no o* [-

niBu = N. N., exP ., r [6.e4]



but in the more heavily doped emitter region' i.f the

be narrowed by an amount AE (B)

BF = BFt exP

116

bandgap is assuned to

(6,25)

[6.26)

(6.27)AE}
FJ

common emitter
dopirig leve'l at

and

Equation (6.26) may be

t
dx

written in the

ni.Et = N, Nu exP

o. J:' No

-" 
=^tI
kTl

form

.*p {- fr}

{

where B-' denotes the value of the'r
to zero temperature at the emitter
narrowing occurs.

The current gain may be expressed as a function of temperature, collector

voltage, and collector current. Using the "Early Effect" model proposed by

Lindho'lm et al. (101*n the dependence of BF may be written as:

f (rc) (6.28)

current gain extrapolated

which no energy bandgaP

where 8r* denotes the va'lue of gp' at VgE

f( kl i s a normal i sed function denoti ng the

col lector cument.

To eyaluate Bp*, AE, VA, and f(Ig) from measured yalues of Bp the

following procedure was adopted:

= 0, VA is the EarlY voltagen and

dependence of current gain upon

**See al so Logan (l 1 ).
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ti) Fp i.s plotted initia'lly as a function of collector cuffent fQr

various fixed values of Vt*

ttil Bp is then rep'lotted as a function of the collector voltage VCE

for a range of fixed values of colJector cument and these plots

are extraPolated to Vrt = 0'

tiii) The values of Bp at VCE = 0 are plotted as a function of collector

current. since Pdir, = 0, T = Tamb for this plot of current gain.

:

i.e. BF(Ic)ru,nb = Bp* exp {*J r(Ic) .., (6.2e)

The norma'lised gurrent gain dependence f(IC) is determined from

equation (6.29) by fitting to a suitable algebraic function. The

function used in the present instance takes the form (12''13)

f(rc) --J----];_ .., (6.30)

I + aln2-f,

where ta' and 'br are adjustab'le parameters.

(iv) The fina'l stage in the procedure is the selection of va'lues for

aE and v4 to yield the best globa] fit between the measured

Bf-IC characteristics as p'lotted in step 'l and the characteristics

predicted from equation (6.28). The method adopted involved the

generation using a programmable calculator of gf(Ig) characteristics

for trial va'lues of V4 and AE. For this purpose equation (6.28)

can be recast into the form

?r = [,t.-o{ft,'}] "-o{ffi} "'ffi['- $l ,,',,

. ,. (6.31 )
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w-here Fp(16)1rr5 is deternlned frqn equatlon [6.29) and

T=TambtVcrICoJ_a.

g 6.2.1 Consl'dg.ratipn p:f Ayalanehe MEltiFJieBt,ion

An avalanche multiplr'cation negion is obseryed in the 2N5642 corilnon

emftter characterrlstlcs for values of VCE r a0 tf. The effect on B, resulting
fnoln roperation in thts rneg,ion can be,mbdelled by the additisn of a multiplylng
factor Mg r1n equation (6.28). Thus

BF = Bp*exp {$['- fi] ,,,r,r, r r . (6.,321

where the'faetor Mg ls deriyed frsm Mfller's empiil.ical ayalanche multiptication
factor'(13, 14)

..e (6"3s)

The factor Mg may be written iln either of two forms

,( i'l . ., (6.3lta)

or (ti1 ! r o (6;34b)

The exp-onent tnt appeqri.ng in equations (6.33,) and (.6.3t+) is determined

experl.tnentally. The currrent gain Bp appearing in equat{on (6,34a1 denotes the
cument gain which would occur it th€, parti:cular seti of operating conditions in
the absence of avalanche multip:lication.
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To model curyent gain dependence in a device such as the 2N5642 transistor

the outJined procedure (steps i to iv) must first be applied at values of

collector voltage'lower than the Value at which the onset of avalanche

multiplication is noted (i.e. under conditions where ilE = 1)' A va'lue of

ME can then be established by fitting equation (6.32) to the neasured gt

characteristics at higher values of VCE. Under si9na1 conditions the collector

current is small at these higher values of v* and little accuracy of modelling

is lost if equation (.6.34a) is approximated by the equation

Mr =., -ftT1-mFttl
... (6.35)

where the parameters 'mt and 'nr are both assumed

as a fifth step in the curve fitting procedure'

practice been prefemed to equation (6.34b) on

voltage VCB' .un be measured more readily than

With cument gain data

and following the Procedure

dependence was establ i shed

constant and are evaluated

Equation (6.34a) has in

6.2.2 Current Gain Dependence of the 2N5642 Transistor

the grounds that the breakdown

the sustaining voltage VCEO.

obtained under the conditions described in I 6'l'2
set forth jn 5 6.2 the following current gain

for the 2N5642 transistors tested.

sF = 277.-o e#q) [t 
- 5d

200,l

I

-

I + 0.045 1n2 #
(6.36)

The current gain dependence

Figure 6.8 with the rneasured

predicted from equation

current. gain dependence

(6.36) is compared in

of the 2N5642 transistors.
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The agreement i.s close- apart frorn the VCE = 30 V curve suggesting that the

approximate avalanche region modeJ descri.bed by equation (.6,35) is invali^d

at high levels of col'lector current. Figure 6.9, a plot of current gain

versus coJlector voltage, illustrates step 2 in the current gain dependence

modelling procedure. This plot shows clearly the onset of avalanche multi-
plication with the departure from linearity at VCE t 20 V. The corresponding

set of characteristics for the 2N5038 transistor (Figure 6.,11) shows a near

linear relationship between Bp and V* over the voltage range investigated.

g 6.2.3 Current Gain Dependence of the 2N5038 Transistor

The current gain characteristics of the 2N5038 transistor differ in a

number of respects from those of the 2N5642 transistor. The extent of the

emitter region energy bandgirp narroling is appr"eciably greater and no

avalanche multip'lication'is observed oyer the range in collector voltage from

l0 to 30 volts. This latter characteristic is not unexpected in view of the

VrrO rating which is in excess of 150 V for the 2N5038 transistor. When the

measured current gain data is extrapolated to Vr, = 0 (see Figure 6.ll) there

is a near coincidence of the current gain curves indicating a uniform value of
Bp at T = Tu,nb over the current range neasured, a result in good agreement with
manufacturer's published data (.|5). From Figure 6.ll it is seen that the

factors f(I) and Mg may both be equated to unity. Thus from the curve fitting
procedure of 5 6.2 the dependence

BF = 4200 exP t_
t

(6. 37 )

is established. The match between current gain values predicted from equation

(6.37) and measured values is sholn in Figure 6.10.

g 6.3 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF COLLECTOR CURREI{T

Two separate expressions have so far been used to model the collector
current in transistors biqssed for forward actiye pegion operation. In the

Ebers-Moll modeJ when operation is restricted to the forward active region and

the fonvard ideal transistor is considered an adequate representation the

collector current for an NPN transistor is given by:
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l{easured v,aliues 

-
Caleulated values o

Vrr=30V

vGE =

vcE =

=Q
T.m)

Vaa = 25
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'6 60
is.
r5
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figure 6,.q
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'Dependence of cunrent gar"n fsr 2115642 transistor,

9J-. = 4' goc/w
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tc.oF',, [.rot+] :'] ? q ! (2.22)

current may also be equated to the ernitter maJority curnent
the base r.egion [ligure 2.3]. Thus

lcgIn=ffi["-t+] -'J ... (6.4)

i.e. ... [6,39)

The nstati,ons used in equations (2,22N and [e,,38) are fully eguivalent but in
the present apptication equation (O.Sg) is preferned since I, is independent
o current gain (t0) ana its temperature dependence lay be easily established.

5 6.3.1 Temperature Dependence of I,

Buhanan (B) tras shown that at typical base region doping levels the temper-
ature depenelenc'e of, the diffusion constant Do is smal'l in comparison wlth the
temperatune dependence of thre base region intrinsic camier density n1. Thus
ttrc temperature dependenc-e of 15 ari'ses dominantly from the dependence of nr.

upon temperatun€. Therefore, from equation (6,b)

Is(r).=ETiexp{+} i.b (6.39)

where B is a proporfionali.ty constqnt.

The energy bandgap Eg(:f) varies e-xtremely slswly with temperature and in
the range of interest nay be Essurqed constant in value (.3)..

rc.rs [r-'ftF] -rJ
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g 6.3.2 Evaluation of I5(T)

IS0) may be eyaluated using equation (6.38) provided the measured values
of collector current are corrected to aJlow for the dependence upon coJlector
voltage. A coJlector current model based on equation (6.38) and taking into
account the Early voltage dependence is described by the equation

rc = r,(T) ['. +J [.-o {+} -'] (6.40)

Should operation in the avalanche multiplication region occur a corresponding
correction would be required in equarion (6.a0). If equation (6.7) is
combined with equation (6.40) and the approximation made that exp {q Vrr/kT}
>> I the following expression for IS(T) is obtained:

IS(T) = Ic ['. q]-".'{ * 
[-u".

Ic

[-, 
+ 

+]]]
(6.41)

As a final step the constants in equation (6.39) may be determined by matching

this equation to the va'lues of IS(I) evaluated from equation (6.41).

5 6.3.3 IS(T) Characteristics of the 2N5642 Transistor

Figure 6,12 is a plot of the I5(T) charhcteristics of the 2N5642

transistor eva'luated from measured Ir-V* characteristics (see 5 6.1.2) using
equation (-6.41). In Figure 6..|3 the comparison is made between these yalues

and ya'lues (Curyes I and II) predicted from equation (O.eS;. Curye I is
obtained by matching equation (6.39) to the eyaluated data at the extremes of
the meqsurement range. Curve I is described by the equation



r:s(T) o.zreT3exp{-ry}
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(6.42 )

,.. [6.43)

characteri sti cs

a betten fit the

taken into consideration.

and T in the logarithmic

For Curve II the data evaluated from equation (6.4.l) is matched at temperatures

of 300 K and 375 K leading to the equation

rs(r) = Q.o3oz 13 .*o t- +")

Neither equation (6.42) or (6.43)*matches the measured

exactly and the conclusion must be drawn that to obtain

t emperature dependence of the energy bandgap should be

It wou'ld appear from the linearity observed between It
plot that an empirical relationship of the form

IS(T) = C Tr !.. (6.44)

(6.45)

would, in practice, adequately describe the temperature dependence of It.
To avoid computat'ional difficulties, since C is an extremely small number and

Tn extreme'ly large, equation (6.44) shou'ld be rewritten in the form

IS(T) = antilog (n log T + log C)

l'latching equation (6.45) to the measured Ir-T data for the 2N5642 trans'istor

yie'lds the following values for'n' and'1og C'

*These equations compare with the temperature dependence of nt2(f) quoted in
Reference (g) for silicon material' i,€.

trygnr 2 (T) cr. T3 exp forT > 50K,
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n = 42.543

I og f, = -1 '18.29

5 6.3.4 IS[T) Characteristics of the 2N503S Transistor

Ir-T characteristics were evaluated for the 2N5038 transistor followi.ng

the procedure described,in the preyious section. Figure 6.14 shows the detail
of the measured characteristics which af"e compared in Figure 6.15 with
characteristics predicted using the fitted equation

IS(T) = J.783 T3 exp , . , (6.46)

The proportionality constant in eqution (6.46) is noted to be much larger in
value than the corresponding term in equation (6.43), indicative of the larger
cross-sectional area and wider base of the 2N5038 transistor.

5 6.4 SUMMRY

The obiective in discussing the temperature dependence of transistor
parameters is the evo'lution of a model which will take into account variations
in device temperature. The model which results when the temperature

dependence of the parameters I, and 8, are incorporated into the basic mode'l

of Figure 4.1 is defined by the following iet of equations:

f nzsT\
t- --l

dic
TT Rg*RE

[.. ,tL . RB + BF(T, vcr) RE

luur*v(t)_icffi+LEt

! !, (6.47)-q,n[,- *hi]
where v(t) is the driving signal,
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Figuie 6,I3 I"(Tl characterirstics of anfSg+2 transistor evaluated from
J.

IfVBn measurenents. using eguation. (6.41).
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Dashe.d graph

Solid graph

measured viilues

Su,rve I f,rorn equation (6.4e)

eurve II from equation (6.43,)

'FiEUt'e ,6.1-3' Cornparison betrryeen measurcd values of Ig{T) f,rom Flgure

6.12 a'nd values predicted f'rom equations (6,4?) and

(6.43).

log T
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log I,
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Eigure,O..l4 ltfeasured lS-Ti charqcterlstics of Type ZNSO38 transistor.

log T
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2N5038 transistor.
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c6.48)

+l *r
di.
---" +
dt

d
AT

(c* vrs)

, i ! (6.49)

,. (6.50)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

sF(T, vcE) = sr(t) [t- +il

ts (r, vcE) = IrtT) [t- q]

lf
i-,B = BilT;Til

In equations (6.47) and (6.50) the effect of the base-emittei'iunction

capacitance Ctf is assumed to be included in the parameter 5. This

assumption is justified in the case of the 2N5642 transistor but is of

doubtfrrl va1idity in the case of the 2N5038 transistor. To meet this'latter
situation a revised device model in which C* has been.included as a separate

parameter is developed and discussed in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTTR 7

TMNSISTOR DISTORTION STUDIES

5 7.0 INTRODUCTION

The output signai from an icleal linear amp'lifier is by definition exactly

proportiona'l to the input signal but in actual anplifiers there is always some

departure from the ideal. Amplifier non-linearity resu'lts in distortion of the

output waveformi that is, it will corrtdinrfrequency components which are not

present in the input signal.'If the input signa'l is sinusoidal the distortion
products appear only at frequencies which are harmonically related to the input

s'igna'l frequency but in the genera'l case of the multi-frequency input signal

amplifier non-linearity gives rise to both harmonjc and intermodulation

distortion products. Odd order jntermodulation products may be generated at

frequencies closely adjacent to the input signal frequencies and the usual

methods of discriminating against harmonic distortion products with tuned circuits
and low-pass networks are ineffectual in reducing the magnitudes of such "in-
band" distortion components. The only effective method is to improve amplifier

I inearity.

The transfer characteristic of a transistor in common emitter configuration

is descrjbed by equations (4.5) and (6.47), These equations, at frequencies

well below the cut-off frequency fo (see equation (4.12)), reduce to the form

(

i^ = I" l.*pvJt

v=vgg

ft= Rr

{flt .'

+ v.(t)

- icR)}
']

(z.t 1

where

.ReTqand
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The distortion characteristics of a transistor with a transfer characteristic

defined by equat'i'on (7.1) have been discussed extensively in the literature'

some authors have based their analyses on a purely exponential characteristic

i.e. setting R = 0. In this case'it is possible to expand equation (7.1)

in terms of modified Bessel functions by using the Sonine expansion formula

as shown in S 3.l.Orloff (l) has investigated the distortion spectrum produced

by a semiconductor diode for an input signal consisting of two frequency

components; Gretsch (2) subsequently extended 0rloff's analysis to a multi-

frequency input signal; Harrison (3) and El said (a) both used a similar approach

in their investigations into tuned power anrplifiers. Ana'lyses based on a

purely exponential transfer characteristic inclicate that distortion leve'ls should

(i) increase monotonically with increase in signal 'level, and

(ii) beindependent of the device operating point

theoretical results which are not supported by experiment.

Various authors including Lotsch (5), Mills (6) ana El-Shandwily et al.

(Z) nave ana'lysed transfer characteristics of the form described by equation

(7.1). Lotsch expanded equation (7.1) using a Taylor series expansion about the

device operating point. He showed that the resistance R tends to linearise the

transfer characteristics at hjgher current levels and that third and higher

order distortion components may vanish at certain operating points. Mills

suggested a method of calculating the Taylor series coefficients based on the

polynomial relationship vrhich exists between the higher order derivatives

dniC/dvn and the first order derivative dir/dv of equation (7.1). The

El-Shandwily analysis used a different appioach in which equation (7.1) is

recast in the form

fq i. R)
(ic - rr) exR l-qf = I, exp

{**}
(7.2)

The right hand side of equation (7.21 is expanded'using

and the left hand side expanded by writing
the Sonine formula
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exp = l+

" 
.. . (7.3)

a truncated expansion which is a satisfactory approximation only when the

term qR/kT iC is sufficiently less than unity.

The El-Shandwily analysis is slightly more general than that of Lotsch

but leiids to similar results. These analyses are limited in practice to small-

signal situations since for large-slgnal operation the series expansions become

unwieldly and converge too s1owly to be of practical value.

The preceding analyses which are based on transfer characteristics
defined by equation (7.1) apply on'ly at frequencies which are low in comparison

with the cut-off frequency fo. To predict device distortion performance at
higher frequencies the analysis should be based on the complete transfer
characteristic as given 'in equation (4.5). A few high frequency trans'istor
distortion models have been described in the literature (for examp'le the

Narayanan model (B)) but these are in general restricted to sma'll-signal

operati on.

It would seem to be fair comment that most transistor distortion models

are applicable only in the small-signal or "near'ly-linear" situation and that
for large-signal operation it becomes difficult if not impossible to express

distortion performance in the form of tractable c'losed algebraic functions.
For large-signal distortion predictions it would appear that there is no viable
alternative to the approach adopted in this study, that is direct evaluation of
the spectral content of each individual collector current wavefo4m by Fourier
analysis. Some insight is however provided by an examination of the distortion

.characteristics of the piecewise linearised device model discussed in 5 4.1.2.

5 7.I DISTORTION PERFORMANCE OF THE PIECEWISE LINEARISED DEVICE MODEL

It was shown in 5 4.1.2 that when the exponential relationship between

col'lector current and base-emitter junction voltage is approximated in a

piecewise linea-r fashion the collector cument it is related to the input

signal VS(t) by a differential equation of the form

qicRl

IE-I
9B * * I fgBl' 'tT 'c 

n z tk-TJ 'c '* | ti+]' ,,,
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VSG)-VD-ii'

low in eomparison hith the cut-off frequency

.v., * vc(t)
vs(t)

[:'. 
-, - 

H]t

..4

[ou* 

.
LE

t7.4)

At frequencles

for

fo

i. . (2.s1

and for

where,

and

I

lr Vt(t) is a

truncated eosinusoid

ic=o

..Rn+RE+E

-t !,. (7.01t's(t) vT'

= Yen

,= I'

v1

cosinusoid t;he'n the colilector curuent waveform is a

with conduction angle 29.. (see Figure 7.1).

01 ('t)

vs(r)

Ftgure 7.1
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5 7.1.1 spectral Analysis of the Truncated cosinusoid

The relative amplitudes of the ac component,s in a truncated cosinusoidal

waveform are determined using the Fourier series expansion formUla

In=

I
n

'* 
I_,,

cose cos ne d0 !.. (7 .71

and solution of equat'ion (.7.7) leads to the general formulae

I=-
?I

flsin(n + 1) o1
+

n - r) orl
.T-j

sin(n - I )

sin(n - l) 0l

n --T--

and rl

Thus the relative harmonic distortion 'leve'ls Dn = In/I1 are given by the

formul a

fsi n 20., IFzr + rrl [7.8a)
IJ

I=-
1I

sin(n + l) ol
-- n +-T-- 'r

Dn= +or

Relative harmonic distortion levels expressed in decibels are tabulated in

Table 7..1 for the range of conductionangle l50o< 201 . ?20o.

It is seen from Table 7.1 that ut 9t = 900 there is complete cancellation

of all odd harmonics. At this yalue of 01 the model of course corresponds

to the ideal half waye rectifier circuit. Further it is seen that for a

wide variation in g1 the even order harmon'ic leve'ls vary very slowly in value

although odd harmonic'leyels are mafkedly sens'itive to variations in 01'

This suggests that, although the actual device characteristics are only

approximated in the'linearised model, predicted values of even order distortion

products should correspond closely with measured Values. [l|ith respect to odd
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Table 7.1

0l ,z D3 D4 D5 og Dt Ds D9 otg

750 -6. 59 -33.4 -t 8.6 -29.9 -24.9 -28.5 -31 .5 -28.6 -44.5

Boo -7.05 -43.6 -19 .8 -39.6 -25.9 -37.4 -30.1 -36. I -34.0

850 -7.34 -61 .5 -21.0 -57.2 -27.8 -54.4 -32.2 -52.5 -35.5

900 -7 .44 -co -21.4 -@ -28.8 -@ -33.9 -@ - 37.8

950 -7.35 -61 .5 -21 .0 -57.2 -27.8 -54.4 -32.2 -52.5 -35.5

I ooo -7.09 -43.7 -19.9 -39.7 -25.9 -37 .4 -30.? -36.1 -34. I

Iloo -6.31 -26.5 -18.0 -23.9 -26.6 -23.9 -59.6 -26. 3 -31 .7

order distortion products the 'l'inearised model cannot provide accurate

information. What it does illustrate is that slight variat'ions in device

temperature, bias point and signa'l level can result in rapid variation in the

level of a partieular odd order distortion component. Formally' d'iminution

of the nth hurron'ic will occur if

( 7.l o)

The analysis in the present section is restricted to low frequencies but

could be extended to higher frequencies by Fourier analysis of the collector

current wayeform described by equation (4.15). For low ampl'itude driVing

signals the linearised model may be appreciqbly in error thfough the curvature

of the actual characteristic of the deyice at low levels of collector current'

[" 
i, cos nrrrt d(tot) = o
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levels are better approximated by using the

by the El-ShandwilY model'

E 7 ,1,2 rison of LineariseO

Module Measurements

_ __-02

-10

-30

-40

o
'ct

o
(l,

(,
g
o
L
G'

---'
--tt"--

2.0 3.0

Vrn (volts)

Figure 7.2 Comparison between even order harmonic distortion levels in

the co]lector cument waveform as measured in the 2N5642

Test Modu'le at 2lt|.z (see Table 7.2) and as pred'icted from

the piecew'ise linearised rnodel (Table 7'l)'

Solid. graPhs - Predicted'vdlues
Dashed graPhs - measured values'
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The 2N5642 transistor has a trAnsition frequency of the order of 400 MHz and

in the test nodule circuit a cut-off frequency fo in excess of 30 MHz. In

the frequency range of interest f ". fo and thus measurenents made using this

transistor can be expected to correspond c'lose'ly with the theoretical

distortion levels listed in TabJe 7..|, Distortion measurements made on the

ZNS64Z Test l'lodule, which haye been tAbulated in Table 7.2, indicate a c'lose

balance between the spectral compositions of the colJector currents of the

individual transistors T1 and T, and a'lso iJlustrate the extent of even order

harmonic distortion reduction in the output voltage achieved by the push-pul'l

configuration. All distortion measurements are accurate to t 0-5 dB. As

illustrated in Figure 7.2 there is a good correspondence between the measured

and predictedevenorder harmonjc distortion levels which, as the nrodel

analysis suggests, are almost independent of input signal level.

The 2N5038 transistor has a much lower frequency capability than the

2N5642 transistor and has a cut-off frequency fo of the order of 9 MHz in

its test module circuit. Thus, for this transistor, fo is only slightly

in excess of the operating frequencies providing a severe test for the low

frequency linearised model distortion predictions. Figures 7.3 and 7.4

illustrate the waveforms and spectral content of the collector currents and

output voltages observed in the 2N5038 Test Module at maximum output power

(D3 = -25 dB) for various module loads. These results show trends similar to

the 2N5642 Test l,lodule but, as expected, somewhat different levels of even

order harmonic distortion. In Figure 7.5 the variations observed in third

harmonic distortion level with changes in input signal level are shotm for two

different values of test module collector supply voltage. These measurements

illustrate the diminution or null in the distortion characteristics which

occurs at certain operating cond'itions and also confirm the need for a device

model in which the frequency dependent mechanisms are accurate'ly represented-

g 7.2 NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF COLLECTOR CURRENT l^lAVEFORM AND SPECTRAL

COMPOSITIclN

As the fina'l stage in the distortion study collector cuffent waveforms and

harmonic composition were determined for both 2N5642 and 2N5038 transistors

by solving equation (4.5) usjng computer-assisted numerical methods. A

particular objective at thjs time was to establish the sens'itiv'ity of model
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harmonic distortion Jevel predictions to variations or spreads in device

parameter values.

S 7.2.1 Consideration of the 2N5642 Transistor

For the 2N5642 transistor the cut-off frequency fo is much higher than

the frequencies of interest and this device is therefore analysed by solving

model equation (4.7). It is shown in Chapter B that this low frequency

analysis yields results which, input impedances and odd order harmonic

distortion'levels apart, are in close agreement with measured perfonnance over

the 2 to 6 MHz frequency range. In respect to distortion predictions the low

frequency analysis serves some punpose in demonstrating the complex nature of
odd order distortion level dependence,

Equation (.4.7) is a non-linear algebraic equation which, when the tempera-

ture and collector voltage dependence of reverse saturation current and current
gain are taken into account, may be written as:

vBg*vr cosot = ic bT+ + S ," [,- t,] .., (7.n)

(6.36)

- and

where BF = 277.*o{ t*P} 
[,. k] 

[' 
-,00 t,\]'1l

t''
I + 0.045 ln2 =!:1.5

,s, = Q.o3o2T'."p t ry) [r- k] erz)

For the 2N5642 Test Module circuit

BfRf = 80x0.6 = 480

RB = 0.lQ
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TabJe 7.2

Distortion components measured in dB (relatiye to fundamental ) in indiyi.dual
device collector cuments and in output yoltage of 2N5642 test module at 2 I{Hz

with Vgg = 30 V, VBB = 0.65 V, R' = 33.6 0.

vin vo Ic* D2 D3 D4 D5 Do D7 D8

0.25 2.1 0.l l ii
-6
-6
-44

-22
-22
-24

-22
-23
-54

-30
=30
-34

-34
-34

<-75

-37
-37
-40

-4?
-45

<-75

0.50 5 .05 0.26 Tl
vo

-6
-6
-44

-27
-26
-27

-20
-20

<-75

-33
-30
-35

-29
-29
-60

-37
-35
-38

-38
-38
-62

0.75 8.25 0.422 Il
vo

-6
-6
-42

-29
-30
-32

-20
-20
-56

-34
-34
-37

-29
-28
-62

-37
-36
-40

-37
-36
-68

I .00 ll.5 0.61
T'1

T2
Vs

-6
-6
-41

-34
-37
-37

-20
-20
-72

-38
-36
-39

-28
-28
-65

-39
-36
-40

-36
-36
-65

1.25 t4.B 0.778
T1
T2
vo

-6
-6
-40

-39
-44
-46

-20
-20
-56

-40
-37
-40

-27
-28
-65

-40
-37
-40

-35
-36
-67

1.50 18.0 0.945
T1
T2
vo

-6
-6
-35

-40
-4s
-45

-20
-20
-57

-40
-37
-42

-27
-28
-64

-39
-37
-42

-35
-36
-70

1.75 21.2 I .13 TI
vo

-6
-6
-35

-40
-40
-43

-19
-20
-70

-40
-39
-42

-27
-28
-67

-40
-37

A4-+L

-35
-35
-70

2.00 24.1 1.28
T1

i,3

-6
-6
-33

-39
-36
-38

-19
-20
-56

-40
-39
'42

-26
-27
-91

*40
-37
-41

-33
-34
-65

*Module dc collector current in amperes Contrd
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Thus equation (7.11) is approximated with good accuracy by the equation

vBB*vrcostr,t = icRE + q ln[t- *l (7.13)
l. 'sj

Table 7.2 Cont'd

changes very slowly with changes in V* the effect of assuming Vrt to be

constant is not of any material significance.

of
(7

\

I

V* egual to one half of the

.12) but as the term
al ue

ati on

lr*)

v

u

CE

n

eq

V.

mea

in

'c
+

tions a

ti tuted

+
rs( I

In the present comPuta

supply voltage Vrt was subs

(

ln It
t

vin vo tr* D2 D3 D4 D.
3

D6 D7 D8

2.25 ?7.2 1.42 II
vo

-6
-6
-32

-37
-35
-35

-'t9
-19
-60

-40
-39
-M

-26
-27
-68

-40
-37
-40

-34
-34
-70

2.50 30.2 1 .56
T1

T2
vo

-6
.6
-3?

-37
-33
-32

-'lB
-18
-55

-38
-39
-39

-26
-26
-75

-40
-37
-40

-32
-33
-70

2.75 32.0 I .70
T1

T2
vo

-6
-6
-30

-38
-30
-29

-18
-18
-50

-34
-42
-40

-27
-26
-62

-40
-37
-40

-30
-31
-55

3.00 34.0 1 .85
T1
T2
vo

-6
-6
-30

-30.
-27
-25

-'16
-17
-44

-?9
-40
-33

-27
-27
-55

-41
-38
-41

-31
-29
-66
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Fi gure 7.3

0sci I'loscoPe traces

showi ng col'lector
current (upper trace)

and output voltage
(lower trace) wave-

forms in 2N5038 test
modu'le at maximum

output.
f=2l4{z

Vrg=30V
VBB = 0.55 V

Scal es

Upper trace 0.5 A/cm

Lower trace 50 V/cm

(a) Rr=200

(b) R, = 33.6 o

(c) Rt = 65.6 o

(d) R,- = 92.6 o
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[Lqure 7.5, ThJrd havrnonic distortion leyels plotted .against i.nBut

voltage - 2N5038 test'module.
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Equation (7.13) rnay be solved for i, by use of the Newton-Raphson iteration

algorithm (.9, l0)

in+r =in ;{*_ .., (7.14)

where t(in) = vBB + v, cos rot - q ln (l + ig/Is') - ic Rr

(.- \
and r'(in)= tT [lT + *r,|

Co]lector current waveforms have been computed for various levels of input

signal level Vr* over the temperature range 50-l00oC. In Figure 7.6 Jhe

computed collector current waveforms are shown for Vt = I volt at device

temperatures of 50oC and l00oC.

The harmonic distortion levels, l'isted in Tables 7.3 through T.Brwere

determined by Fourier analysis of the computed collector current waveforms.

These tabulations show that, whereas even harmonic distortion leve'ls are little
affected (except at very 1ow signa'l 'levels) by either input signal level or

device temperature, the odd harmonic distortion levels exhibit an intricate
dependence upon device operating conditions. There is good correspondence

between the va'lues listed in Tables 7.3, 7.5, 7,7 and the even harmonic

content in device collector current as measured at 2lfiHz (Tab'le 7.2).

The third harmonic distortion levels from Table 7.4 have been plotted in

Figure 7.7. A detailed comparison between predicted and measured values of odd

. harmonic distortion levels is deferred to Chapter 8 but these graphs (Figure

7.7) show the characteristic distortion features obseryed in the test

modui es.

. *The relationship between mode'l input signal !. and the test module input
voltage Vin is giyen by Vi n = fr, VS in lhe caBe of the 2115642 Test Module

and b! Vin"= zrf7 VS in- the"case of-the 2N5038 Test Module.
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Table 7.3

'second Harmonic Distortioh LevelS - 2N564?

Table 7.4

Third Harmonic Distortion Levels - 2N5642

V5

T
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 J.4

500c -8.4 -7.4 -7.2 -7.? -7.2 -7.2 .-7.2

750C -11.1 -8.7 -8.0 -7.8 
.

-7 .7 :7 ,6 -7.6

I 000c -14.4' -J 0^0 -8.9 -8.4 -8.2 -8.0 -7.9

V5

T
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

500c -40.6 -33.4 -33.0 -33.4 -34.0 -34.7 -35.I

630C -36.6 -s7.7 -42.2 -40.0 -39.4 -39.3 -39.4

750C -30.2 -36.0 -44.9 -64.2 -53.8 -49.1 -47.2

870C -28.2 -30.6 -35.1 -39 .6 -44. r -49.2 -55.2

I 000c -27.s | 
-zz,e -31.0 -34.? -37.1 -39. B -42.4
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Table 7.5

Fourth Harmonic Dislortion Levels - 2N564?

vs

T
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

500c -28.3 -24.2 -23.1 -22.6 -22.4 -22.2 -22.4

750C -35.2 -26.0 -.24.1 123:3 -22.9 -22.6 -22.4

I 000c -62.3 -29.6 -2s.7 -?4.3 -23.6 -?3.2 -22.9

Table 7.6

Fifth Harmonic Distortion Levels - 2N5642

V5

T
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

500c -57.6 -48.0 -43.8 -42.9 -42.7 -4?.9 -43.0

630C -4?.6 -47.0 -63.5 -56.9 -52.0 -s0. I -49.3

750C -41 .8 -39. I -42.4 -48.2 -54. t -6?.3 -84.0

870C -42.1 -36.2 -38.3 -41.2 -44.1 -47.0 -49.5

1000c -45. 9 -35. 0 -33.7 -37.6 -39.8 -41 .9 -43.9
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. 'T$,bll'6,7.7.

' $iith Harm0ni'e Dtstorrtlon LdVelg,:''21{5,6+?

0.2 0.4 0.6 o:t '1.0 1'.'2 1.4

:50oC -42,'1 -34.,5 -32.4 -31.0 -30.7 -30,4

zfc -56,7' -38,,0 -34.0 -34.5 -37,7 -31 .2 -30,9

I oooc -54.2 -48,7 *37.4 -34.3 -3-e,9 -32. l -31.6

Table'7.8

Seyenth Har.monic Distortion Lerrcls - ?N5642

a

t\ a.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1,0 1.2: I.4

500c -59.8 -68.2 -53.8 -50.8 -4,9.8 -49.5 ^49,2

'750C -5:2.4 -44.4 -45.8 -49.1 -52.9 -57. I -,62'0

loooc -.77.3. -43.3 -40.,8 -4i1.4 *43r0 -1[4.8 -46..,7
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g 7,2.2 9onsideration of the 2N5038 Transistof

Since the cut-off frequency of the 2N5038 transistor is companable in'
value with the operating frequencies it is necessary in this case to solye

equation (4.5), which is a first order non-linear differential equation, in
order to determi'ne the colJector current waveforms. The solutions to equation
(4.5) are frequency dependent and therefore the equation must be solved at
each frequency of interest oyer the desired ranges of input signal level and

device temperature. Equation (.4.5) has a steady state solution which is
periodic in time T = Znfw, i.e. i(t) = i(t + T) and in particular

ic(0) = is(T)

The approach which has been used to find the

based on Newton's method (ll, 12) in which an
Iii(T) is then computed and a second estimate

(13)

solution to equation (7.15) is
initial estimate iftOl is made,

lftol effected using the formula

(7.15)

(7. l6 )if*rtor=iftor-4#
' 
-'F,)

where the superscript k denotes the order of the iteration. The yalue ofv. vii(T) is evaluated from ii(O) Uv using for example the backward Euler formula

r )h] + hir(nh)rrItn -ir(nh) =

where h denotes the time

Runge Kutta procedupe wqs

(7.17)

step magnitude. In the present study a second order
employed, i.e
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ir[h - k)n] = ic[*, rlni * ] r {tr[o - rtn], r. - nn]

ir(nh) = ,r[fn - .,fr,] *,,r {rr[t. - u.)h], tn - a)n] 
'q!' 0'18)

where function f denotes the state equation function f(iC, t).
When the correct yalue of ir(0) has been established the waveform ir(t)

is computed from the Runge Kutta program which is now halted at 'l00 intervals
to read out the corresponding values of i.(t). Using the model parameter

val ues

Re = 0.38 $) fT = 70 l{Hz

collector current waveforms were determined by solving equation (4.5) over a
range of operating 'conditions simi'lar to those for the 2N5642 transistor at
frequencies of 2, 4 and 6 MHz.

These computations were repeated for a modified device model which

includes the emitter-base junction capac'itance C* as a separate parameter.

. This modified rnodel, which is described in Chapter 9, is represented by the

state equation

RB = 2.50 LE = SnH

(-.vcel r o.oesorBF = 4200 
Lt 
-*j .*p t -tr*i

rs,= 3.783 13 
[' 

.*€] ."0 {- "#}
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The effect of the base-emitter iunction capacitance C* upon deyice performance

is illustrated in Figure 7.8 which shows typical sets of computed col'lector
current waveforms. in Figure 7.9 the third and fifth harmonic distortion
levels predicted from the two models at the device temperature of 75oC are

compared.

5 7.3 SUMMARY

The subject matter in this chapter has been restricted largely to the

discussion of distortion models and to the prediction of collector current
waveforms and distortion levels follow'ing the numerical solution of the device

model equations. In general no systematic attempt has been made to compare

these theoretical results with the observed collector curent waveforms or with
nnasurements of distortion levels. This is largely because in the actual

test modules input signal levels and device temperatures are not independent

variables and thus it is difficult to set up test conditions which coruespond

precisely with assumed nndeJ conditions. The measured results from the test
rndules are processed in Chapters 8 and 9 and the dependence of device

temperature upon input signal level and module load resistance established,
thus allowing a comparison between measured and predicted module performances.
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CHAPTER B

VERIFICATION OF THE 2N5642 MODEL

5 8.0 INTRODUCTION

Accurate assessment of device temperatures poses a quite difficult
problem in model verification in the povrer amplifier situation. Whereas case

or stud temperatures can be measured direct'ly the internal or iunction

temperature which is the variable appearing in the model equations must be

calculated. Thermal tjme constants, usually of the order of several minutes'

are observed and thus junction temperature changes may 1ag appreciably behind

changes in dissipated power. To ensure accurate assessment of iunction

temperatures in the present study all test measurements have been made with

sinusoidal input signals ahd following each adiustment in input si9na1 level

device temperatures have been permitted to stabilise for periods of the order

of l5 minutes, wjth the proviso that the iunction temperature was deemed to

have stabilised only when the case temperature was observed to be stable.

Junction temperatures are determined using the formula

Tj(vin) = ru,b* furr,, 
t-J 

[r,-.- +]

where V.,n and Vo denote the RMS values of the test module input and output

voltagei. The factor of La appearing in the second bracketted term assumes

equal diyision of dissipated power between the two transistors in the module-

This assumption'is supported by the close tracking observed between case

temperatures during thermal tests on the individual devices. In the data

presented in later sections of this chapter al1 ac components relating to the

test module are expressed as RMS quantities. However in the model derivations

it proved more convenient to work in terms of peak yalues. Thus the input

voltage Vrn which denotes the module input voltage is an RMS quantity whet"eas

the terms'Vr, d"noting the signal yoltage neasured at the transistor base
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component in the collector current

peak quantities for'the 2N5642
terminal, and I' denoting the fundamental

waveform i, in the models are expressed as

module (see footnote Page 
'l4d

(
G* = 0.745 itl 

+ 0,0022

is here measured in oC.

Vin = vry vS

The 2N5642 model data presented in 5 8.1 re'late to a single transistor.

The total dc collector current drawn by the test module is obtained by doubling

the values of I, Rlotted in Figure.B.l and the load cument I;r ilh RMS

quantity, is obtajned by dividing the values of I', by E. The model datd

presented in 5 B.l were calculated using the'low frequency 2N5642 device moddl

and, as shown in S 8.3, lead to results which, apart fron distortion levels'

are in close agreement with measurements over the 2-6 I'lHz frequency range.

It is clear that with respect to distortion level predictions the low

frequency model is inadequate but the question of improved distortion

predictions is deferred pending the emergence of an improved device model from

the module input impedance analysis in $ 8.4.

g 8.I MODEL DATA

Model data for the 21,15642 transistor were determined using the 1ow

frequencymodel described by equation (4.7). This equation was solved using

the numerical techniques discussed in chapter 7. Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the

dc and fundamental components of the collector current as functions of peak

input signal level and device temperature for a sinusoidal input signal. It
is observed that over the temperature range considered these components of

collector current are to a first order linear functions of both device tempera-

ture and input signal leyel. The effective transconductance G,n, defined by the

ratio IllVS, for the particular set of test module operating conditions

(vcc = io i, vBB = 0.6s v, REz = 0.34 0) may therefore be approximated by the

empirical expression

, a , (8.2)

(T: - 5o)]

where T,
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$ 8.2 DETERMINATION OF JUNCTION TEI'IPERATURE

To relate measured to model data it is necessary to calculate deyice

temperatures frorn equation ("8.1). For the 2N5642 test modu'le the performance

characteristics, distortion and input impedance apartr vdF] negligibly over

the 2-6 tlHz frequency range and thus, since output voltage Vo is proportional

to input voltage Vrn, eQuation (.8..|) may be rewritten in the form

Tj(vin) = Tarb* 
[urrr, 

q:t! 
[r.-.-

(8.4):b-l2)

Figure 8.3 shows the dependence of device tenperature upon modu'le input signal
level for various values of'load resistance Rr. Va'lues of T, were determined

by substituting into equation (8.4) measured values of total co'llector current
and voltage gain.
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0.6
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Figure B.3 Junction temperature as a function of module input voltage

2N5642 test module - Vr, = 30 V, VBB = 0.65 V, Tu*b = 20oC'
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E 8.3 COMPARI:SON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED MODULE PERFORMANCES

The measured performance of the 2N5642 test module is shown 'in Tables

8.1 and 8.2 for two values of module load, 33.6 and 65.6 o' Values of

junction temperature T, shown in these tables were calculated from equation

(8.4)

Table 8.1

R, = 33.6 Q
L

Table 8.2

RL = 65.6 Q

vin 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3,0 V

vo 6.9 13.2 I 9.5 26.0 3l .5 35.5 v

Ic 0.37 0.71 1 .08 r .40 1 .70 1.95 A

P
o

1.42 5. l9 11 .32 20.12 29.5 37.5 l^J

T.
J

55 75.5 97.5 102 100 90 oc

vin 0.5 0.75 I .00
I

1.25 I .50 I .60 V

vo 10.3 I7.0 23.1 ?9.4 33.4 35.2 v

Ic 0.26 0.4? 0. sB 0.74 O. BB 0.93 A

P
o

1.6? 4,41 8.13 12.82 17.0 r 8.9 t{

Tj 39.? 47.4 51.0 51.0 51 .B 50. 5 oc
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The data from Tables.B.l and 8.2 have been plotted in Figures 8.4 and

8.5 together with data predicted from the Jow frequency model for the same

operating conditions. Predicted values of output voltage and dc collector

current are both slightly in excess of measured values at higher input voltage

levels. It is shown in Chapter 9 that these differences can in the main be

attributed to a sliding bias effect at the higher values of base dc cuffent;

that is, the effective value of VUU decreases at large signa1 levels owing to

an increasing dc voltage drop across the base bias supp'ly isolating inductor.

In Figure 8.6 predicted and measured third harmonic distortion levels are

compared. Th'is particular set for,RL = 65.6 CI, vlas selected for the reason that

it included no distortion nulls but even so it is apparent that the low

frequency ZN564Z model must be considered inadequate for distortion predictions

within the required frequency range.

dB

-20

-30

-40

Compari son

di storti on

VU, = 0.65

of measufed and

levels - 2N5642

V.

predi cted th'ird harmoni c

test module, VCC = 30 V'

Vio (volts)

Prediction - low
frequency model

Figure 8.6
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5 8.4 STUDY OF TEST MODULE INPUT II'IPEDANCE

In practice, providing limiting is avoided, the test modules may be

considered as essentially lineaf active networks since with correct bias
point adjustment the odd harmonic components in the module input and output
currents are typical'ly more than 30 dB down on the fundamental frequency
components; likewise the even harmonic components are very small in magnitude

as the resu'lt of the module push-pul1 configuration. The input impedance,

defined as the complex ratio of modu'le input voltage Vrn (assumed sinusoidal)
to the fundarnental frequency current component in the nrodule input current
I.,n, can be expected to vary with input signal leyel as a consequence of the
variations in transistor parameters with changes in junction temperature.
The module input impedance has been rneasured using the Apollonius Circle
method previously described in 5 5.3.2. The measured impedance values, corrected
for the shunting effect of the input transformer netlork inductance and

interwinding capacitance (g 5.3.'|) and referred to the impedance level of the
transistor base terminals, have been tabu'lated in Appendix 4. It is apparent
from these tabulations that the expected change in input impedance with input
signal leve'l is insignificant despite the associated wide variation in junction
temperature (Figure 8.3). 0n the other hand input impedance is markedly
sensitive to changes in frequency and load resistance. It can therefore be

argued that the module input impedance is largely determined by the circuit
configuration itself and that it should be possible in view of the near
linearity of the test modules to develop a linear or fundamental frequency
impedance model somewhat similar in form to the smal'l-signal trybrid n model .

E 8.4.1 A Linear Impedance Model

The fundamental frequency impedance model which is proposed for input
impedance studies of the 2N5642 test module is shown in Figure 8.7. This
circuit model which is based on the device model of Figure 4.1 includes the
coliector-base junction capacitance C* but omits the base parasitic resistance
R, which is yery small in the case of the 2N5642 transistor.

Before proceeding with the model analysis it is useful to examine the
measured values of input impedance with a vfew to establ'ishing any functional
dependence which could assist in the direction of the model analysis. The

inpedances tabuJated in Appendix 4 have been expressed in the form of the



the equiYalent Parallel
component RO in Parallel

Gin = Go + A,o2

Gin-Go+BRt
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as a resistiVe

. . . (8.5)

, . , (9.6)

resistance-capacitance network' i .e.

with a caPacitive comPonent C,.,..P

Figure 8..7 Fundamenta'l frequency impedance circuit model ?115642

transi stor.

The parallel input resistance component Ro is essentialty independent of input

signal level but decreases t'rith both freqirency and load. In Figure 8'8 the

reciprocal of RO, i.e- the input conductance G',n, hlt Ot:n.lt1tteO as a function

of load resistance and of frequency. The value of Grn Plotted in Figure 8'8

correspon&to the input conductance of a single transistor and is therefoie

one half of the value determined from the tabulation of RO in Appendix 4'

From Figure 8.8 it is seen that for Rt constant

and for ur constant
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where Go, A and E atre constant. factors.

. Thus the rnodel anAlJsi's ean be expected ts yie'ld q genefal relationshiP

of the form

Gin = Go i ACIz - h 
+ c f e,, (8.7)

where Y,. denotes the l oad adni ttance and G i s a further constant terfi,. l,lo

slrnple ielationship emerges vhe'n the input capacitance Cir.is, p'lottqd :

e'ither against f,requency or load nesi'stance. Cin, hut been plotted as a function

. of i,nput voltage Vro in Fig,ltre 8.9,.

$, 8.dZ input Impedange Model Andlvs'i,s

As,a first step in the a.nalysi's the model lls frirst conisidered with the

collector-base Junctiion capacttance C", omitted- $Jr{t'ing

YE = E;ul5q- = GE (l - j to/og) '

R.
where @E " RrlLg' % = -"*j, ,J '

IE

q

and Yn = g,,/Br + jro 
-+

the circui't rnode,l sf, 8.7 can b,e redrawn in the form sho,wn in Fi'gune 8.10.

Si:nee the model iS assumed to be linear the sectisn B C Er in pirgure

g.l0 can be represented by the admittance matrix

Y
'TT

0 :Yn

..9n.
.r

l9m

lYn -9m 0 Yr, 1.9m.* Tr

(Y) E



Figure 8..|0

By suppressing the internal
may be reduced to the 2 x 2

node E the 3 x 3 admittance matrix
admittance matrix

172

(equation (8.8))

(vl F ... (8.9)

The term gm YE/0* * Yn + Yr):can be manipulated into:d mol"B convenient form
fr.om the following a.rgument:

9r Yr

sil-%lT



S{nce f ,,<{ f1r

where,

At low frequencies

9r*GE
q 

-i- tE
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. . , (ti.lo1

!.. (g.lI)

I

.l

- &5 = G*[r,r]

- . 9, 0u (l - iu/r,rg)

: #ilq Fi-ril

=qrc

(.1

Gr(r,r) = Gro =-&','GE

graphs in Flgure E.2 or else computed from the ernplrleal f,ormula deflned by

equation (8.3),

Fsn t"he 2N5642 transistor G*, (and hence gm) may be determined frm the

Gr(r,r) = Gro [-:d ['-1ru]
'. [#J

i+# (

- 

ll-jto
1 + [ro1ar,rg]2 t

_ J ru/og) ,

l/@E fl ,' l/a)

I + .urzy'aru'z

: crttol . . r [8.12)
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r t . (9.13)

q . r (8.14)

'(- I )',g = 'E lt 
* qTr,|

since Yr = + + t d n, = + 1t+Ju/tru)

the natr"fx elements in eqution [8.9) may be written as

rrt(

vr=* lr+i'r t

(

'lZl=G*tl1 Fi
t''

Theref,sre the complete i:mpedance model

by thE admittance matrix

rf l.
#J |.t-i '/'n1

-el
'gJ

circuit of Figure 8.7 is

. q . (9.15)

repr"esented

o r. [8,16)(v') =

+ jur C1

G1. + JrrrC;

+ Jo cTc

j#J

? jt CfC
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From equation t8.16)

where C = C,TC + CL a,n'd from equatldn (8'17)

Gin = G*o h 
- *n]

* 
qPrrc 

[s'.: [r:.i, 
.|. 

: iryqtrl

Gt + JroG

fs, T
G*i ,1 crc ld + cl + 

'1 GLl Grc'

GL' + .o2 cz

cin = G*'h rt]

+'rr'[' -

g 8.4.3 Verification of the Impddance Model

Ts use equations (B"1LB) qx6 (8,19) in input impedance calculattons values

must be assigned to the circuit parameters, some of which are dependent both

qpons.ignal leVel and dWi"c9 tOnper4ture. The parnameters l'n eq'uations (8'18) and

ts.tg) c4n be consi,dered to fall into ttro eategories, flrst those p-arameters

which ean be determined independentl.Y of input inPedEnce measureflEnts, i.e.

Gmo, FF and Yt.and secoldly those parameters wht'ch are be'st evaluarted from

input i.mpedanCe rnasurement dqtfl; ii-€* fT' tC' and Lt'

and

, r , (9.17)

... (8,t8)

(a.tg)
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ln the frlrst categorJ Gmo, which to a, good qpproximation can be considered

to be dependent upon device temperature on1y, may be eyaluated from either

equation (8.3) or the data presented in Figure 8.2; current gain Bt is
determined using equation (6.32); col'lector-to-collector load admittances

which are tabulated in Appendix 4 are found by direct measurement. The

admittance value Y,_ to be substituted in equations (8.'lB) and [8.19) is
twice the value in Appendix 4.

0f the parameters

is the only one which

the second category the emitter lead inductance Lt

be evaluated soleJy on the basis of the input

impedance measurements. The procedure to be fo1lowed is that, using initial
estimates of transition frequency f, and iunction capacitance Ctt based

either on direct measurement or on rnanufacturer's data, values of Gtn and

Crn are determined from equations (8.'lB) and (8.19) for various va'lues of Lr.

A value is then assigned to Lf by matching the measured and computed input

impedance data and if necessary the panameters f, and Cr, can then be optimised

by following much the same basic procedure.

In Figure B.ll a comparison is made between computed and measured values of

RO and CO for a nominal amplifier load of 20 0. It is apparent that whereas

the input capacitance is litt'le affected by variations in Lg, the input

resistance, particul ar'ly at the h'igher frequencies, vari es marked'ly with the

value of Lr. For LE = l0 nH, f, = 400 MHz, Ct, = 33 pF there is good

agreement between measured and calculated values of input resistance RO but'

except at low input signa'l levels, poor agreement of input capacitance CO.

Figures B.l2 and B.l3 show that generally an overal'l improvement in agreement

between measured and computed values of input impedance results with parameter

values LE = l0 nH, f, = 400 MHz and CTC = 17 pF. The general trend of the

variation in RO with input signal leve'l observed experimentally is similar

to that predicled by equat'ion (8.18) but the trend of CO with input signal

level variation pred'icted by equat'ion (8.19) is dissimi'lar to the measured

resu'lts. Improved agreement between measured and predicted values of Co

is achieved when the effective value of C1g is allowed to Vary from -33'pF

at low output signal levels to -.|7 pF at h'igh output signal levels. This

modelling approach is supported by the collector-base iunction capacitance

characteristi,c of type 2N5642 transistors which as 'ijlustrated in Figure

B.l5 does not follow the re'lationship d'iscussed jn Chapter 4, i.e.
equation (4. l9).

'ln

can
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AlthoughitwouJd.bepossibleto.devtseacapacit4ncerpdeJapplicablet.0the
neasured steady-staie ohanacteristi,cs shown ln Figure 8,1,5 i.t was csnstdered

that a nore effecti.Ve prrcedure, in practice, was to detevrnine an optimum value

of C.^ from the measured input iupedance data.
lv

hso
6,t,c
.d
+t
lJl
GI* ,r\ii
Eo
.P.
TJ
E5r?

(vollts)

Figur:e 8.15 Gollector-base Junction eapacitance charactenistics

2N5i642 transistor.

Input inpedances have been caleulated for the Zhl564A test module using

parameter ya]ues fT - 400 Mtlz" Lo ='f0 rH, CTC = 17 pF in equations (8'18)

and (e.lg), The calaulated res,uits f-on R.- = 92.6.$ shown in Figure B.l4

indicqte the Eenefally good.agr€efient between calculated and measured values

of i'nput imBedance Ohsefyed OVer th,e test mOdule Operati'ng range'

510
vcs
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5 8.5 SUl4l4ARt 
.

The impedance model described in this chaptep has been shown to provide

a realistic representation of the inpedance characterist'ics of the 2N5642

test module over the frequency range of interest. It also allows the value

of the emjtter lead inductance parameter L, to be evaluated from module input

impedance measurements. In the earlier portion of this chapter there is to
some extent a conflict in that the dc col'lector currents and output voJtages

of the test module were computed using a Jow frequency device model, i.e. the

effective device transconductance was assumed to be independent of frequency'

whereas from the impedance modeJ ana'lysis this parameter is seen to be frequency

dependent. To assess the order of error likely to arise fnom the use of the

low frequency model a .second analysis was made, this time using the frequency

dependent device rnodel desci'ibed by equation (+.S1 with the values of the

parameters f, and L, determined durjng the impedance model verification
procedures. Col'lector current waveforms computed from equation (4.5) with

VS = 0.4 V, Tj = 50oC, LE = 10 nH and f., = 400 MHz are shown in Fjgure 8'16'

0.6

o
0-Fn.A
6 ur'r

(J

P
=(u
!L
=(,
L 0.2
o
Pu
c,

oq)

0 50 100 150

(ot) in degrees'

Comparison between low frequency and high

for 2N5642 transistor - VCC = 30 V; VBB =

T. = 500C.
J

200

frequencY models

0.65 V, V, = 0.4
Figure B.l6
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The collector current waveform at 6l,'il{z is seen to lag the input s.ignal

Vs by approximately l5o sussestins a *]:: 
lot iq 

(equatiti 
!u ]2)) 

of l4l

M-rad/s which compares with a value of 134 M-rad/s computed from equation

(8..13). The average or dc values of these computed colJector current waveforms'

as the following tabulation i'llustrates, differ by less than 4%'

f << fB. 2 6 MHz

Ic 0.17s 0, 170 0.1 68 A

The conclusion can therefore be drawn that in the frequency range 2-6 ttlHz

the low frequency device model described by equation (4'7) provides a

sufficiently accurate representation of the 2N5642 transistor in respect to

calculations of dc collector current, output voltage; power output and

collector circuit efficiency. However the 1ow frequency model fai'ls in

respect of input impedance and distortion level predictjons' The question of

an improved distortion model is deferreduntj'lChapter 9 when the situation is

investigated. in respect of the relatively more frequency dependent 2N5038

transi stor.
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.'CHAPTER 
9

VERIFICATION OF THE 2N5O3B MODEL

5 9.0 INTRODUCTION

The 2N5038 transistor, because of its relatively low frequency capability,
provides a more severe test of model theory than did the 2N5642 transistor
which, over the 2-6 MHz frequency range, is adequately represented for many

purposes by the 1ow frequency device model described by equation (4.7). In

the case of the 2N5038 transistor since collector current vraveforms are poorly
predicted even at 2 MHz by equation (4.7) it is necessary to use the model

described by equation (4.5) for all computations. Whilst this model has the

disadvantage that it entai'ls separate solutions at each frequency of interest
it does offer the advantage that the value of the emitter lead inductance
parameter L, can be established by matching measured and predicted values of
dc collector current and output vo'ltage. In this chapter the device model

is continually modified, by varying the value of Lg, by the addition of the

base-emitter junction capacitance as a separate model parameter, and by taking
into consideration the sliding bias point effect observed at high levels of
input signal voltage, until good agreement is achieved between module

measurements and model predictions

5 9.I MODEL PAMMETERS AND CIRCUIT DATA

Much of the 2N5038 mode1 data has already been discussed and is summarised

at this point for conyenience. The dependence of collector-base junction

capacitance upon junction voltage is illustrated in Figure 9.1 and in Table

9.1 the dependence of device temperature upon input signal level is listed.
As for the 2N5642 test module, device temperatures are ca'lculated from module

measurements using the formula:

Tj = Tamb* 
[urr,r'F] [,.-.- +] e.. (8.1)
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g 9.1.1 ,.'d?I'.Dn$a Sgruna,,r,y

FE E 0'380 .rF z

{i-c a t.goc/'}{ go-q =

CTE = 8500 pF

BF=4?oo.*p{-W 
[t-

tr's, !r 3.783. T.l' exp {- +ry}J, t ,j

I,77 ns

il,soe l

'. (5,33)

? t, [6.4'1"1

$ 9.-1.2 GolleEtpf:8ase iunctiqn Capaeiten,ce

ej.
pF

r$00

e00

100

Vr' (vo1ts)

Figure' .1 CJ. - Vu, characteristic of the UN5038 tnansistsn.
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S 9.1.3 Input Signal LeveJ Dependence of Device Terhperature

l'leasured device temperatures are pnesented in Table 9..| for the three

spot frequencies of 2,4, and 6 MHz, the tabular format being preferred to a

graphical presentation in the interests of clarity. It was noted previously
(g 5.4 and Figure 5.lB) that when a linear power amplifier is overdriyen there

is a decrease in collector circuit efficiency and in turn an increase in
dissipated power. This point is brought outagain in Table 9.1 where for the

higher load values a rapid increase in Junction temperature is noted for
module input voltages in excess of about 3 yolts.

5 9.2 M0DEL VERTFTCATTON - Lol^l FREQUENCY MoDEL

As an initial step in the verification of a 2N5038 device model the

predictions from the 'low frequency model form (equation (4.7)) were examined.

Equation (4.7) was solved for the operating conditions VCC = 30 V, VBB = 0.55 V,

R,. = 65.6 o. Predicted values of module dc collector current and output

voltage are compared with'measured values taken at f = 2l{Hz. As illustrated
in Figures 9.2 and 9.3 the predicted results are substantial'ly in error even

at 2 MHz and since the disagreement between predicted and measured results can

be expected to be correspondingly greater at the higher frequencies there is
no value in further consideration of equation (+.2).

5 9.2.1 High Frequency Model 1

The second device model to be considered for the 2N5038 transistor was

a high frequency mode'l described by equation (4.5). This model denoted High

Frequency Model 1 was solved over ranges in input signal level and device

temperature similar to those for the 2N5642 test module using the parameter

values listed in 5 9.1.'l and default values f, = 70 MHz, LE = 5 nH for
frequenci.es of 2, 4 and 6 MHz. Since the input transformer impedance ratio
i.s different in the 2N5038 test module the model input voltage V, is, in this
case, related to the module input voltage Vin by the equation

Vin = 28. Vs (e.l)
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: 'Tiib't_e 9.J
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.A t6
;j r.v

o

o

2

Vrn (vo'lts)

The values of model col'lector current components I, and I, and the phase

angle 0 bJ which I., lags V, have been computed fronthe model and are shown

in Figures 9.4 to 9.6. tne UoAet I predictions are compared with the actual

2N5038 module performance for a module load of 65.6 O in Figure 9'7' It is

seen that in every instance the predicted values are in excess of the

measured values and that the extent of the error is increasing with frequency'

This latter point suggests the lack of agreement between predicted and measured

results through either or possibly both of two effects:

Figure 9.3 Comparison between predicted and

voltage, 2N5038 test module' Vg[

R|- = 65'6 o' f = 2tr{z'
Solid curve - values Predicted
Dashed curve - measured val ues.

(i) the assumed value of the parameter Lt is too

(ii) the iunction capacitance Cff is too 'large to

of the base region charge storage mechanism'

measured values of outPut

= 3o V, VBB = 0.55 V'

from low' frequencY model

smal I

be modelled as Part
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In an i.mprcyed hi,gh frequgncy model nou to be considered both effects are

accounted for.. thg mqdel is solyed for two values of LU and cnE tt included

as a separate Panameter.

8 9.2,2 lrlfglil FrequencY Hodel 2

When the emftter*base Junction capacitance CfE is i'ncluded as q separate

pararneter the device cil^cuit model takes the form shown in Figure 9.8'

and the Kirchhoff VoltAge Law equation for the input circuit is therefore

gi'ven by

Since

. 
equattsn (9.2) may be recast in the form

vBe * v, stnu,t * q rn 
[t 

- 
+'] - t, [*,.

- rF + (RB * RE)- c"E (RB + RE) fr [+

- LE *r{,r- * + .F + * crE 5r [t

l

f'rl

JJf='
. (9.2)

ver+yssinot- q t' 
[t 

- 6] -,, [*r- 
b#l

: +,1 ,*:+Rr)-hE q I{t -LE %l +
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Figure 9.8 High frequeneJ l,lodel 2 - 2N503E tr:ansiston.

* LE cTr n.} [S]" = t

.., (9,3)

In the frequency range of interrest the last three terms a,re of second order
stgni.f icance andr equation (.9.3,) may therefsre be approximated by the, s,tate

eqqation

dlc- Ilt- (Rn*Rgltp-ffi

dtl,"
-LEtF 

* 
-LrcTr kT dutc

q d*-

a-
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[u,,. 
v, sinurt - q ,'[,- +] -,. [*,.*, il*u]l 

... re,4)

Device Model 2, described by equation (9.4), has been solved using parameter

values CTE = 8500 pF, tF = 1,77 ns for two values of Lr, 5 nH and l0 nH. The

change in collector current waveform effected by the addition of C* as a

separate model parameter is demonstrated in Figure 9.9 and in Figures 9.10
through 9..|3 results predicted by Model 2 are plotted and compared vrith the
measured performance.

The addition of C* as a separate model paraneter whi'lst resulting in only
sma'll decreases in the predicted values of the col'lector current components

has introduced an addit'iona'l 1ag at turn-on, in effect decreasing the

conduction ang'le. The most significant effect resulting from the addit'ion of
C* can therefore be expected to relate to the predicted harmonic distortion
levels. The third harmonic distortion levels predicted by each of the high

frequencymodels for the iunction temperature T, = 500C have been plotted in
Figure 9..|4 and in Figure 9.15 the third harmonic distortion levels computed

from Model 2 { for Lt = l0 nH) are comDared with measured values for the
operating condition f = 4 MHz, RL = 33.6 0. The lack of agreement between

the various predicted distortion leve'ls in Figure 9.14 and between measured

and predicted levels in Figure 9.15 demonstrates that it is extremely difficult
in practice to predict with any degree of certainty odd order distortion
levels. The difficulty is compounded by the spreads in device parameters and

by operating factors, such as the sliding bias effect observed in the test
modules at high levels of input signa'|. A further point, in relation to
distortion level prediction, is that no account has as yet been taken of the
contribution to amplifier nonlinearity arising from the collector-base junction
capacitance nonJinearity. The analysis made in 5 4.3.4 suggests that while
this contribution is not necessarily negligible it should increase rapidly with
output signal level. In practice the obseryed trends in distortion levels tend

to follow the distortion characteristics predicted by the model equations,
q.g. showing nulls for certain operating conditions.

I

Apart fpom mea{urement inaccuracy there are three factors which may

explain the discrep{ncies shown in Figure 9.13 between model predictions and

test module measure{ents. First is the possibility that the value of the

I

I

I
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parameter R, may have been inaccurate. Calculations show that an incfease of
lO% in R- (i.e. a several fold incred:;e in the value of the ballast resistance

L
R.r) is insufficient to account for the observed discrepancies. Secondly

LI-
the default value of the parameter L, may be incorrect. However the small

decrease in the predicted values of I, and Vo which results when L, is increased

from 5 to l0 nH negates the possibi'lity that the discrepancy can be attributed
in the main to this factor. Thus, while increases in the values of both of
these parameters tend to improve mode'l accuracy, the extent of the improvement

is insufficient to account for the relatively'large differences between model

predictions and test module measurernents. The third factor is concerned with
the value of the forward bjas voltage VOU which in the case of the 2N5038

test module has been assumed constant at 0.55 V. llith this assumption the

reduction in effective forward bias vo'ltage caused by the vo'ltage drop across

the decoupling inductor between base bias supply and the centre point of
transformer TLT2 has been neglected. To account for this sliding bias effect
the test module measurements were repeated with the bias voltage, measured at
the centre point of TLT2, held constant at 0.55 V. These measurements, as shown

in the typical set p'lotted in Figure 9.16, are in excellent agreement with the

Model 2 predictions for LE = lC nH.

g 9.2.3 Surnmary

The preced'ing results indicate that, provided the sliding bias effect is
taken into consideration, an accurate representation of the 2N5038 transistor is
provided by Model 2 (i.e. by equation (9.4)). Improved agreement between the
predicted and measured distortion levels can also be expected with accurate

modelling of the shift AVBB in bias voltage. In the case of the test modu'les used

in the present study the shift in bias voltage arises mainly from the dc voltage
drop across the base bias decoupling inductor but a slide in bias can also occur
through thermal dependence or poor regulation in the bias source. Thus, in
general, the shift in bias voltage should be modelled in the form

^Vse 
= f(IB,Tj) = t[r+,rrJ
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5 9.3 INPUT il4pEDANCE CALCULATToNS

In view of a number of factors, €.9. lovrer transition f!"equency f1, a

higher value of base parasjtic resistance R' and the addition of C* as a

separate circuit parameter the derivation of an input impedance model for.the
2N5038 transistor is a much more complex task than was the case vrith the 2N5642

transistor. For example, one consequence of the lower value of f, and the

higher value of RU is that the validity of the one lump repnesentation of the
collector-base junction capacitance must be questioned. As an exped'ient in an

analytically difficult situation the use of a comparatively sinrple input
impedance model, which is basically the same as that used for the 2N5642 transistor,
is suggested. l.lhi'lst the model has the disadvantage that the value of the input
capacitance is consistently overestimated it leads to substantially correct
values of input resistance and thus allows an accurate estimate to be made of
test module power gain.

5 9.3.'l Mode'l Deri vation

As part of the collector current waveform

procedures in verifying device Model 2 the value

conductance was ca'lculated thus establishing the

computation and analysis
of the effective trans-
rel ati onshi p

Il = Gr& VS ... (9.6)

between driving voltage V, and the fundamental frequency component I., in
the collector current. By using equation (9.6) as a basis an input impedance

equivalentcircuit can be constructed in the form shown in Figure 9.17. Although

the emitter-base iunction capacitance C* appeared as a separate parameter in
the l4odel 2 analysis it is considered as an integral part of the charge

store S in the input impedance model. Thus the principa'l difference between the
2N5642 input inpedance model and the present model is the re-introduction of the

base parasitic resistanc. RB.

The simplest way to determine the input impedance from the model of Figure

9.17 is to evaluate separately the input admittance components, i.e. Yinl and

YinZ ut shown in Figures 9,l8a and g.l8b, arising from the base current IU.,

and the l'li11er feedback.
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9. 3.2 . Computati on of Y.' 
n.,

Fron Figure 9,'lBa

Yinr=t=

cos0

207

-um

hg+- .,G lsBF rJ ,T "mr--

t"+jff+jfr

['+ 
+ h']']* le

0, costT

4 "'ul

Yinl = G,

(e.e)

si n0 +
B.

cos0 OJ

,T si n0
sF

Values of l/Grn., and Crn., calcu'lated from equation (9.7) using the default
value of 70 MHz for the transition frequency f, have been plotted in Figure

9.19. These results which show the expected trend of input impedance variation
with frequency indicate that neither input resistance nor input capacitance is
markedly sensitive to variations in signal level or device temperature. From

equation (9.9) the input admittanc. Yinl should be purely real for a phase

lagg = tan- (rrrFr/o1), with a negative susceptive component for larger values

of 0. Although this trend, i.e. the change from positive to negative values of
susceptance is observed in the test module input impedance measurements the

actual situation is not well mode'l'led by equation (9.7).

5 9.3.3 Computation of Yrn,

where -l0=tan F

Following the procedure in
be represented by the admittance

5 8.4.2 the circuit shown in Figure 9.18b may

matri x
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ThuswritingC=CTC*CL
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q., [g.lo)

(e. r 2)

t
I

Yin2 = jt,cTc 
|.t 

-
Gn., cos0 + iGm sinO - irhC

G,. + jrrrC ] , (e.r)

By separating Yrn, into real and imaginary components the fotlowing equations

are obtained:

n-oi 
nz

(
CinZ = CTC ll *

t
I
c

sin0 - o G.-
%
2

ulC

(^)2

G, GL cose +

GL' *
(e. r 3)

ir^rCTC - iurhC

cr&
* jocTc

GL + iocl

+ JocTc

urzC C* G, cos0 - rCTC GL (Gm sin0 - r,rhg)

GL' * 
"ct

Values of GinZ and Crn, computed from equations (9.12) and (9.13) with
CTC = 200 pF have been plotted in Figure 9.20.

'5 9.3.4 Verification of 2N5038 Input Impedance Model

Measured values of input impedance for the 2N5038 test rnodule have been

compared in Figure 9.21 with the values cornputed from the input impedance model

deveJoped in this chapter. It is seen from Figure 9.2.| that the input
.resistance values predicted from the model are substantially in agreement with

the measured values fon the fu]l frequency range but that the predicted values

of input capacitance are subst4ntially in error. To achieve improved agreement

between measured and predicted values of input capacitance would require an
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inpgt irpedence model of considerably greater analytical csmPlexity entailing

the constderatton of C* as a separate parameter and most probablf the diy'is'ion

of \, tnto two conporrints, Hilbers (l) has reported good agreement between

measured and computed values of input impedance in the case of, a BLX14 7 Wz

linear RF power arnp.lifier by us'ing d fundamentat frequency nbdel [see 5 3.4)

of this form.
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CHAPTER IO

CONCLUS I ONS

The object in this thesis was to develop a device model with the

capability of assessing the performance of power transistors in radio

frequency applications. Specifically emphasis has been placed on modelling

device performance in the broadband linear amplifier configuration now

cornmonly used for the transmitter power stages of SSB communications equipment.

This configuration has a'lso found application in medical and other instrumentation
equipment (1 ) in instances where there is a requirement for operation over a

wide frequency range without tuning adjustment. The essential requirements

of a device model intended for use in linear RF power amplifier applications
are that it should be valid in'large-signal operation over the frequency range

of interest and that it shou'ld lead to accurate predictions of output power,

collector circuit efficiency, distortion levels, and input impedance. It is
desirable, in view ofthemarked temperature dependence of transistor parameters,

that device temperature should be a modei variable. Since for these amplifiers
device operation in saturation is usually precluded by the increase in distortion
with the onset of saturation it is not necessary that the model be valid in
this region. The proposed model meets most, if not all, of these requirements.

It is valid for large-signal operation in the cutoff and active regions and

device temperature has been included as a model variable. Comparison of
predicted and measured performances indicates that the model proposed is a

sufficiently realistic device representation up to frequencies of the order of
l/15 fr.

Two transistor types, the 2N5642 and 2N5038, have been studied. The

2N5642 transistor, althouqh not rated for SSB service. can be regarded as a

satisfactopy choice for modelling since it is similar in structure and frequency

capability to presently available SSB rated deyices. However with the frequency

limitations of measuring equi.prnent precluding verification of the 2N5642 model

over as wide a frequency range as desired to proyide a complementary but more

s evere test of the proposed model the 2N5038, a transistor with a much lower

frequency capabi 1 i ty, has been model 'led al so.
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Except with respect to odd order distortion levels cJose qgreement is
found between measured and predicted performances suggesting that the proposed

rnodel provides a realistic representation of these devices in most aspects of
large-signal operation. Further confirmation of model yalidity is giyen by the
input impedance studies discussed in Chapters B and 9. These studies show that
for the 2N5038 transistor the model structure is just adequate at the highest
test frequency. Thus should mode'lling of this device at frequencies higher
than 6 MHz be contemplated a more detai'led representation parttcularly of its
collector-base region would be required.

Test module measurements show complex distortion characteristics. Odd

order distortion levels are observed to be extremely sensitive to small changes
in device operating conditions and to exhibit nulls at certain combinations of
device temperature and input signal level. Qualitatively these large-signal
distortion characteristics are well portrayed by the model but in general the
attainment of precise numerical agreement between measured and predicted
distortion level is marred by the sensitivity of distortion levels to minor
variations in operating conditions. Although some improvement could perhaps
be effected by the use of a more detailed model structure the additional
comp'lexity is unwarranted for other aspects of device performance. Moreover
since the values of the model parameters are determined by coordinating a

number of test measurements each subject in some degree to experimental error
it seems unlikely that it would be possible to achieve precise numerical
agreement between measured and predicted distortion levels for a'I1 operating
conditions and atail signal levels. A more practica] alternative to increased
model complexity cou'ld well lie in a statistical assessment of distortion
performance. This approach would entai'l revision of the computationa'l methods
employed in the study where most of the numerical work associated'with model
development and verification has been performed using programmable calculators.
This level of computational aid appropriate on account of its flexibility
permits continuous interaction between experimental and theoretical phases
as an essential feature dufing model development. l,Ihere repeated soJution
and process't'ng of sets of proven equations is required, i.e. for model implement-
ation, the use of a large computer is cJearly preferable.

The device model evolved in this
aid in the eValuation of the capabjlity
and secondly to aid in the analysis and

amplifiers. Although the modeJ can be

study is rlntended for two uses, first to
of particular devices in SSB seryice,
design of broadband linear RF power

and has been implemented in its present



fonn there qrc vanious aspects which menit furthe,r strtdy- 0f these Perhaps

ttp most stgnificent, rel,ate to dtstort{on and to irnproved nlodel itt}pl'ementqtion.

gthef aspects include impr.o-Ved rnodelling of collector-base Junction capacitance'

considerqtion of dev.ice penfornqnce unden 'short- qnd open-cireutt loadi.ng [a

nntt-er of considerable practical si'gnfficancelr shd the study of satunation

effects. Ltkewise expenlnental wsrk shoul,di be extended to inelude SSB rated

devlces new availqble on the indus'trial market.
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It the dfffer^enfir'al equation
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_ \rD]

. , r (4.10)

giy11gf, -

deseribing the Btecewise ltnesrised devlce rnodel uras solved unalytically for

Olass B operating conditions* i.e. with VBB = VD,. A soll'ut-Jon in thd general

ease,, i,e.- w{th VBg # \lgois now presented'

Equation (4.10) eEh be uritten in the forrn

vrl

trj

4.1. . g

[ur, 
* u,

LEt
ic

['.

+ +,ric = vr[ri*t + !!. (Al.l)

where the symbols or, and,V, have been defined in $:

Equation (A:1.1) has the soltttion

lC = Xo exp {- ur^t} + h

and 'Vt = VBB - VD.

t+
vo

oo/';1

evaluated bY

- 
l, o* l|- YD clt, ,C

+ (ro/ro"le

sin(CIt - H)

boundary

. !. (Ail.2)

esndition
The arbltrarY constant In mAS be

V, sinortt * VBe

applying the

=0
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+ + t ['-exp{-*

tit*E r

Io.xpt- ffi

,orif@

-+ or

+ffi-

*tl r: g

vo...
stn(c-0)=0

Io= ,Hexp *t - sin(a - o) e,xp fltJ
^o/ I + (rlo")'

... (Al .3}

... (AI.6l

vu

and l^ =l;

[.- '#J]J

where . _l= tan 4r

,o

* =,tr-' 
[- il

VBB * VD

tls

-. 
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r+Rr-Fi
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YpE
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Collector current wqveforms computed from equation (Al '5) have been plotted

in Figure Al.l for rlarious values of V1, illustrating the effect upon

conduction ang'le of varying the forward base bias Vr'' In order to approximate

the waveforms of the 2N5038 transistor under typical operating conditions the

following values were assumed:

fo = lo MHz

VS = lV

'vo = zA
0o

f = (i) 2 MHz and (ii) 6 MHz-
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APPENDTX 2

FOUR.T ER AI{A'IY$ IS' -OF- THE C.OLLECIOR. CURRENT I,!|AVEFORM' OF : TH.E

PTECEI'|ISE LINEARIEED TR4l[sIpT0i lt0q.El FOR ctAss B c0Np-rrIONE

Fr,om equatlon (4,[5.) the colleetor" cument wavefonm for the pieq,grvtse

lineanised tnansis,tor model under Class B operating condit'ions is,givdn by,

)ic=+[.,nt,*-o}+exp{.ulot}sin€J...(4.|5)
,, I I + (to/ru012

and the csillector cut",rent csndrrction angle 0r(= urtl) is found by solving the
eguation

sin (urtt - e) + eXF {- *o tl} slne s 0 ' ... (A2.1}

Si'nce tG =' o + o the duratr',on of the conduet'ilon lnteryal tl " rry'or and hence
tnn !- ro tll . *:l t- m,ro/tol. For the ZN603B tranststor fo.l0 MHz and
exP {- tb tl} < e-5 < O.fl, i.,€. to good accur,acy

0r.=Tt+0t . ?. lA2:.2)

The magnitudes of the,Fourier components Jn the colleetor current ar:e given by

In= { ,^u" * Irib. !,. (Ae.s;

sin ntot d('tut)

i., r (A2.4)

-

u- / 1 + (,rrlal l2
fl a!vl,

I
,[ec [ (

" I lsin(crt 
- 0) + .*P t-J6 t

F .+,i,ol
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+ Irt [r,n". 
* 0) + .-o {-'T 4},t*} cos trtot d(r^rt)

fn sin ne - + .r, ,rlJ

tF 
sino + .r,4

and Inb i

, o ! (A2,.5)

Equations [42.4) and (A2.:5) have as general solutions

': Sin0 .' ri sinO

.na + (-,o^/roJa
+l'na fr' ,n2-l

o61o sing

n2 + (uru/ols
Inb=In

+ Grln+r '"p {- T or} 'ine t+ sin no + r ll
. nz.+ (aro/oln l, ' 

J!" "v ' 'r cos noJJ "' (A2'6)

[(-r )n*l cos no'- cose -
I n'-l -

T- e I flc :'s9- + oP {' F tr} 'ino'la tt-= r*1r"r*f

Since the factor (nu - I ) appears as the denomf,natpr of the first term in

both equations (A2.6) and [A2.7}separate so'lutior,rs tlulst be sought fot,'Itu
and lrr. The solutions df equatlons (A2.4) and (M.s) for n = I lead.. to the

resul ts:

(A2.71

+ ,ine I
1 + (oo/ro)z 

J

(nz.e )
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rtu ['inu
_1

1T

t-%:g - "p {- F e,} 
'ine

t 2 1+(oo/r^r)2

3q sino I
roJl

t + (rrro/rrr)'zJ

- P .oru]

,,. (A2.9)

Values of I,.,u, Inb and In' = / Inut * InO2 have been tabulated in

Table A2.l as funitions of the variable ur/oo. Also shown in thjs table are

the relative distortion levels D2 throuSh DU, which are also p'lotted in Figure

A2.1, Whilst, as discussed in Chapter 7, distortion predictions of the

piecewise linearised model are not completely representative of the actual

transistor in that the dependence upon input signal level is suppressed the

graphsin Figure A2.1 illustrate the general effect of increasing frequency and

hence increasing conductjon angle on distortion levels. 0f special interest is

the prediction of nulls in the even order harmonic distortion levels. In
practice nulls in even harmonic distortion'levels are observed, as with odd

harmonic nulls, only at specific combinations of frequency, input signal

level, and device temperature and forward bias'

Tab'le A2. I

rrr/0O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Ilu 'r .64 I .7r I .88 2.15 2.46

Itu 0.29 0.50 0.63 0.79 1 .03

Ir' 1.67 1,78 I .98 2.29 2,67
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'Tqb'le A2.l Contd

tzu 0.18 0.28 0.3,t 0.31 0.29

lza o: 60 0.46 0.32 0.20 0.10

r2' 0.63 0.54 0.45 0. 37 0:31

D2 dB -8.51 -1 0. 38 -1 2 .93 -l s.93 -1 8.82

I3. 0.06 0.14 0.19 0.21 0.21

Igu 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.08 0.10

I3' 0.06 0.14 0.20 0.23 0. 23

D3 dB -28.36 -22.08 -20.08 -20. I 5 -21 .1 6

I4. 0.04 0.03 o'.02 0.07 0. l2

Iqu 0.09 0. 02 0.02 0.05 0.06

14' 0. 10 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.14

D4 dB -24.68 -34.31 - 36. 99 -28. 1 6 -25.80
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'Tiib'le. A?.1 Contd

x5, 0.05 p.08
9:oe 0.08

rgo. 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.03

Is' 0.05 0.09 0. l0 0'09 0.08

Du dB -3J .l]9 ''26.32 -26.06 -30,.15

IEu 0.01 0,02 0.07 0.1t 0.12

rou ,0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.00

[6' 0.03 0,03 0.07 0.1I 0.12

D6 dB -36..10 -36.95 -28,69 -,26.67 -26.73
'l
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AqPENDIX 3

!4EASITREMENT 0F THE TNTERN$L AND 0VERLAP C0!irP0!{!l[|T$ 0F

COLLECT0R;BASE .IUNCTI0N CAPA0ITANCE IN /\ SIIALL-S,IGNAL TMNSISTO,R

To model the small-,slgna1 silicon planar transistor with reasonab'le

aceuracy it is necessary to rmdlfy the classi,cal lrytrfd n iuodel by takfng lnto
aceormt the collEctor-base Junctlon ov,erlap eapacitance. The form of the

rnodiffed rnodel is shoum th Figure 43.1.

Eigure 43.1

:FOr measUrcment PUrrDoses the, tt*ansl'Stol' is el$edded in 'a pas,siVe circuJtt
as shown in Ftg:ure A3.e, where RS (= llGS) is the drriving sourc€ resistance
and G'- the load coilductance is assumed much larger than gn.
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't'

Eisure A3.2

Gonsider the neturork Gt , 9r, Co.

Fioufe A3.3.

This network may be represented by the admittance matrix:



2?7

34

Gs -Gs 0 0

-Gs
Gs*9*

* ,Co
-9x - tco

0 -gx gx 0

0 _rCo 0 tco

By suppressing node 2 in this matrix the T network in Figure 43.3 may be

replaced by the equivalent n network described by the admittance matrix

'l

Gs(g* + sco)

G5+9x+sCo

-Gs9*

Gs*g**sco
- t9o Gs

Gs*gr+sCo

-9*Gs

Gr*gr*tCo

g,,(G, + 5co)

Gr*gr*sCo
- sCo g*

Gs*g**rco

- sco Gs

GS*g"+sCo

_ sCo g*

Gs*g*+sCo

sco(g* + Gr)

Gs*gr+sCo
4

Hence

, sC G^ cS I _GS*9*-Yt+ = qrffiq = Sco q=ry- j.fu''s=T



oG^-Yrs=#ft tr,-
Pro-vided ur (( ocr i.e. o << 

Ut 
: n* 

the netrvork reduces toJuo

Yg+ = sC,

, grtGs

ffi
9xG
ffi"o

Ftglt!'€. 43..f

A modff,ied equivalent circult valid fof rir 
"< 

65 Fay

the fo,rm srhown in F1Eure A3.5.
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gxl
qE ]-FG

theref0rc be draum in

Ftgure A3.5



fihere

and

The nrodel c'ircuit
fiequencY

h, = cu* qft co

ct
Go' = q=li co

is nsw in u-he form whel"e th3 standard formula

h = (Co' * Sn) + 9m RL cu'

229

. .. (A3.I )

... (R3..2)'

for half power

1fh = z_'TrT ... (A3.3)

ruhere \ = Ynll 1nt+r*) . i. (A3.4)

and
. .. (As.s1

is applicable. By measuring the value' of, fn over a range of load resistance

'R, the'yalue of Cu' ma1 be esta X'ished using equat{on (A3'5)' If this

proeedure is r-epeated for a Second valUe of sor.lrce reSiStar'rce Rt the Values

of 0o and cu may be determined by s-olvilt$ the simultaneous equatlons

Gult = cu +
gx

6s,r * G*

... (11.6}

co

ouz' u c, .9x?
GsF * 9*

co
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APPENDIX 4

A4.I MEASURED VALUES OF COLLECTOR.TO-COLLECTOR LOAD ADMITTANCES**

RL* fMH, GmS CpF

20

2

3

4

5

6

50..|8

48.0

44. 85

4l .1'l

37. 89

-834

-795

-664
:566

-491

65.6

2

3

4

5

6

'i.4,27

I 4.50

14.45

14.35

14.65

-79

-7
+27

+28

+32

l5l

2

3

4

5

6

9.52
6. 55

6.59

6. 60

6.75

-60
+3'l

+64

+76

+85

*Denotes nominal value of load resistance.

**The susceptance is expressed in terms of equivalent capacitance.

-353

-249

-216

-188

-'175

28.96

28.20

28.06

27.?0

26. 53

2

3

4

5

6

-99

-8
+24

+36

+44

'11 .00

11.02

11 .02

1't .04

ll.l0

-74
+27

+60

+72

+Bl

5.03

5.08

5.09

5.13

5.^17
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A4.2 MEAsURED vALUES OF 2N5642 TEST I'IODULE INPUT IMPEDANCE REFERRED TO

THE TMNSISTOR.BASE TERMINALS

The values quoted are for two transistors. The impedance seen looking

at the base terminal of each transistor is equal to 2RO in parallel with Cp/z'

Tamb = lgoc.

RL* fMH, vin 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 v

200

2

R
p

59.7 59.6 57.8 57.6 58.0 o

c
P

58s 608 579 590 598 pF

4

Rp 49.5 49.2 54. 1 51 .5 53. s 0

tp 878 765 750 720 673 pF

6

*p .36.6 38.9 4'l .l 39. 5 40.8 0

,p 995 840 782 824 829 pF

33.6 n

2

*p 69.1 57.9 55. B 5s.4 53.7 o

co 882 740 710 743 70? pF

4

*o 46.3 45.3 45.4 46.7 41.3 I 0

tp I 085 911 86B 863 847 pF

6

Rp 32.2 32.0 32.4 31 .1 28. 3 o

c
p

1153 e48 908 978 971 pF

2

Ro 63.4 58.3 55.8 53.5 a

tp 1077 1272 1130
't118 pF
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RL* fMH, vin 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 ?.5 v

65.6 0 4

Rp 36. 5 35. 5 34.7 o

,p 1271 1?02 1174 pF

6

*o 20.6 2l.r ?1.r s2

tp 1223 11 19 1 068 pF

92. 6 fi

2

vin 0.25 0.5 0. 75 1.0 I .25 V

R 78. B 61.4 57.4 s4.9 51 .7 o

cp 1225 1253 I 315 1347
't328 pF

4

*p 4l .8 32. B 3l .4 31 .3 29. 0 a

tp I 650 I 453 t4?0 1412 1289 pF

6

*p 17.7 17.6 17.0 17.3 r't .8 n

tp 140? 1227 'n 36 l128 1 136 pF

151 n

I

2

*p 72.6 64.4 56.0 0

cp 1577 I 866 1923 pF

4

Rp 30.2 ?3.9 21.6 20.'l a

cp 1 90] 1 765 1 704 ?307 pF

6

*p 13.7 12.5 12.0 12.3 o

cp 1 461 911 939 870 pF
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RL* fMH, vin 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.7 v

201 0

2

Ro 91 .0 78.4 56.8 58.3 CI

cp 1720 2143 2247 2364 pF

4

*p 23.2 18.9 't8.0 17.0 sr

tp '1938
1 885 I 907 1824 pF

6

*o 12.5 ll.8 't1.2 I1.0 0

tp 1462 1241 1015 900 pF

A4.3 MEASURED VALUES OF 2N5038 TEST I'IODULE

THE TRANSISTOR.BASE TERMINALS

The values quoted are for two transistors'

at the.base terminal of each transistor is equal

Tamb = lgoc. superscript 's, denotes that the

saturation.

INPUT IMPEDANCE REFERRED TO

The impedance seen looking

to ZRO in paralle1 with Cp./z.

amplifier has O..n,driven into

RL* fMH, vin 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 v

20n

2

R
p

11.19 t 3.0 I 3.3 14.4. 13.6 o

c
p

7079 6866 61 20 5769 5387 pF

4

R
p

5.27 5.92 6. 96 7.24 7.35 7.49 o

co 4278 3459 3589 3479 3426 3604 pF
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RL* fMH, vin 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 V

204 6

Rp 3.16 3.71 3.87 4.06 4. 1r 4.29t n

tp 553 Bl3 I 098 940 1177 'r4+gs pF

RLn f
'Mllz vin 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.5 v

33.6 0

2

R
p

10.6 10. 7 11.? 11 .4 11.2 r'r . ot 0

c
p

7859 7564 6950 6534 6643 oBB'ts pF

4

R
p

4.69 5.43 5. l5 5. 67 5.55 5. 54 o

to 3780 3654 2923 3031 2939 31 10 pF

6

Rp 3 .05 3.54 3.57 3.4s 3. 84 3.91 $?

co -419 -376 -l 54 -361 +15 267 pF

'RL* fMH. vin 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 V

os.o o

2

Rp 8.65 8.29 8.19 9.03 7.62 t.z3s \d

co B3B4 8338 8395 8079 7896 8056s pF

4

*o 4.00 4.08 4. 33 4.32 4.37 a

cp 3066 I 844 2668 .1738 1497 pF

6

*p 3. 06 3l .6 3.44 3.60 3.62 3.75 Jd

cp -1539 -2529 -?482 -2794 -2121 -2152 pF
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RL* fMH, vin 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 v

92.6 n

2

Rp 7.58 7.31 6.67 6.41 o

cp 8421 846? Bl 71 7886 pF

4

*p 3.86 3.94 3.96 4.05 3.92 o

c
p

2498 1 557 826 426 -521 pF

6

R
p

3.40 3.51 3.61 3.74 3.91 4.02 o

c
p

-l 583 -2670 -3422 -31 35 -2993 -2893 pF

RL* fMH. vin 0.5 1.0 1.s 2.0 2.5 3.0 v

l5l fi

2

Rp 6.46 5.32 5.00 4.49s o

tp 9657 8265 7605 rozos pF

4

Ro 3.72 3. 99 3.63 3.76 3.86 n

tp 1143 588 -1 333 -1297 -1752 pF

6

*o 3.s2 4.04 4.44 4.37 4.45 4.48 o

tp -2416 -301 0 -3083 -4049 -38]6 -3Bl 6 pF
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